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INTRODUCTION 
This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a listing of news 
releases distributed by the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, and a selected listing 
of speeches presented by members of the Headquarters staff during 1979. This Index 
supplements the previous issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and 
Speeches 1963-1966, and the Supplements for 1967 through 1978. 
The Index is arranged in six sections -- Subject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release 
Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches, and News Releases. 
Section 1 (Subject Index) contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the 
contents of the items indexed. Under each heading, the user will find references, as applicable, 
to Speeches (05 for Section 5) and News Releases (06 for Section 6) containing information 
on that subject entry, and in many cases, Gross-references to related subject headings. 
An example of an entry from the Subject Index follows: 
SUBJECT SEE SECTION 011 
HEAOINIl--__ AD-l AIRCRAFT FOR ADDITIONAL _  
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
TITLE __ [NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79--10 178 06 ......--INFORMATION 
NASA ~ 
RELEASE NUMBER/" 
Two types of cross-references are used: 
~ACCESSION NUMBER 
A) S for "SEE" directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found, 
e.g., 
COMSAT 
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP. 
B) SA for "SEE ALSO" directs the user to related subject headings where additional 
references may be found, e.g., 
COMMUNICATION SATEL.LlTES 
SA TELESAT SATELLITES 
Section 2 (Personal Names Index) contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify 
the persons mentioned in the items indexed or, in the cases of speeches, the persons that 
made the speeches. 
An example of an entry from the Personal Names Index follows: 
PERSONAL 
NAME ---- ABRAHAII, SAIIUEL 
~ LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS 
TITLE_____ [NASA RELEASE-79-167] 
NASA RELEASE NUMBER / 
iii 
SEE SECTION 011 
FOR ADDITIONAL 
CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS /INFORMATION 
P79-10176 06 / 
~ ACCESSION NUMBER 
As indicated in the examples, each index entry in Sections 1 and 2 contains the title, accession 
number, and reference section. 
Section 3 (News Release Number Index) lists all numbered NASA News Releases in numerical 
order with the corresponding accession numbers. An example of the News Release Number 
Index follows: 
SEE SECTION 1M! 
FOR AODITIONAL 
NASA RELfASE 




Section 4 (Accession Number Index) lists all items by accession number in numerical order 
with the corresponding reference section (05 for Speeches, 06 for News Releases), in which 
the item is described in detail, and the news release number, if any. 
An example of the Accession Number Index follows: 
ACCESSION 
NUMBER ___ p79-10058 06 ••••••••••••••••• 






Section 5 (Speeches) lists the speeches indexed in this publication, arranged in accession 
number order. Each entry contains the title of speech, speaker, date and occasion of 
presentation, and other reference information. 





TITLE ----- PRES S CO NF ER ENCE- FY~ ~1~9~8~O:",:B~U~D~G~E:T~ _______ ----: 
AUTHOR FROSCH, ROBERT A. _ NUMBER Of 
PLACE A DATE 20 JAN. 1979 36P PAGES 
OF PRESENTATION PRESEN~ED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C., 
20 JAN. 1979 
Section 6 (News Releases) lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts, 
and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number 
order. Each news release item contains the title, date of release, News Release Number (if 
any), and other reference information. 
An example of an entry from the News Releases listing follows: 
NUMBER OF 
ACCESSION NUMBER P19-10004 
TlTLf HEAO-l MISSION CONCLUDED 
~ 10 JAN. 1979 DATE OF NASA RELEASE-79-4 RELEASE 




The contents of this index were printed by computer. This necessitates, in certain instances, 
the substitution of computer symbols for the more familiar printed symbols. These include 
the use of * for " I Quesl for ?, and - for :. The symbols < and > immediately before 
and after the title of the entry tell the user that the entry was originally untitled and that a 
title was created by the compilers of the index. Finally, in Section 2 -- the Personal Names 
Index -- the symbol + is used to identify speeches presented by the person under whose 
name they are indexed. 
Copies of documents cited in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P.O. Box 8757, B.W.I. Airport, Maryland, 
21240. Requests for copies of the index itself should by addressed to the Scientific and 
Technical Information Branch, Code NST-41, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
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INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES 
1979 
Typical Subject Index Entry 
AD-1 AIRCRAFT 
(NAS~ RELEASE-7~ 
SEE SECTION 06 




~-----'-----[!IRS1' FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING 
TITLE '-_____ _ 
The title of the news release or speech is used as the prime retneval pOlOt. 
The acceslon number, e.g., P79-10178. IS located under and to the right of 
the title and is followed by a two-digit number. e.g .. 06, which designates the 
reference section of this Index containing the complete citation. 
A 
A NEW SUN: THE SOLAR RESULTS FROM SKYLAB 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
[NASA RELEASE-79-99] P79-10097 06 
A·BLATING MATEHIALS 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
ABSORPTION 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
ACADEIIY OF SCIENCES. PEKING. CHINA 
CHINESE DELEGAUON TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ACADEIIY OF SCIENCES. U.S.S.R. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ACADEIIY OF SPACE TllCHNOLOGY. PRC 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121) P79-10119 06 
ACCELERATION 
NASA PUBLISHES IlEPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
WOllEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHIcr,E 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
ACEE 
S AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM 
ACOUSTICS 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 




NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] 
ACTIVE COMIIUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
S EARLY BIRD SATELLITE 
P79-10137 
S RELAY ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 
S SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 




FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
ADELAIDE OIUY., AUSTRALIA 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
ADIIINISTRATIYE OPERATIONS 
SA CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 
SA ORGANIZATION CHANGE 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR LUBARSKY TO LEAVE LEWIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1] P79-10001 06 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 06 
RITCHIE NAMED DEPUTY FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-20] P79-10019 06 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] 
MUTCH NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR 
SCIENCE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-72] 
COOPER LEAVES GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-60] 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-63] 









SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SHITH CENTER 
DIHECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-10109 06 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-123] 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
P79-10123 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10138 06 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] P79-10159 06 
ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
AE-E 
S EXPLORER 55 
AE-5 
S EXPLORER 55 
AEC 
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
AEH-A 
S HCMM /HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING MISSION/ 
AEII-B 
S STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL GAS EXPERIMENT 
AERODYNAMIC HEATING 
S HEAT SHIELDS 
AERODYNAMICS 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-42] P79-10042 06 
I 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
SKYLAB MANEUVER PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-80] P79-100,83 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
AEROJET-GENERAL CORP. 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
AEHONAUTICAL RESEARCH 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
AERONAUTICS 
SA COMMERCIAL AVIATION 




THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
AEROSOLS 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10 134 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
AEROVIRONMENT, INC., PASADENA, CALIF. 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] P79-10140 06 
AFRICA 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMME,RCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10 195 05 
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
AGREEMENTS 
SA SPACE COOJ?ERATION AGREEMENT, U.S.S.R./U.S. 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE,-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
IIEALTH OIl DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-136] p79-10134 06 
HIGHLIGHj!S OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
AIR FORCE, U.S. 
SA AIR FORCE AEROSPACE RESCUE & RECOV. SERVo 
SA AIR FORCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB., OHIO 
SA AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND, CALIF. 
SA CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, FLA. 
SA HANSCOM AFB, BEDFORD, MASS. 
SA SPACE AND MISSILE SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION 
SA VANDENBERG AFB, CALIF. 
SA WESTERN TEST RANGE, VANDENBERG AFB 
SA WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> [NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
P79-10184 05 
AGRICULTURE 
SA DEPAR~rIlENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTIIEIIT OF 
S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
AIAA 
S AMERICAN INST. OF AERON. AND ASTRONAUTICS 
AID 
S AGENCY FOR INTEI!NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AIR CONDITIOIIING EQUI1?IIEBT 
SOLAR-POI/ERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7'1] P79-10057 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
AIR FORCE AEROSPACE RESCUE & RECOV. SERVo 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
AIR FORCE AIR WEATHER SERVICE 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
AIR FORCE FLIGHT DYNAftICS LAB., OHIO 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
FUEL-SAVING TEST F:LIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
AIR FORCE GEOPHYSICS :LAB., HANSCOII, IIASS. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
AIR FORCE SPACE SYSTEIIS 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 
AIR FORCE STRATEGIC AIR COIIIIARD 
P79-10156 06 
SECOND r'LTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
AIR FORCE SYSTEIIS COIIIIABD, CALIF. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PHOBLEMS 
[NASA RILEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
A-3 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAIlICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10 111 06 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEIlS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10 116 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
AIR POLLUTION 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FRON SHALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
(NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10 182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
AIR SAIIPLIRG 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
AIR TRAFFIC CORTROL 
SA AUTOHATIW PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
AIRBORIE EQUIPftENT 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
AIRBORIE EQUIPMENT 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO HAKE FIHST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
AIRCRAFT 
SA AD-1 AIRCRAFT 
SA B-52 AIRCRAFT 
SA BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
SA C-130 AIRCRAFT 
SA CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT 
SA CTOL AIRCRAFT 
SA F-14 AIRCRAFT 
SA F-15 AIRCRAFT 
SA F-104 AIRCRAFT 
SA F/A-18 AIRCRAFT 
SA GOSSAMER ALBATROSS 
SA HELICOPTERS 
SA LIGHT AIRCRAFT 
SA MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
SA QUIET SHORT-HAUL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
SA REHOTELY PILOTED RESEARCH VEHICLE 
SA RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
SA ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT 
SA RSRA IROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH A'IRCRAFTI 
SA SKYVAN AIRCRAFT 
SA STOL AIRCRAFT 
SA SUPER PREGNANT GUPPY STRATOCRUISER 
SA TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
SA U-2 AIRCRAFT 
SA VTOL AIRCRAFT 
SA X-15 AIRCRAFT 
SA XV-15 AIRCRAFT 
SA YF-17 AIRCRAFT 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
AIRCRAFT COKftUNICATIONS 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA BELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
AIRCRAFT CONTROL 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO HAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
AIRCRAFT DESIGN 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM 




[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
AIRCRAFT ENGINES 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10111 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
AIRCRAFT NOISE 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
AIRCRAFT PERFORHANCE 
JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-58] P79-10075 06 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06' 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
(NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
THE NASA FY. 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] P79-10 139 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10 145 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" lIITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
(NASA RE1EASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
AIRCRAFT SPEBD 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO HAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY 
S PROPULSIVE-LIFT AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY 
AIRCRAFT TESTS 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO HAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
AIRCRAFT TO SATELLITE DATA RELAY 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
AIRCRAFT WINGS 
S SUPERCRITICAL WING 
SUBJJlC:T INDEX 
AIRESEARCH CASTING CO., LOS ANGELES, CA. 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
AIRESEARCH III1NUF. CO., .LOS AIGELES, CALIF. 
CONTRACT AII'ARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
AIRESEARCH IIAHUP. CO., PBOEHIX, ARIZ. 
CONTRACT llWARDED POR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS . 
[NASA RELliASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
AIRFOILS 
SA SPOILEHS 
SA SUPERCHITICAL WING 
SA WINGLETS 
SA WINGS 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MA~E FIRST PLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
AIRGLOII 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
NASA AIRC:RAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
AIRLOCK 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELIASE-79-34:1 P79-10035 06 
AIRPORT CONG1!STIOH 




COST DROP POSSIBLE J~OR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELllASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM POll SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ALASKA 
SA ALASKA HEAL!H DEPT. 
SA JUNEAU, ALASKA 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
ALASKA HEAL~B DEPT. 
NASA TO UETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
ALASKA TRACJ~IIIG S~A~IOB 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
ALBEDO 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
ALCOHOL 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
A-5 
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AIID TELEGRAPH CO. 
ALDEBARlli STAR 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAH 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
. P79-10193 05 
ALGOREX DATA CORP., SYOSSET, II. Y. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
ALL WEA~HER INSOLA~ION. INC., KY. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ALLEII DESIGII, BURBANK, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASI-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
ALLENDE METEORITE 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
ALLOYS 
ALT 
SA INCONEL /'tRADEMARK/ 
SA STEEL 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
5 APPROACH AND LANDING TESTS 
AL~IIIETER 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
ALUMIIiUM 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10 152 06 
AIIALTHEA 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
AMELCO SEMICONDUCTOR, MOUNTAIN VIEII, CA. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
AIIERICAH ASSOC. OF OPTHALMOLOGY 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
AMERICAR GEOPHYS. UIiION, WASHIIIG~ON, D.C. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
AMERICA! IIiST. OP AERON. AND ASTRONAUTICS 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
AMERICAN SCIENCE AND ENGR. INC., IIASS. 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10 112 06 
AMERICAN TELEPHOIIE AND TELEGRAPH CO. 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
AMES INDUSTRIAL CORP., BOHEMIA, N.Y. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
AMES INDUSTRIAL CORP., BOHEMIA, N.Y. 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CA. 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
WOllEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-q1] P79-10040 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. ~O CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-Q6] P79-100Q6 06 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] P79-10059 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8Q] P79-10082 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEFT ~URN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
u. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16Q] P79-10164 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVES~IGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
AIIIIONIA 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
A-6 
SUBJECT INDEX 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10 088 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
AIIPLIFIERS 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-101Q3 06 
ANALOG TECHNOL. CORP., PASADENA, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
ANALYTIC SCIENCES CORP., READING, IIASS. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 03] P79-10 103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
ANANKE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
ANGLO AUSTRALIAN TELESCOPE 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 




SA ORBITING FROG OTOLITH 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
ANTENNAS 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATE1LITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN HAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COIIMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
VOYAGER REACQUIRED; SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS NORMALLY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-134] P79-10 133 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-180] 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION OFFICE, NASA 
P79-10 177 06 
P79-10183 05 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION PROGRAM 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
APOLLO PROJECT 
TWO HISTORIES PUBLISHED BY NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-39] P79-10038 06 
SOBi/ECT INDEX 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] p79-10067 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA R'ELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] P79-10159 




TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
APOLLO SPACECRAFT 
S APOLJ.O 7 
S APOLJ.O 8 
S APOLJ.O 9 
S APOLJ.O 10 
S APOLJ.O 11 
S APOLI.O 12 
S APOLJ.O 13 
S APOL1~O 14 
S APOLJ~O 15 
S APOL1~0 16 
S APOLLO 17 
APOLLO 7 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
APOLLO 8 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RUEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDE:RING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
APOLLO 9 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RJ~LEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 




APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
APOLLO 11 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] p79-10062 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
THE FLJ:GHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
A-7 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., LAUBEL, MD. 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
p79-10192 05 
APOLLO 12 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLEBS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
APOLLO 13 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 
APOLLO 14 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
APOLLO 15 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CBUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA BELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
APOLLO 16 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
APOLLO 17 
SHUTTLE ORDITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] 
APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT 




NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA BELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
p79-10191 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
APPALACHIA 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
APPLETON LABOBATOBY, SLOUGH, ENGLAND 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
APPLICATION EXPLORER MISSION 
P79-10049 06 
S HCMM /HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING MISSION/ 
S MAGSAT /MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE/ 
S STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL GAS EXPERIMENT 
APPLICATIONS SATELLITES 
S COMMUNICATION SATELLITES 
S GEODETIC SATELLITES 
S METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., LAOBEL, MD. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[BASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
<MAGSAT: ftISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
APPROACH ABD LANDING TESTS 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] P79-10139 06 
APPROPHIATIOBS ABD BUDGETS 
SA FUNDING 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
ARAB SATELLITE COftftUBICATIOBS ORGABIZATIOB 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ARC 
S AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CA. 
ARC IIIND TUNNEL 




SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
ARCTIC OCEAN 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
ARECIBO OBSERVATORY, PUERTO RICO 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS' 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
AREQUIPA, PERU 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
ARGENTINA 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ARGON 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
A-8 
SOBJECT IBDEI 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3s] p79-10032 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
ARIANE LAOBCH 'EHICLE 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
p79-10196 05 
ARIES 
S ASTRON. BADIO INTERFEROMETRIC EARTH SURVEY 
ARIZONA 
SA PHOENIX, ARIZ. 
ARIZONA OBI'. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 06 
ARIZONA ONIV., TUCSON 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] p79-10006 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
ARMY ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES LABORATORY 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
ARBY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY LABS. 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] p79-10096 06 
ARIIY, U.S. 
SA DUGWAY PROVING GROUND, UTAH 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTROCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] p79-1000s 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] p79-10017 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] p79-10065 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
ARNOLD ENG. DEVELOP. CENTER, TENB. 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
ASCENSION ISLAND 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] p79-100 17 06 
ASCENSION ISLAND TRACKIBG STATIOR 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
ASDAR 





SA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 




NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] p79-10072 06 
(MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-1019s 05 
SUB"ECT INDEX 
ASSOC. FOR TRE ADV. aI' INVENT. & INNOV. 
NASA CHEll 1ST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
ASTEEOID EEr. T 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
ASTP 
S APOLI.O-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT 
ASTRO RESEARCH CORP. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RBLEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
ASTRON. RAIlIO INTERFEROI!ETRIC BARTH SURVEY 
SOUTHERII CALIFORNIA LANIl AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 
ASTRONAUT ~rRAINING 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS. 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED. EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 
NASA TO RECRUIT SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-101] P79-10105 
ASTRONAUTS 




U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A 1I0MENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16. 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-14] P79-10063 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
NASA TO RECRUIT SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-101] P79-10105 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 




2.937 APPLY FOR ASTRONAUT POSITIONS 
P79-10135 06 
P79-10151 06 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79-175] P79-10174 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
ASTRONOIIY 
SA INF:RARED ASTRONOMY 
SA MICROWAVE ASTRONOMY 
SA RADIO ASTRONOMY 
SA X-RAY ASTRONOMY 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN I NTERDATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
A-9 
ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACE LAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY O~SERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10 141 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY 
MILKY WAY 
OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] 
ASTROPHYSICS 
HEAO-l MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEISE-79-4] 





COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
[NASA RELEASE-79-99] P79-10097 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
ATLANTA, GA. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-100 18 06 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
P79-10184 05 
ATLANTIC OCEAN 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTHY. GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<SKYLAB: IIHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
ATLANTIC TROPICAL EXPERIMENT 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLE 
S ATLAS-I> 
ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
ATLAS-P 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 
FLTSATCOM LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] 





SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
HIGHI,IGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF iHE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
ATLAS-P 




HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 







NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
1I0NSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
ATIIOSPHERE EXPLORER-E 
S EXPLORER 55 
ATIIOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LABORATORY 
HIGHI,IGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ATIIOSPHERIC COIIPOSITIOB 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 




PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPH1~RIC 
S7UDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
ATIIOSPHIlRIC DENSITY 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
A-l0 
SUBJECT IIiDEX 
ATIIOSPHERIC ENVIRON. SERV., CANADA 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
NASA AIRCRAPT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT IIALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10 112 06 
. VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
AT06IC ENERGY COll6ISSION 
S DEPARTIIENT OF ENERGY 
ATOIIIC HYDROGEN 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
ATS 
S ATS 6 
ATS 6 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATE1LITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-100S0 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10 171 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10119 06 
ATS-P 
S ATS 6 
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEIIS 
SA SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL 
HEAO-l MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
AUBURN UNIV., ALA. 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER POR HOllE AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
PONER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
AUDIO-VISUAL IIATERIALS 
SA TELEVISION 
P79-10 lS8 05 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
AURORA 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
1I0NSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-101S9 05 
SUB;tEC;:T INDEX 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
AURORA 7 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P19-10135 06 
AUSTRALIA 
SA BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, AUSTRALIA 
SA ORRORAL VALLEY, AUSTRALIA 
SA YARAGADEE, AUSTRALIA 
THAILAND TO BUILD :LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AI RCR AFT IU EL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 





[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA m:LEASE-79-121] p79-10119 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEAS.E-79-126] P79-10125 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SATELLHE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
P79-10195 05 
AUTOIIATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEII 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM }'OR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
AUTOIlOBILES 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOiIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-B7] P79-10085 06 
COMBINATION ELECTUIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-·'54] P79-10154 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
AUTOMOTIVE GAS TORBINE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
AVCO LYCOMING DIY., STRATPORD, C;:ORN. 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
AVIATION POWER SUPPLY CO., BURBANK, CALIF. 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 




SA CONTRACT AWARDS 
SA MEDALS 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 
MUTCH NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR POR SPACE 
SCIENCE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-72] P79-10058 
FRUTKIN TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-85] P79-10084 
DE HOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 
B 
B-52 AIRCRAFT 





[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
BACTEBIA 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
BALL BROS. RESEARCH CORP., BOULDER, COLO. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
BALL CORP., BOULDER, COLO. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
BALLADONIA, AUSTRALIA 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
BALLOONS 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
BALTIIIORE, MD. 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53] P79-10070 06 
BANGKOK GROUND STATION, THAILAND 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
BARBER-NICHOLS ENG. CO., DEHVER, COLO. 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
BATTERIES 
S LEAD-ACID BATTERIES 
S REDOX BATTERIES 
BAYLOR COLLEGE OF IIEDICINE, HOUSTON, TEX. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
BEIJING, CHINA 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
BELGIOII 
BELGIOII 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON, ARLINGTON, TEX. 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
BELL TELEPHONE LABS., INC. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
BENDIX CORP., STURBRIDGE, IIASS. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
BENDIX FIELD ENG. CORP., COLUIIBIA, liD. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
BENDIX FIELD ENG. CORP., SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
BENDIX FIELD ENGINEERING CORP. 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 
BERIIODA TRACKING STATION 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
BERN ONIV., SWITZERLAND 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STODY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
BIG-BANG COSIIOLOGY 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[HASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
BINARY STARS 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
BIOASTRONAOTICS 
SA AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
BIOGRAPHY 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR LUBARSKY TO LEAVE LEWIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1] P79-10001 06 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 06 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
RITCHIE NAMED DEPUTY FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-20] P79-10019 06 
A-12 
SUBJECT INDEX 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MOSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPOTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
MUTCH NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE 
SCIENCE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-72] P79-10058 06 
JSC DEEUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-58] P79-10075 06 
COOPER LEAVES GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-60] P79-10077 06 
DR. SEITZ GIVEN SECOND NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC 
SERVICE MEDAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-62] P79-10078 06 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-63] P79-10079 06 
FRUTKIN TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-85] P79-10084 06 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
OLSTAD TO BE DEEUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-10109 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-123] 




[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10 135 06 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10138 06 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] P79-10 159 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 




[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 
05 
06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANtAGES 
OF U.S. SEACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
BIOLOGY 
S ANIMAL STUDIES 
S EMBRYOLOGY 
5 EVOLUTION 
5 HUMAN RESEARCH 
S PHYSIOLOGY 
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIEt SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10134 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
SIIBJECT IIiDEX 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA IlELEASE-79-'179] P79-10179 06 
BIONBTICS COBP. 
LIGHTN:[NG APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPOR TANT GASES 
[NASA :RELEASE-79-'131] P79-10129 06 
BIOSCIENCE 
S AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
S ANINAL STUDIES 
S HUMAN RESEARCH 
S LIFE SCIENCES 
S PHYSIOLOGY 
S SPACE BIOLOGY 
BIOTECHHOI.OGY 
S LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
S IIAN-SY STEMS INTEGRATION 
BIRIIINGHAU UNIV., EIIGLAHD 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79··61] 
BLACK HOLES /ASTRONOIIY/ 




X-RAY OBSERVATORY. REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79··36] P79-10036 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLl:TE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79··65] P79-10051 06 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10104 06 
THIRD IIIGH ENERGY. OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79··113] P79-10113 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1919 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79··179] P79-10179 06 
BLOCK ISLUID, R.I. 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY lIORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1919 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA liELEASE-79··179] P79-10179 06 
BOEIIiG AEROSPACE CO., HOUSTON, TEX. 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA llELEASE-79··27] P79-10027 06 
BOEING AEllOSPACE CO ... SEATTLE. IIASH. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE llARTH' S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PllOPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA llELEASE-79-174] P79-10173 06 
BOEING CO. 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA llELEASE-79··74] P79-10063 06 
BOEING CO ... NEil ORLEANS. LA. 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA l1ELEASE-79-·76] 
BOEING CO.. SEA7TLE" IIASH. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
P79-10065 06 
P79-10023 06 
ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR ,FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-·42] P79-10042 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
NASA CONDUCTS lIAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] P79-10139 06 
HIGBLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLAN];:TS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
A-13 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIY •• PHOYO, UTAH 
BONDING 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10 124 06 
BOOMS /EQUIPMENT/ 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
ASTRONAUTS IIAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
BOONE, N.C. 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
BOOSTERS 
S LAUNCH VEHICLES 
BOSTON. IIASS. 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 0] P79-100 12 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
BOSTROM-BERGEN METAL PROD., OAKLAND, CA. 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AliARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] P79-10059 
BOil SHOCK 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 




[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
BOILIIAN GRAY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, B.C. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] p79-10176 06 
BRACKNELL. ENGLAND 
WORLDliIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
BRAZIL 
SA NATAL, BRAZIL 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
BREIIEN, GERMANY 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF TBE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
BRIGHAII YOUNG UNIV., PROYO. UTAH 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
BRISTOL ONIV., ENGLAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
BRISTOL ONIV., ENGLAND 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
BRITISH ROYAL AIRCRAPT ESTABLISH8ENT 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRI~ISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
BROWN ONIV., PROVIDENCE, R.I. 
P79-10049 06 
EXPERIHENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STODY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
BODGBTS 
S APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS 
S FUNDING 
BOBNOS AIRES, ARGENTIBA 
P79-10195 05 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMHUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
BOOYS 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
BOREAO OF BINERAL RESOURCES, AOSTRALIA 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
BUREAU OF RECLABATION 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAHATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
S NATIONAL BUR. OF STD., BOULDER, COLO. 
S NATIONAL BUR. OF STD., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
BUSINESS ABO TECBNOL •. SYS., INC., BD. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
c 
C-130 AIRCRAFT 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
CALCIUM 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREHELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COHET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
CALIFORNIA 
SA OWENS VALLEY, CALIF. 
SA PASADENA, CALIF. 
P79-10186 05 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH. 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
A-14 
SUBJECT INDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COllET DUST" 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
IIISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOL., PASADENA 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
CALIFORNIA UNIV. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
CALIFORNIA UNIV., IRVINE 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LA JOLLA 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
CALIFORNIA ONIV., LOS ANGELES 
VOYAGER 1 EXAHINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LIFE SCIENCE -INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
CALIFORNIA ONIV., RIVERSIDE 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN DIEGO 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
CALLISTO 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND>· 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA HELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGEH 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA llELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA llELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGEH 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGEH 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
CAMBRIDGE UNIV., EDGLAND 
HUGE Cl~USTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIIIENTS 
[NASA HELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
CAMERA TECHNOLOGY 
S FILM PROCESSING 
CAllE HAS 
SA TELEVISION CAMERAS 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
lIONSOON STUDY 
[NASA HELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
CANADA 
SA ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRON. SERV., CANADA 
SA COCHENOUR, ONTARIO 
SA DEPT. OF ENERGY, MINES & RESOURCES, CANADA 
SA NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, CANADA 
SHUTTLI~ ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA BELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[.ASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
TRANSPORTATION ~S U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERHIENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT 'TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
CARBOII !lOIOXIDE 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
CANBERRA TRACKING STATION, AUSTRALIA 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] p79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELIlASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
CANCHR RESEARCH 










VOYAGER REACQUIRED; SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS NORMALLY 
[NASA RELllASE-79-134] P79-10 133 06 
CANTOH ISLANDS 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
CAliTOli, PRC 
CAP 
<NASA TO I.AUNCH COMlIUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
P79-10184 05 
S CIVIL AIR PATROL 
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA. 
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA. 
CAPE KENNEDY, FLA. 
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA. 
CAPE VERDE ISLAliD 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
CARBOH 
EARLY FINDINGS FROII PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 








PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECBAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
CARBOR DIOXIDE LASERS 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET SA LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY 
P79-10183 05 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
CANADIAN SATELLITES 
SA CTS /COHlIUNICAUONS TECH. SATELLITE/ 
CANAVERAL Jl.IR FORCE STATION, FLA. 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-'6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-il1] P79-10080 06 
A-15 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
CARBON MONOXIDE 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROIl SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
!lONSOON STUDY 
CARBOBUHDUft co., NIAGARA FALLS, H.Y. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
CARBORUNDUM CO., NIAGARA FALLS, H.Y. 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOil AUTOS 
[NASA llELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
CAllGO lIRCllAPT 
SA KC-135 AIRCRAFT 
CARME 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
CARTOGRAPHY 
SA CELESTIAL MAPPING 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<MAGS AT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
CATALOGS 




THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
CATHODE llAY TUBES 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
CELESTIAL MAPPING 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
CELLS 
S CELLS /BIOLOGY/ 
S FUEL CELLS 
S PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS 
S SOLAR CELLS 
CELLS /BIOLOGY/ 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
A-16 
SUBJECT INDEX 
CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SA ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
CENTER FOR NUCL. STUDIES, SACLAY. PRANCE 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, WASR., D.C. 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10 187 05 
CENTRE NAT. DB LA RECHERCHE SCI., PRANCE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] . P79-10112 06 
CENTRE NATL. D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FBANCE 
NASA, CANADA AND FBANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
CENTRIFUGES 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
WOMEN 
[NASA llELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
CERAIIICS 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
CEREMONIES 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
CHALLENGER 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
CHAIIBER OF COIIIIERCE, WILKES-BABBE, PA. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
CHAIIPLAIN, OSS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
CHARGED PARTICLES 
SA ELECTRON S 
SA HIGH ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLES 
SA LOW ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLES 
P79-10135 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
CHECKOUT 
SA PREFLIGHT ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT 
CHEIIICAL SYSTEIIS FOR SPACE POWER 
S FUEL CELLS 
S SPACE POWER 
CHEIIISTRY 
SA ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 




PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE F'LIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
CHICAGO, BL. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA R:BLEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
CHILDRENS HOSP. MED. CENTER OF N. CALIF. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
CHILE 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
CHINA 
S PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
CHINESE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 
S PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
CHLORINE 
SAGE TO EXAIIINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
CHRISTMAS ISLAND 
SMALL X-oR AY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
CHROIIATOGRAPHY 




SYSTEM J?ROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RILEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
CHRONOLOGY 
S LAUNCH CHRONOLOGY 
CHRYSB REGION /8ARS/ 
VIKING CAIIERAS REVEAL NEll MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RIlLEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
CHRY SLER CORP. 
ADVANCEIl AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RILBASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
CONTRAC'.C AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RlILEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
CHRYSLER CIJRP., NEll ORLBANS, LA. 




AIIERICAliS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
CHURCHILL RESEARCH RANGE, BAHITOBA 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
CIRCULAR OliBIT 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RlILEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
SMALL X--RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
A-17 
CLOUDS 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 
06 
06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10 161 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10 175 06 
CIVIL AIR PATROL 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
CIVIL AVIATIOli 
SA COMMERCIAL AVIATION 
CLAYTON, N. MI!!. 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF· ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
CLIMATOLOGY 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEAS E-79-179 ] P79-1 0 179 06 
CLINTON INDUSTRIES, INC., CARLSTADT, N. J. 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSIRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
CLOCKS 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
CLOUDS 
SA IIAGELLANIC CLOUDS 
SA PLASMA CLOUD 
SA VENUS CI,OUDS 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-100 17 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
PIONEER ~O ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
COACHELA VALLEY. CALIF. 
COACHELA VALLEY. CALIF. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
COAL 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
COAST GOlRD. U.S. 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
COATINGS 
SA THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
COCHENOUR, ONTARIO 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
COLOGNE UNIV •• GERMANY 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
COLOIIBIA 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
COLOB PHOTOGRAPHY 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
[NASA RELEASE-79-99] P79-10097 06 
COLORADO 
SA DENVER, COLO. 
COLORADO RIVER 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
COLORADO UNI V. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 




EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
COLUMBIA 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POIlER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
HlGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
COLUI!BIA RIVER 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELFASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
COLUIIBIl UNIV •• N.Y. 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASJl-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SUBJECT lliDEX 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
COilA /COIIET.HEAD/ 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10 147 06 
COMHUSTION CHAMBERS 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
COMBUSTORS 
S COMBUSTION CHAMBERS 
COMET COMPOSITION 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
COMET HEAD 
SCOMA /COMET HEADI 
COllET TAILS 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-101117 06 
COllETS 
SA HALLEY'S COMET 
SA TEMPEL 2 COMET 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
COMMAND SUBSYSTEMS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
COIIIIERCE. DEPARTMENT OF 








COMIIERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
S EARLY BIRD SATELLITE 
S RCA SATCOM-C 
S RCA-C 
S WESTAR 1 
S WEsHR 2 




SA SEASAT FAILURE INVESTIGATION BOARD 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
COIIIIURICATION SATELLITES 
SA CTS ICOMHUNICATIONS TECH. SATELLITE/ 
SA EARLY BIRD SATELLITE 
SA ECHO 1 
SA FLTSATCOM SATELLITE 
SA FL1SATCOM-B 
SA FLTSATCOM-2 
SA INTEL SAT 5 
SA PALAPA 2 
SA PALAPA-B 
SA PALAPA-1 
SA RCA SATCOM-C 
SA RCA-C 
SA RELAY ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 
SA SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
SA TELSTAR ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 
SA WESTAR 1 
SA WESTAR 2 
SA IIES'CAR 3 
SA lIBSTAR-C 
SUBJBCT INDBX 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLElIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA DELEGATION 'ro VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79··70] P79-10056 06 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
NASA INITIATES NU THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-·143] P79-10143 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-·FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
P79-10184 05 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
COlIlIUNIClITIONS 
SA AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS 
SA MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS 
SA RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 
SA SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
SA TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 
P79-10185 
TO MAKE SPACE 
P79-10118 
P79-10156 




[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<NON-IIILITARY. MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.5. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
COIIIIUBIcnTIONS SATELLITB CORP. 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] 1'79-10158 06 
COIIIIUNIC1ITIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION, PRC 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
COMIIUNIcnTIONS SYSTEIIS 
SA NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
SA S-JlAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
SECOND FLTSATCOII LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
COIIMUNIC1ITIONS TBCH. SATELLITE 
S CTS /COMMUNICATIONS TECH. SATELLITE/ 
COMPOSIT! MATERIALS 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
CONFERENCES 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
COMPUTER COIIIIUN., INC., INGLEWOOD, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
COIIPUTER PROGRAMS 
SA DATA PROCESSING 
PILOT PROGRAM COVERS SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-14) 1'79-10014 06 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEll CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
COIIPOTERIZED SIMOLATION 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] 1'79-10098 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: -YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] 1'79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
COMPUTERS 
SA COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
SA DATA PROCESSING 
P79-10193 05 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
A-19 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-111] 1'79-10111 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RILEASB-79-1 18] P79-10117 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACF 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA REI,EASI-79-119] 1'79-10118 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
COMBINATJ:ON ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POIiERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RE!.EASE-79-181] P79-10180 06 
COIISAT CORP., GAITHERSBURG, liD. 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA EELEASE-79-82] 
COIISAT GENERAL CORP. 
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP. 
CONFERENCES 
1'79-10087 06 
SA WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
C!.EVELAND 
CONGO 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" IiIITH CAllBON FIBEll 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAll OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10119 06 
COIIGO 
S ZAIllE 
CONGRESS, U. S. 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] p19-10062 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 06 
COIIS:fELLATIOHS 
S LEO CONSTELLATION 
S SCOllPIUS CONSTELLATION 
CONSTRUCTIOII 
S CONSTHUCTION OF FACILITIES 
CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINOllITY CONSTRUCTION FIllM 
[NASA RELEASE-19-5] p19-10005 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-19-11] 




SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] p19-10015 06 
CONTRACT AIIARDS 
SA SUBCONTRACTS 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] p19-10005 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] p19-10015 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AIiiARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-19-77] 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16] 





GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] p79-10140 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] p79-10154 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] p19-10161 06 
SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-10168 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES FLANNED 
[NASA RELEASll-79-114] P79-10113 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10115 06 
A-20 
SUBJECT INDEX 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10178 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-181] P79-10 180 06 
CONTRACT DURATION 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] p79-10005 06 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10027 06 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-19-53] p79-10070 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10 142 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] p19-10148 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] p19~ 10 154 06 
SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-170] p79-10168 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10113 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-19-176] P79-10175 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-19-181] P79-10180 06 
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA llELEASE-79-53] P19-10070 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELBASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-19-100] p19-10100 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-19-169] P79-10161 06 
CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-19-5] P79-10005 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-19-15] P19-10015 06 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10027 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-19-17] P19-10059 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-7.9-82] P79-10087 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOll SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF pROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-19-139] P79-10142 06 
SO:SJECT IIIDEX 
NASA TO TEST SOLA:a POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
COMBINATION ELECT:RIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED :POR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AU1:OS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
SUPPORT CONTRACT ANARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELIASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-181] P79-10180 06 
COIITRACTUIG AIID PROCORBIIEIIT 
NASA nr:LEGATION TO VISIT CHIIIA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
<NOAA ~:O MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
COIITROL SYSTEIIS 
SA AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
SA AIRCRAFT CONTROL 
SA ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
SA DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE PROJECT 
SA GUIDANCE AND CONTROL 
SA REENTRY CONTROL 
SA SPACECRAFT CONTROL 
SA TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
SOPHISUCATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10111 06 
CONTROLLEIl POWER CORP •• TORRAIICE. CALIF. 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTHY 
[NASA lIELEASE-79-21] P79-1Q021 06 
CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOOII STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
CONVBNTIOIIAL TAKEOFF AND LARDIIiG AIRCRAFT 
S CTOL AIRCRAFT 
COOPERATION 
S INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION 
S INTERAGENCY COOPERATION 
5 INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
S SCHOLASTIC COOPERATION 
CORIIELL OIilV., N.Y. 
AIIERIC1INS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA IlELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
VOYAGEH 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA HELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
PIONEEE 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA HELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGEB 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA BELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
CORONA 
SA SOLAR CORONA 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA HELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
INTERNATIONAL UI.TRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA BELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
CORONAGBAPBS 
SOLAR IlAXIMUII IIISSION 
[NASA BELEASE-79-161] p79-10161 06 
A-21 
COSIIOS SATELI.ITBS 
COSHIC RAY DETECTORS 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
COSIlIC RAYS 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIIIENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
PIOHEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
COSHOLOGY 
SA BIG-BAIIG COSMOLOGY 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
COSIIOIIAUTS 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE IIEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
COSIIOS SATELLITES 
SA COSIIOS 1129 
U. S. EXPEHIIIENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
COSIIOS 1129 
COSIIOS 1129 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
COST ESTIIIATES 
SPACE SHUTTLE OHBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] P79-10015 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY IIAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA tATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53] P79-10070 06 
ADVANCED AU~O TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
NASA ~O STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, A~MOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10173 06 
RADAR HAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
A-22 
SUBJECT IIIDEI 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-181] P79-10180 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
COST REDUCTION 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
SATELLI~ES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10 143 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
CRABBS 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
CRASH HAZARD 
S AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
CRATEES 
SA LUNAR CRATERS 
SA VENUS CRATERS 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION 
P79-10189 05 
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
CROP MAIIAGEMENT 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
CTOL AIRCRAFT 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] 






U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SUBJECT IIIDEX 
COlABA GROOND STATION. BRAZIL 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROOND STATION 
(NASA llELEASE-79--64] 1'79-10050 06 
COLEBRA ISLAND, POERTO RICO 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY RORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
(NASA llELEASE-79-45] 1'79-10044 06 
CV-990 AIllCRAFT 
S CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT 
D 
DALLAS, TEX. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
(NASA RELEASE-79--18] P79-10018 06 
DANISH SPlICE HES. lUST •• COPENHAGEII 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
(NASA llELEASE-79--113] 1'79-10113 06 
DATA ACQOISITION AIID ANALYSIS 
SA NATIONAL SPACll SCIENCE DATA CENTER, NASA 
SA TRACKING AND DAn ACQUISITION 
SAGE TO EXAMINE llARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-6] 1'79-10006 06 
SATELLITE TO STODY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
(NASA RELEASE-79--129] P79-10131 06 
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM 
PILOT PROGRAM COVERS SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT DATA 
[NASA llELEASE-79--14] 1'79-10014 06 
DATA DISSllllIIiATIOIi 
MCLEAN, VA., FIR!! CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79--53] P79-10070 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79--91] 1'79-10090 06 
DATA PROCESSING 
SA COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
SA SIGNAL PROCESSING 
KEEPING A SPACE llYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] 1'79-10160 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79--179] 1'79-10179 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT ARARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-181] 1'79-10180 06 
DATA PRODUCTS CORP., WOODLAND HILLS. CA. 
PIONEEI! TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79--108] 1'79-10110 
DATA STORAGE DEVICES 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79-22] 







HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79--179] P79-10179 06 
DE/DYNAMICS EXPLOREIIj 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
1'79-10182 05 
DEEP S1'ACU NETWORK 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGI!OUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79--22] 1'79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAIIINE:S JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79--23-~ 1'79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] 1'79-10088 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79--108] 1'79-10110 06 
1.-23 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICOLTOHB 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] 1'79-10171 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAI! OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] 1'79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
DEFENSB COIIIIONICATIONS PBEPAREDNESS AGENCY 
<SKILAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
1'79-10190 05 
DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] 1'79-10116 06 
DEFENSE. DEPARTMENT OF 
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DELCO ELECTHONICS 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
DELCO PRODUCTS DIV. 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] 1'79-10158 06 
DELFT UIIIV. OF TECHNOL., NETHERLANDS 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASEI! GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] 1'79-10101 06 
DELTA LAUICH VEHICLES 
SA DELTA 2914 LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SA DELTA 3914 LAUNCH VEHICLE 
WESTEI!N UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] 1'79-10020 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] 1'79-10163 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] 1'79-10179 06 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGAI!DING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
1'79-10196 05 
DELTA 2914 LAOICH VEHICLE 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] 1'79-10003 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAI!-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] -
DELTA 3914 LAONCH 'EHICLE 
1'79-10095 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] 1'79-10158 
DEHMARK 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] 1'79-10147 
DERVER UNIV. 




[NASA I!ELEASE-79-6] 1'79-10006 06 
33 INVESTIGATOI!S SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] 1'79-10165 06 
DENVER, COLO. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] 1'79-10018 06 
WIND TURBINE GENEI!ATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAIIATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] 1'79-10074 
DEPARTIIENT OF AGI!ICULTORE 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FI 1980 BUDGET 
06 
P79-10182 05 
DEPARTftENT OP COftftERCE 
THE NASA PY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10183 05 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
p79-10187 05 
DEPARTftEBT,OP COftftERCE 
SA MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 
SA NATIONAL BUR •. OF STD., BOULDER, COLO. 
SA NATIONAL BUR. OF STD., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] p79-10017 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[IIASA RELEASE-79-51] p79-10068 06 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
p79-10187 05 
DEPARTftENT OP COftftOBICATIOBS, CABADA 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[IIASA RELEASE-79-116] p79-10115 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] p79-10117 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
DEPARTMENT OP DEFEIISE 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STODY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
LIFTO,F WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] p79-10061 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT ,UEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] p79-10141 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 
FLTSATCOM LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] 





STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] p79-10169 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10183 05 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 




<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
DEPARTBENT Of ENERGY 
SA LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAH., N. HEX. 
WORLDWIDE lIEATHER STODY MAJOR COOPERAT·IVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] 1'79-10017 06 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21 ]P79-10021 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT PUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUiOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITI·ES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
DEPARTBEHT OF HEALTH, EDDC. AND WELFARE 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATEILITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
DEPARTKEBT OP INTERIOR 
SA BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 
SA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, U.S •. 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] 1'79-10017 06 
DE NOYER, NORIIOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
SUBJECT INDEX DOE 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
DEPARTIIE~T OF JUSTI.CE 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79,.10179 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL7: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
DEPAIITIIE~T OF STATE: 
1i0RLDHDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-100 17 06 
u.S. AND U.S.S.R. ~O CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<NOAA TO IIANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
DEPARTlInT OF SUPPLY, AUsTRALIA 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
DEPARTlIE1T OF TRANSPORTATION 
SA FEDERAL A.VIATION ADIIINISTRATION 
WORLDWIDE IIEATHE:R STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA liEATHER DHA SATELLITE SYSTEM IIAY SAVE 
AIRCR AFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CABBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELFASE-79-17~] P79-10179 06 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
DEPT. OF EIIERGY. IIl:IIES & RESOURCES, CAIIADA 
EXPERIIIENTS SELECTED FOR IIAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
DESCARTES LURAR CRATER 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
DESIGB CRITERIA 
SA AIRCRAFT DESIGN 
SA SPACECRAFT DHSIGN 




TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SIIALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
SHUTTJ.EGROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
MAGNET.IC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COIIIIERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
SYSTEII PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-19-33] P79-10033 06 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASF-79-29] P79-10034 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] P79-10059 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] p79-10065 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM IIAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRAHD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POIIER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] P79-10 102 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
. [NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10 111 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] p79-10137 06 
COMBINAT:WN ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
DETECTORS 
SA COSMIC RAY DETECTORS 
SA INFRARED DETECTORS 
SA POLLUTION DETECTORS 
SA RADIATION DETECTORS 
SA ULTRAVIOLET DETECTORS 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 
DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON. INDIANOPOLIS, IND. 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 
DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA 





[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
A-25 
DIGITAL CODIBG 
S DATA PROCESSING 
DIGITAL FLY··BY-IIIRE PROJECT 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
DIOBE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASF-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
DISTRIBUTIOB 
S TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
DOC 




S APOLLO PROJECT 
S GEMINI PROJECT 
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
DOl 
DOl 
S DEPARTMENj: OF INTERIOR 
DOMESTIC APPLICATIONS 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
DOPPLHR SHIFT 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASB-79-118] P79-10117 06 
DOT 
S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DRAG REDUCTION 
SKYLAB ATTITUDE CHANGE MADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] 




FUEL-SAVING ~[EST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEAS1~-79-94] P79-10093 06 
PR1~SS CONFER1~NCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
<SKYLAB: iHEllE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
DREXEL UNIV., PJlILADELPHIA, PA. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEAS1~-79-165] P79-10165 06 
DRYDEN FLIGHT RllSEARCB CBHTER, CALIF. 
ASTRONAUT HA:[SE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASll-79-79] P79-10060 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
HIllAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
FUEL-SAVING ~rEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
SCHERER TO H:~AD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECiOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] P79-10139 06 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGBTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEAS:E-79-141] P79-10140 06 
DSN 
SCHERER TO R:~TIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] P79-10159 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
HIGBLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
S DEEP SPACE NETWORK 
DUFFIELD, VA. 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
DUGWAY PROVING GROUND, UTAH 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CAREON FlEER 
USE 
[NASA RELEAS:E-79-171] P79-10169 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
DULUTH, MUN. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEE. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] p79-10018 06 
DUST 
SA INTERSTELLAH DUST 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIELE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
DUST STORIIS 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
DYNAIIICS EXPLORER 
A-26 
S DE/DYNAMICS EXPLORER/ 
E 
EAR 
SA OTOLITH ORGANS 
EAR FALLS, OiTABIO 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
EARLY BIRD SATELLITE 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 




SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
P79-100 13 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79"'25] P79-10022 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




PLANETARY EXPLORATION EY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 






SA UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
SKYLAB ATTITUDE CHANGE IIADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] P79-100 11 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'i7] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITEIl 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002Q 06 
SMALL X--RAY SATEL1.ITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4Q] P79-10045 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-B3] P79-10081 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKILAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RBLEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-n9] P79-10179 06 
FUTURE OF PLANET AllY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
EARTH LANDING SYSTEMS 
S LANDING AREAS 
EARTH ORBIT 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAilED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
WESTERN UBION TDRSS CONTRACT 1I0DIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SA'!ELLITE-'6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-148] P79-10146 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE lS0TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
EARTH RAD1:ATIOIi BUDGET 
33 INvr~STIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATIIOSPHER:CC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
A-27 
ECONOMIC IIIPACT 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE SYSTEM 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
EARTH RESOURCES 
SA MARINE RESOURCES 
SA OIL 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
EXPERIIIEN'lS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10 119 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
EARTH RESOURCES OBS. SYSTEIIS PROGRAM 
S EROS PROGRAM 
EARTH RESOURCES OBSERY. SYS. DATA CTR., SD 
S EROS DATA CENTER, SIOUX FALLS, S.D. 
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
S LANDSA'l SATELLITES 
EARTHQUAKE HAZABD REDUCTION ACT OF 1977 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
EARTHQUAKES 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEIIS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10 116 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10 166 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
EASTERN TEST RANGE, PATRICK AFB 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
EASTERN VIRGINIA MEDICAL CENTER 




ECHO PASSIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 




RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10 158 06 
ECLIPSE 
S SOLAR ECLIPSE 
ECONOMIC DEVELOP. COUNCIL OF NORTHEAST PA. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE FLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ECONOIlIC IMPACT 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
EDS FEDERAL CORP., SILVER SPRIIIG, liD. 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
EDS FEDERAL CORP., SILVER SPRIIIG, liD. 
IICLEAN, VA., FIRII CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
(NASA RELEASE-79-53] P79-10070 06 
EDOCATIQII 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NASA 10 RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
EDOCATIOIAL PROGRAIIS 
SA SKYLAB STUDENT PROJECT 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
EDIiARDS, CALIF. 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
EFFECTS 
5 GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 
S ROTATIONAL EFFECTS 
S TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
EG&G/WASBIIiGTON ANALYTICAL SERVICES, liD. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIIIENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
EGYPT 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 




<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
ELECTRA IIIDLAHD CORP., SAN DIEGO, CALIP. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
ELECTRIC DISCHARGE 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NISA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
ELECTRIC FIELD 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 
06 
06 
SKYLAB ATTITUDE CHANGE MADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] P79-10011 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
MSFC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-31] P79-10030 06 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE A~ LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA IlELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 




[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
(NASA IlELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUilEAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10173 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAIl OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
ELECTRIC POWER SUBSYSTEMS 





HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPIIENT 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
(NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
ELECTROIIAGNETIC RADIATION 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRA 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
(NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
SUBJEC~ IBDEX 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELIASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
ELECTBONIC ASSEBBLIES CO., RICHBOND, VA. 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELF:ASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPBENT 
S SEHICOllDUCTORS 
ELEC~ROIIIC BIlBORIES & UGNETICS CORP. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELHASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
ELECTRONIC RIlLAYS, INC •• ILL. 
NASA LICEIISES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELIlASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
ELECTRONICS 
SA MICROELECTRONICS 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
ELECTRONS 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
ELLIPTICAL OllBIT 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
SECOND FL~rSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 
06 
06 
THIRD FLT:5ATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOII LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA REL£ASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
EBBRYOLOGY 
U. S. EXPERIMEN~S TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RE1:IASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
EMORY UNIV., ATLANTA, GA. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RE1:IASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
ENCELADUS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESbLTS ARE SUMBARIZED 
[NASA RELIASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
ENCODER 
S DATA PROCESSING 
ENERGY CONVERSION 
SYSTEII PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELBASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNI~S FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
ENERGY BASTERS, INC., C:OSTA IIESA, CALIF. 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPBERT 
IIIND TURBINE GENERA~:OR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELIASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
A-29 
EIIGINES 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPIIENT ADIIIN. 
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
ENERGY RESEARCH CORP., DANBURY, CONN. 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
EIIERGY STORAGE 
SYSTEII PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA EELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
HIGHLIGHiS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ENERGY TRANSFER 
SYSTEM PROIIISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
ENERGY TRANSMISSION 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] p79-10104 06 
ENERGY OSE 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
ENERGY VENT, INC., DAYTON, OHIO 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOllE ANE 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
ENGINE TECHNOLOGY 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TUREINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASI-79-29] P79-10034 06 
FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE IIAIN ENGINE PASSES ACCEPTANCE 
TEST 
[NASA RELEASll-79-68] P79-10054 06 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASI-79-104] P79-10102 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10111 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASI-79-137] P79-10 137 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TESi SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 AC~IVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ENGINE TESTS 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] 
ENGINES 
SA AIRCRAFT ENGINES 
SA P-1 ROCKET ENGINE 
SA GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE ENGINES 
SA INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
SA ION ENGIIIE 
SA J-2 ROCKET ENGINE 
SA J-85 ENGINE 
SA LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
P79-10065 
SA QUIET CLEAN GEN. AVIATION TURBOFAN ENGINE 
SA ROCKET ENGINES 
SA SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
SA SSIIE /SPACE SHUTTLE IIAIN ENGINE/ 
SA TURBINE ENGINES 
06 
ENGLAND 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
ENGLAND 
SA BRACKNELL, ENGLAND 
SA MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, ENGLAND 
SA MULLARD SPACE SCI. LAB., DORKING, ENGLAND 
SA SPACE RESEARCH COUNCIL, ENGLAND 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 





[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, A~MOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
<MAGS AT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
ENGLISH CHANNEL 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] P79-10140 06 
ENTERPRISE 
S SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 
EBVIBOlllIEBT 
S ATMOSPHERE 
S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
S SOLAR ATMOSPHERE 
S SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
ENVIRONIIEBTAL IIIPACTS 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
ENVIBONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
SA AU~OMOTIVE GAS TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PROGEAM 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONI~ORING 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADV~NCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUiOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
A-30 
SOBJECT INDEX 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
ENVIRONMENTAL RES. & TECBNOL. INC., MASS. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
ENZYMES 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
EPA 
S ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
EPBEIIERIS 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
EQUATOB 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
EQOATOBIAL ORBIT 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
EQUIPMENT 
S AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 
S BOOMS /EQUIPMENT/ 
S ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
S MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
S PORTABLE EQUIPMENT 
S REUSABLE HARDWARE 
EQUIPIIENT FAILORE 
SEASAT FAILURE REPORT CO~PLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-9] P79-10009 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-67] P79-10053 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 06 
SHUTTLE 'ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-148] P79-10146 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUME IN 
MID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10153 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 





FLTSATCOH LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] P79-10162 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE ELANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
SUBJECT INDEX 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
<SKUAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
<!lEETING liITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
ERDA 
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
ERGO SPHERE 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-19-105] P79-10104 06 
EROS DATA CENTER. SIOU1 FALLS. S.D. 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA REUASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
EROS PROGRAM 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AllARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
EROSION 
N ASA-INVElITED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
ERTS 




S LANDSA~r 2 
ERTS-A 
S LANDSA ~r 
ERTS-B 
S LANDSA 'f 2 
ESA SATELLIT:~S 
S IIE1EOSAT SATELLITES 
ESRO 
S EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY 
ESSEX, USS 




S EUROPEAN SPACE TlICH. CENTRE, NETHERLANDS 
ET 
S EXTERNAL TANK 
EUROPA 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-19-86] P79-10088 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 




FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
EUROPB 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 04] P79-10 1 02 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
P79-10195 05 
EUROPEAN SPACB AGENCY 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHON 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
lIILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASll-79-122] P79-10121 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10 176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
EUROPEAH SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION 
S EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY 
EUROPEAN SPACE TECH. CEN~RE, HETHERLANDS 
EVA 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
S EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 
EVAPORATION 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
EVOLUTIOH 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER .VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 




[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
EXHAUST 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SlIALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
EXHIBITS 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RILEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
EXHIBITS 
SA PARIS AIR SHOW, FRANCE 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON IIAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
EXOBIOLOGY 
S EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE 
EXOSPHERE 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
EXPERIIIENTS 
S HEALTH/EDUC. TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPT. 
S MONEX EXPERIMENT 
S SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS 
S SPACE EXPERIMENTS 
S STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL GAS EXPERIMENT 
EXPLORER SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES 
S DE/DYNAMICS EXPLORER/ 
S EXPLORER 48 
S EXPLORER 52 
S EXPLORER 55 
S RAE /RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORE~S/ 
EXPLORER 42 
S UHURU /SATELLITE/ 
EXPLORER 48 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA REL IASE-79-1 05] P79-10104 06 
EXPLORER 52 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
EXPLORER 55 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
EXTERNAL TANK 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-9 2] P79-10091 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUME IN 
MID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELIASE-79-153] P79-10153 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
EXTRA~ERRESTRIAL LIFE 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 




FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL KATERIALS 
SA LUNAR SAMPLES 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 
SA SPACE MAINTENANCE 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
EXXON CORP. 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
EYE OF JUPITER 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10d32 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
EYES 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-100 18 06 
F 
F-1 ROCKET ENGINE 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
F-1l1 AIRCRAFT 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
F-15 AIRCRAFT 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10 124 06 
F-10ll AIRCRAFT 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
F/A-18 AIRCRAFT 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
FAA 
S FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 
FACILITIES 
S LAUNCH COMPLEXES 
FAILURE INVESTIGATION 
LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-67] P79-10053 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUME IN 
MID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10153 
FLTSATCOH LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 





FAIRBANKS TR1~CKING STATIOJI, ALASKA 
THAILAND ~CO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] 1'79-10050 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] 1'79-10131 06 
FAIRCHILD INIlUSTHIES, GERIIABTOllN, liD. 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] 1'79-10080 06 
FAIRCHILD SP .lCE ABD ELECTROBICS CO., liD. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 1'79-10023 06 
FAITH 7 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHE!:T 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 1'79-10135 06 
FATIGUE /IIATURIALS/ 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELHASE-79-10 LI] 1'79-10102 06 
FEDEHAL AVIATION ADIIIBlCSTHATIOJI 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELBASE-79-5] 1'79-10005 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERlCNG SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] 1'79-10065 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SA:I.ELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] 1'79-10080 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKE~r PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] 1'79-10128 06 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] 1'79-10139 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] 1'79-10145 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL1: PREPARATION PLANS> 
1'79-10190 05 
FEDERAL EIIISSION STANDARDS 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] 
FEDERAL ENEIIGY ADIIINISTRATION 
S DEPAIITHENT OF ENERGY 
FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS AGENCY 
1'79-10167 06 
HIGHLIGIITS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] 1'79-10179 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WII,L IT FALL?: PREPAIIATION PLANS> 
1'79-10190 05 
FEDERAL REGISTER 
HIGHLIGH:rs OF 1979 ACTIVITIES.: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
FIELD 
S ELECTRIC FIELD 
S GEOMAGNETIC FIE1,D 
S MAGNETIC FIELD 
FILII PROCESSING 
NASA CHEMIST IS NA~~IONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RRLEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
FILTERS 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AlII SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] 1'79-10152 06 
FIRE PROTECTION 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHU~:DOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA IIELEASE-79-92] 1'79-10091 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEHONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
FLOHIDA URIV. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
<NON-MILITARY, IIILITARY, AND SPRITOAL ADVAN~AGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
FLEET SATELLITE COlIllUNICATIOH 
S FLTSATCOM SATELLITE 
FLETCIIEH & SOBS. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] 1'79-10005 
FLIGHT DURATIOH 




HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] 1'79-10089 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] 1'79-10140 
FLIGHT RESEARCR CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF. 






FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE PASSES ACCEPTANCE 
TEST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-68] 1'79-10054 06 
HIMAT RESEAIICH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] 1'79-10089 06 
FUEL-SAVING ~EST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
TIL~-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEHONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] 1'79-10096 06 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] 1'79-10124 06 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-140] 1'79-10139 06 
GOSSAMER ALBATIIOSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] 1'79-10140 06 
FLOODS 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] 1'79-10041 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA BELEASE-79-116] 1'79-10115 06 
FLORIDA 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EAIITH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA BELEASE-79-117] 1'79-10116 06 
. KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
1'79-10186 05 
FLORIDA UNlv. 
FISHES VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
SATELLITI~S CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS [NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
A-33 
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] 
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
SA FLOW VELOCITY 
FLOW VELOCITY 
P79-10160 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 




THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 
FLTSATCOM LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] 





SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
FLTSATCOM-B 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
FLTSATCOM-2 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 




SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
FLYBY MISSIONS 
SA JUPITER FLYBY 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
MSFC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-31] P79-10030 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
FOAIIS 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
FOOD TECHNOLOGY 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
FORD AEROSPACE AND COMBOI. CORP., CALIF. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
FOHD 1I0TOR CO. 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
A-34 
SUBJECT INDEX 
FORD BOTOR CO., DEARBORN, IIICH •. 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOil AUTOS 
[NASA IlELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
FORESTRY 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM) 
P79-10185 05 
FORT DAVIS, TEXAS 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA IlELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EAIlTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
FRA MAURO B LUIIAR CRATER 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 




SA OFFICE DE LA RECHE. SCI. ET TECH., PARIS 
SA SERVICE D'AERONOMIE, FRANCE 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 02] P79-10 10 1 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL A£VANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
FREEDOM 7 





LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
FREON 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
FREQUENCY BANDS 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
NASA INB:IATES NEll THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
THIRD FL1:SATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
FREQUENCY E)~ECTRORICS. IRC •• II.Y. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 




SA DOPPLER SHIFT 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT lIODIFIED 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
FRIENDSHIP '/ 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
FROGS 
SA ORBITING FROG OTOLITH 
P79-10135 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
FUCINO GROUND STATIOn, ITALY 
THAILAND TO BUILD I,ANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RE:LEASE-79-64] P79-100s0 06 
FUEL CELLS 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RE:LEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
FUEL CONSERVATION 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
TRANSPORTATION IS u.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-s l l] P79-10071 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-1008S 06 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FI.IGRT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOJ'AN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1J9] P79-10142 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1~;4] P79-101s4 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
GALILEO PROJECT 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
FUEL SYSTEMS 
S EXTERNAL TANK 
FUEL TANK 
S EXTERNAL TANK 
FUELS 
SA GASOLINE 
SA NATURAL GAS 
SA PROPELLANTS 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
A-35 
MARINE FIRE--FIGHTING MOD OLE TO BE DEMONSiRAHD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-9s] P79-10094 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
FURDING 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16s] P79-10 165 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
G 
GADOLIHITE 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 
GADOLINIUM 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] 
GALAXIES 
SA MILKY WAY 





HEAO-l MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON IIAY OUT OF SOI,AR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] p79-10170 06 
GALILEO PROJECT 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE HOSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
GALILEO 2 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
GALILEO 2 
S CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT 
GAIlIlA RAYS 






ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10104 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
HEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
GAHYIIEDE 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
GARP 
S GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM 
GARRETT AIRESEARCH IIANUF •• CO •• ARIZ. 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
GARRETT/AIRESEARCH. PHOENIX. ARIZ. 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
GASES 
S ARGON 
S ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 
S CARBON DIOXIDE 
S CARBON MONOXIDE 
S HELIUM 
S HYDROGEN 
S IN~ERS~ELLAR GAS 





COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 




APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
p79-10 192 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
GENERAL ACCOUNT. OFF •• WASHINGTON. D.C. 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
GENERAL AVIATION 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE ENGINES 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
GENERAL DYNAIlICS/CONVAIR. SAN DIEGO. CA. 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASF-79-170] P79-10168 06 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 
SA MANAGEMENT AND TECH. SERVICES, TEXAS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASF-79-22] P79-10023 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GENERAL BLECTRIC CO •• CINCINNATI. OHIO 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-123] P79-10123 06 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO •• PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO •• VALLBY FORGE. PA. 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CORP •• N.Y. 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
GENERAL ELBCTRODYB. CORP •• GARLAND. TBX. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79~10023 06 
SUBJJ!CTIIiDEX 
GEIIERAL MOTORS CORP. 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOUATED 
(NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
GEODETIC EXPLORERS 
S GEOS 3 
GEODETIC SATELLITES 
SA GEOS 3 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXP:ERIIIENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE: 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
GEODYRAHICS 
NASA SELF:CTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
(NASA REI.EASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASIIR SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
SATELLITI~ TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
HIGHLIGH~S OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GEOID 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA REIEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. U.S. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAIIINES JUPITER 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD lIECEIVE 1979 PECORA lIEMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE ;IUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR IIAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
NASA LASllR SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CliUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
(NASA REl.IlASE-79-1"I7] P79-10116 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 









EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLD~E TO STUDY EARTH'S IIAGNETIC FIELD 
(NASA RBLEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RI~LEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 






EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASB-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
GEOIIAGNETIC SERYICE OF CANADA 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
S OGO 2 
S OGO 4 
S GGO 6 
S POGO /POLAR ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBS./ 
GEOPHYSICS 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10 101 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
GEORGE C. liAR 511 ALL SPACE FLIllHT CENTER 
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA. 
GEORGE IIASON UBIY •• FAIRFAX. VA. 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10 1 04 06 
GEORGIA 
S ATLANTA, GA. 
GEORGIA IN ST. OF TECH., ATLANTA 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SBLECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
(NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
GEOS /GEODETIC EXPLORERS/ 
S GEOS 3 
GEOS 3 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
GEOSTAT. OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. SAT. 
S GOES-A 
S GOES-B 
GEOSTATIONARY IIETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE 
S GMS. JAPANESE SATELLITE 
GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL EHVIRON. SAT. 
P79-10195 05 





NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOII LAUNCH SCHEDULED IIAY 3 
(NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
(NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMIIUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE~79-143] P79-10143 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOII TO HE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79~155] P79-10156 06 
GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT fUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
NASA ~O S~UDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10183 05 
GERARD P. KUIPER AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
GERMAN SATELLITES 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
GERMANY 
SA SA~ELLITENGEODASIE DER TECH UNIV., GER. 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 '06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P.79-10116 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<NON-MILI~ARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM 
SA ATLANTIC TROPICAL EXPERIMENT 
P79-10185 05 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELE.~SE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GLOBAL WEATHER EXPERIMEBT 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
A-38 
SUBJECT INDEX 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GLOBE-UHIOH, IBC •• MILWAUKEE. WIS. 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
GLOBULAR CLUSTERS 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PIC~URE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
GM CORP. 
S GENERAL MOTORS CORP. 
GMS, JAPANESE SATELLITE 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GODDARD INST •. FOR SPACE STUDIES, N.Y. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR., GREENBELT, MD. 
SA NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER, NASA 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHEHE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-67] P79-10053 06 
COOPER LEAVES GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE~79-60] P79-10077 06 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-63] P79-10079 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATElLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
IIILKY HAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SUBJECT IIIDEX 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
(NASA BELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOB LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
(NASA BELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
EXPER IIIEN~S SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITF: 
(NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
ROTATING BLACK HO:LES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10104 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS 1011 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSUL 
MOVEMENTS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
(NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-148] P79-10146 06 
RCA SA~:COM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
(NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
(NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAilED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
(NASA RELEASE-79-181] P79-10180 06 






1I0RLDIUDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
(NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
GOES-A 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GOES-B 




AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
GOES-1 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
GllllVITY 
GOES-2 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
(NASA llELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
GOLD 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-100 18 06 
GOLDSTOBE TRACKIIIG STATION, CALIF. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
(NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RE£EASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
(NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
GOLDSTONE, CILIF. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
A-39 
(NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORP., AKRON, OBIO 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
(NASA RELEASE-79-181] P79-10180 06 
GOSSlftER ALBATROSS 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] P79-10140 06 
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 
SA ROTATIONAL EFFECTS 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
(NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-102] 
<HAGSAT: MISSION IIIPORTANCE> 
GRAVITY 
SA WEIGHTLESSNESS 





NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
(NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
(NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
i 
GREAT BRITAIN 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 





SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
GREAT RED SPOT 
S EYE OF JUPITER 
GREECE 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEIIENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-1011606 
GREENLAND 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
GREYHOO>!D LIliES 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GRIFFITH OBSERVATORY, LOS AIGELES, CALIF. 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
GRO/GABBA RAY OBSERVATORY/ 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
GROUND S'rA'lIONS 
SA BANGKOK GROUND S'lATION, THAILAND 
SA CUIABA GROUND S~ATION, BRAZIL 
SA FUCINO GROUND S~ATION, ITALY 
SA HYDERABAD GROUND STATION, INDIA 
SA KIRUNA GROUND STATION, SWEDEN 
P79-10191 05 
P79-10182 05 
SA PRINCE ALBERT GROUND STATION, SASKATCHEWAN 
SA SHOE COVE GROUND STATION, NEWFOUNDLAND 
SA TOKYO GROUND S'lATION, JAPAN 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
NASA EELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-148] 




HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GROUND SOPPOR'l EQOIPBEIIT 
S LAUNCH COMPLEXES 
S TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
GROUPE DE RECH. DE GEODESIE SPATIALE, FR. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEA~E-79-102] P79-10101 06 
GROBMAN AEROSPACE CORP. 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
SORJECT INDEX 
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP., BETRPAGE, N.Y. 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
GSPC 
S GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR., GRBENBELT, MD. 
GUADALCABAL, OSS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELBASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
·GUAM TRACKING S'lATIOIi 
A-40 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELBASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
GOAM, USS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
GUIDABCE AND COIITROL 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
GUIDANCE ABD NAVIGATION SYS'lEMS 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE FLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
GULF OF IIEXICO 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
GULP STREAM 
SATELLI~ES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
GWE 
S GLOBAL WEATHER EXPERIMENT 
H 
HADLEY-APENNINE REGION /MOOB/ 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
HALEAKALA, HAWAII 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 





ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
RELEASE-79-31 ] P79-10030 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COllET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
HALOGEN OCCUL'lA'lION EXPERIMENT 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELEC'lED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
RANDLIBG 
S MATERIALS HANDLING 
HANSCOM APB, BEDPORD, MASS. 
SATELLITE TO STODY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
RARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, BOS'lO», MASS. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SUBJECT IIIDEX 
HARVARD UIIIV., CAIIBRIDGE, IIASS. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
HARVARD-SIIITBSOHIAN CTR. FOR ASTROPBYSICS 
ASTRONO/IY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RBLEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
HAllA II 
SA MAUNA KEA, HAWAII 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
SATELLlj:ES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RILEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
BAIiAII UNIlI. 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RBLEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
HAIiAII UIIIlI., HOIIOLULU 
LIFE SCIENCE INVES!IGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HAYSTACK OllSERVATORY, IIESTFORD, IIASS. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-"117] P79-10116 06 
HAZELTON LABS. AIIERICA, IRC., VIEIlIIA, VA. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
BCIIII /BEAT CAPACITY IIAPPIIIG IIISSIOII/ 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
HEADQUARTERS, IIASA, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEIIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 
SAGE TO EXAMINE J~ARTH' S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 
PHILIPS NAilED DIln:CTOR OF GOVERNIIENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79"-7] P79-10007 




[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
PILOT PROGRAM COn:RS SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT DATA 
"[NASA RELEASE-79-14] P79-10014 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE IIEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
KLINEBERG NAHED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
A-41 
HEAO /8IGH EIIERGY ASTROIIOI!ICAL OIlS./ 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
DR. SEITZ GIVEN SECOND NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC 
SERVICE MEDAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-62] P79-10078 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-10109 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHE£ 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-123] P79-10123 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10 136 06 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10 138 06 
LUNNEY NAilED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 
THIRD FLTSATCOII TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] p79-10156 
RCA SATCOH LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 





HIGHLIGH~S OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE FLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURII ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 as 
HEALTH/EDUC. TELECOIII!UNICATIONS EIPT. 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
HEALTH, EDUC. AND IIELFARE, DEPARTIIEHT OF 
S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDDC. AND WELFARE 




HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 









HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
HEAO-2 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
HEAO-J 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
HEAT ABSORBERS 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING BISSION 
S HCMM IHEAT CAPACITY MAPPING MISSIONI 
HEAT EXCHANGERS 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 
HEAT PUMPS 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 
HEAT SHIELDS 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 







WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
HELICOPTERS 
SA RSRA IROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFTI 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
HELlOS PROJECT 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
HELIUII 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 






PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-J5] P79-10032 06 
A-42 
SUBJECT INDEX 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
p79-10186 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEHS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
HERCULES AIRCRAFT 
S C-130 AIRCRAFT 
HERSHEY MEDICAL SCHOOL, HERSHEY, PA. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HERZBERG IHST. OF ASTROPHYS., CANADA 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELABISHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
HET 
S HEALTH/EDUC. TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPT. 
HEW 
S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUC. AND WELFARE 
HI-SHEAR CORP., TOHRANCE, CALIF. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
HIGH ALTITUDE OBSERVATORY, BOULDER, COLO. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 






ENERGY ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY 




HIGH ENERGY ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY 3 
S HEAO-2 
HIGH ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLES 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 
HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT TECH. 
OBS·I 
P79-10161 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOll 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE EIRST FLIGHT 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAE OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
HIBUIA 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE·79-86] P79-10088 06 
HIBAT 
S HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT TECH. 
HISTORY 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] p79-10012 06 
TWO HISTORIES PUBLISHED BY NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-39] 




LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
SOBJECT INDEX 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-·74] P79-10063 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79--158] P79-10158 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MIl,ITARY, AND SPRITUAL AtvANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
HOLEX, INC., HOLLISTER, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
HONEYWELL INC., FLA. 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-H1] P79-10080 06 
HONEYWELL INC., LEXIIIGTON, !lASS. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'108] P79-10110 06 
HONEYWELL, INC. 
SOLAR-POWERED HOMll AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
HORMONES 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTHIAL PARTNERS TO IIAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'I19] p79-10118 06 
HORNET, OSS 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA HBLEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SIlEET 
[NASA HBLEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
HOSPITALS 
S CHILDRENS HOSP. MED. CENTER OF N. CALlE. 
S EASTERN VIRGINIA MEDICAL CENTER 
S NORFOLK GENERAL HOSPITAL, VA. 
S UNIVERSITY HOSP. liED. CTR., SAN DIEGO, CA. 
S VETERANS ADMIN .. HOSPITAL, PALO ALTO, CA. 
S VETERANS ADMIN .. HOSPITAL, SAN FRANCISCC 
HOOSEHOLD APPLICATIONS 
S DOMESTIC APPLICATIONS 
HOOSTON, TEX. 
<NASA TO LAONCH COMIIUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC CF CHINA> 
P79-10184 05 
HUDSOH BAY 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 
HUGH L. DRYDEB FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER 
S DRYDEN FLIGHT :RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF. 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO •• COLVER CITY, CALIF. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., EL SEGOBDO, CALIF. 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PICNEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
A-43 
HYDIlOGEN 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10173 06 
RADAR IIAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
HUIIAR RESEARCII 
SA AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
HUMIDITY 
WORLDWIDE liJlATHER STUDY lIAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA AIRCRAPT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
HURRICANES 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
HYDERABAD GROUND STATION, INDIA 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
HYDRAZINE 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10 144 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
HYDROCARBONS 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROll SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE EOR SIIALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10 137 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
HYDROGEN 
SA ATOMIC HYDROGEN 
SA LIQUID HYDROGEN 
SA METALLIC HYDROGEN 
EARLY FINDINGS FROII PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAIIINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] p79-10032 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY PORER UNIT 
TES~ SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
HYPEBION 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-157] P79-10157 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
HYPERION 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
IAPETUS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
IBII 
S INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP. 
ICE 
VOYAGER 1 EXA~INES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
~ONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
ICE !lAPPING 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
ILLI NOIS un V. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
ILLUSTRATED 1i0RLD 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
IIIAGING 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
IIIAGING TECHNIQUES 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 
06 
06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISlANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
A-44 
SUBJECT INDEX 
LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-67] p79-10053 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA BELEASE-79-1 08] p79-10 110 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTE~ 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] p79-10 117 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA llELEASE-79-148] 




PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
IIIPACT 
S ECONOMIC IMPACT 
S METEORITE I~PACT 
INCONEL /TllADEMARK/ 
p79-10193 05 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-157] p79-10157 06 
INDIA 
IIAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] p79-10031 06 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] p79-10050 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] p79-10080 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] p79-10 119 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] p79-10128 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10 131 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
p79-10190 05 
INDIAN INST. OF GEOIIAGNETISII, BOIlBAY 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] p79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
lliDIAN OCEAN 
WOllLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] p79-10017 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] p79-10125 06 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] p79-10150 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
INDIAN SPACE RESEAllCH OllGANIZATION 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] p79-10128 06 
INDIANA 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
INDONESIA 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
SUBJECT IIIDEX 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
INDONESIAN SATELLITES 




S TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PROGRAM 
INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIOB 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RBLEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRAC~ SIGNED 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-'15] P79-10015 06 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOB HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 





VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
NASA SllLECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA llELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
COST DROP POSSIBI,E FOR GENERAL A VIATION ~URBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'40] P79-10039 06 
SATELLITES CUT I1IDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COS~S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA BELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEII DEVEI.OPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] P79-10059 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
A-45 
INDUSTRIAL COOPEBUIOIi 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53] P79-10070 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] p79-10080 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 




NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 00] P79-10 1 00 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN nIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] p79-10120 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORlANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] P79-10 140 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10 154 06 
RCA SAT COM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] p79-10171 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10 173 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
INDUSTRY 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-181] P79-10180 06 
POWER FACIOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
INDUSTRY 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 





INFORftATICS IHFORftATIOB SYS. CO., ftD. 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53] p79-10070 06 
INFORftATION RETRIEVAL 
S DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 
S DATA PROCESSING 
S LIBRARIES 
INFRARED ASTRONOftY 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
INFRARED ASTROBOftY SATELLITES 
S IRAS /INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITES/ 
INFRARED DETECTORS 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 
INFRARED INTBRFEROftETER SPECTROftETER 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 







AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
INFRARED RADIOftETER 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCUONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
A-46 
SUBJECT INDEX 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10 189 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
INFRARED SPECTROMETER 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
INFRARED TELESCOPE 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 




KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] 
INSTITUT DE PHYS. DU GLOBE, FRANCE 
P79-10160 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
INSTITUTE OF AEROSPACE SCIEBCES 
S AMERICAN INST. OF AERON. AND ASTRONAUTICS 
INSTITUTE OF BlaMED. PROBLEMS, U.S.S.R. 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
INSTITUTE OF GEOL. SCIENCE, SCOTLABD 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
INSTITUTO ASTRON. E GEOFIS., BRAZIL 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
INSTITUTO DI FISICA DELL'ATBOSFEBA, ITALY 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
INSTITUTO IACIOBAL DB TBCNICA AEROSPACIAL 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
INSTRUMEBT FAILURE 
S EQUIPMENT FAILURE 
INSTROftENT LANDING SYSTEMS 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 






SATELLITE TO STUD! ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RILEASE-79-92] P79-10091 06 
INTA 
S INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE TECNlCA AEROSPACIAL 
INTELSAT SATELLITES 
S INTEJ.SAT 5 
INTELSAT 5 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-'162] P79-10163 06 
SUPPORT CON~RACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA Rl!LEASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
INTERAGENCY COOPERATION 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RI!LEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NASA LICENSES ELECrRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




SYSTEM PROMISES ELllCTRICAL llNERGY STORAGE U LESS 
COST 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSBOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. 10 CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
SOLAR-POIIERED HOllE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
LIFTOFF IIILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
SECOND FI,TSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA WEA1~HER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM IIAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
A-47 
INTERAGENCY COOPERlTION 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] p79-10085 06 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 06 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] p79-10094 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10111 06 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] p79-10114 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED l!ANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-130] p79-10128 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] p79-10139 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 




[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] p79-10148 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] p79-10152 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
IlE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] p79-10 156 06 
RCA SATCO!! LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
FLTSATCOII LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] P79-10162 06 
INTERFEROIIETERS 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
<MAGS AT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
INTERFEROIIETERS 
SA RADIO INTERFEROMETER 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
INTERIII UPPER STAGE 
S IUS /INERTIAL UPPER STAGE/ 
INTERIOR, DEPARTIIENT OF 
S DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR 
INTERNAL COIIBUSTION ENGINES 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEG01IATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
INTERNATIONAL AGREEIIENTS 
S OUTER SPACE TREATY 
S SPACE COOPERATION AGREEMENT, U.S.S.R./U.S. 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS IIACHINES CORP. 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS IIACBINES CORP., liD. 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE- 6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
SA OUTER SPACE LIABILITY CONVENTION 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHiRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
A-48 
SUBJECT INDEX 
WORLDWIDE HEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA IlELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOIl 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
TWO HISTORIES PUBLISHED BY NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-39] P79-10038 06 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
LIFTOPF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
NASA AIRCRAPT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATFLLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
IIILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING POR JOINT SPACE I!ECICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW POR SOLAR POLAR I!ISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10 117 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10 119 06 
INTEHNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
INTERNA'rIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COli PARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
U. S., SOVIEi SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEEi 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10134 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIJ~ENTS FOR 1985/1988 TIIO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
LIPE SCIENCE INVESiIGATIONS CHOSEN POR SPACE PLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-PY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA PY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OP CHINA) 
P79-10184 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
P79-10195 05 
INTERNATIONAL COURCn OP SCIBNTIFIC UHIORS 
WORLDWIDE HEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA IIEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM IIAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
INTERNATIONAL SATELLITES 
S COSMOS SATELLITES 
S COSMOS 1129 
S CTS /COIIMUNICATIONS TECH. SATELLITE/ 
S FRENCH SATELLITES 
S GERMAN SATELLITES 
S GMS, JAPANESE SATELLITE 
S IN~ELSAT 5 
S IRAS /INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITES/ 
S ITALIAN SATELLITES 
SlUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/ 
S METEOSAT SATELLITES 
S NETHERLANDS SATELLITES 
S PALAPA 2 
S PALAPA-B 
S PALAPA-l 
S SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE 
S SPUTNIK 3 
S UK-5, UNITED KINGDOM SATELLITE 
S UK-6, UNITED KINGDOM SATELLITE 
S UNITED KINGDOM SATELLITES 
S VOSTOK SPACECR.HT 
INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAR BISSION 
S SOLAR POLAR MISSION 
INTERNATIOIIAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER 
SlUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/ 
INTERPLAHl:TARY SPACE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-.23] P79-10024 06 




[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79- 10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10 172 06 




HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
INTERSTELLAR GAS 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
sysnll 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 13] P79-10113 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79- 10 121 06 
INTERSTELLAR SPACE 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OP GAS CLOUD ARCUND 
!lILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
INTREPID, USS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10 135 06 
INVENTIONS 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
INVESTIGATION BOARDS 
10 
SA SEASAT FAILURE INVESTIGATION BOARD 
SPECIAL STAPP WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 




<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
ION COIIPOSITION 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 




EARLY FINDINGS FROII PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] p79-100 13 06 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] p79-10033 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER [NASA RELEASE-79-36] p79-10036 06 
FUTURE OF PL'ANETARY EXPLORATION 
ION COIlPOSITION 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
ION CONCENTRATION 







SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
MSFC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-31] P79-10030 06 
IONICS, INC., WATERTOWR, IIASS. 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
IONOSPHERE 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
<MAGS AT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
IOWA ONIV., IOWA CITY 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
ISLAIlDS 
S ASCENSION ISLAND 
S CAPE VERDE ISLAND 
S CHRISTMAS ISLAND 
S GALAPAGOS ISLANDS 
S SAMOAN ISLANDS 
S ST. VINCENT ISLAND 
ISRO 
S INDIAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION 
ITALIAN SATELLITES 
SA SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
ITALY 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] p79-10049 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] p79-10119 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10 131 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] p79-10147 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
p79-10185 05 
IUE /IIlTERRATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/ 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] p79-10081 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] p79-10121 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] p79-10171 06 
IUS /INERTIAL UPPER STAGE/ 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] p79-10020 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] p79-10037 06 
IRAS /INFRARED ASTROIlORY SATELLITES/ IUS /INTERIM UPPER STAGE/ 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET S IUS /INERTIAL UPPER STAGE/ 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
IRELAND 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
IRIS 
S INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER 
A-50 
IVECO /IMPROVEMENT VIA ELECTRON CO./, CA. 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] p79-10021 06 
IWO JIIIA, USS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] p79-10135 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
SUBJECT IHDEI 
J 
J-2 ROCKE!I ENGINE 




HIMAT HESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA 1,ELEASE-79-90] 1'79-10089 06 
JANUS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 1'79-10023 06 
1'IONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA IELEASE-79-108] 1'79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'135] 1'79-10136 06 
JAPAN 
SA JAPANESE RESEARCH LABORATORY, TOKYO 
SA SPACE ACTIVITIES COMMISSION, JAPAN 
SAGE TO EXAMINE <:ARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] 1'79-10006 06 
Il'ORLDWIDE IIEATHEIi STUDY IIAJOR COO1'EIiATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'17] 1'79-10017 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] 1'79-10090 06 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POHER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA I1ELEASE-79--104] 1'79-10102 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79--112] 1'79-10112 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEIIS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEAS8-79-117] 1'79-10116 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA IELEASE-79-121] 1'79-10119 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79'-130] 1'79-10128 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79,-129] 1'79-10131 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
S~'UDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79'-165] 1'79-10165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] 1'79-10179 06 
JAPANESE RESEARCH LABORATORY, TOKYO 
EXPERIMEN~S SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] 1'79-10103 06 
JAPANESE SATELLITES 
S GMS, JAPANESE SATELLITE 
JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA, CALIF. 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS -ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] 1'79-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] 1'79-10037 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] 1'79-10047 06 
A-51 
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTOR, TEX. 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] 1'79-10076 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE ,LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] 1'79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] 1'79-10100 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] 1'79-10101 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] 1'79-10107 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 1'79-10112 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] 1'79-10130 06 
VOYAGER REACQUIRED; SPACECRAFT fUNCTIONS NORMALLY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-134] P79-10133 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS fOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] 1'79-10147 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] 1'79-10148 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] 1'79-10154 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAN'D AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] 1'79-10166 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] 1'79-10169 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] 1'79-10171 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[ NASA RELEASE-79-176 ] P79-10175 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-180] 1'79-10177 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
1'79-10186 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
1'79-10191 05 
JOHH F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTEH, NASA, FLA. 
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA. 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTlftORE, BD. 
SA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., LAUREL, MD. 
SA APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
S1'ACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 1'79-10112 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] 1'79-10176 06 
JOHNSON S1'ACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
SA MISSION CONTROL CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
JOP 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 06 
SKYLAB ATTITUDE CHANGE HADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] P79-10011 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] P79-10015 06 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-1 00 27 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
u.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
THE FLIGHl CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] 
JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
P79-10065 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-58] P79-10075 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
SiUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
NASA TO RECRUIT SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-101] P79-10105 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10134 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CAREON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
2,937 APPLY FOR ASTRONAUT POSITIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-175] p79-10174 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA HELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
JOP 
S GALILEO PROJECT 
JSC 
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
JUNEAU, ALASKA 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEE. 26 ECLIPSE 




SA EYE OF JUPITER 
JUPITER OESERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA BELEASE-79-22] 





USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITEB 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOB 1983 SOLAR POLAB 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
PIONEEB SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS ERIEFING 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
JUPITER ATMOSPHERE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; EACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 






PLANETARY EXPLORATION EY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAB 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA BELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITEH ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF AI?OLLO 11 HOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
PIONEEll SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
JUPITER EXPLORATION 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA llELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA llELEASE-79·-66] P79-10052 06 
VOYAGEll PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79·-132] P79-10130 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
JUPITER FLYBY 




NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR Por,AR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
INFRARED TELEscon BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] p79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-180] 
JUPITER ORBI~ER/PROBE 
S GAI.ILEO PROJECT 
JUPITER PHOTOGRAPHS 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
P79-10177 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
USEFUl. INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTEIl 
AT JUI?ITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
PLANE!ARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIONEllR 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEII 
[NASA HELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLAN:BTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BIlIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
JUPITER BINGS 
PLANE!rARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. NASA, FLA. 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW HOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
JUPITER SORFACE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT, 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
K 
KANSAS UNIY. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
KAUAI TRACKING STATION, HARAII 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
KC-135 AIRCRAFT 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
KEARSARGE. USS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. NASA. FLA. 
P79-10135 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
A-53 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 





ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-42] P79-10042 06 
FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE PASSES ACCEFTANCE 
TEST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-68] P79-10054 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY·3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
KENTUCKY 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELG IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POHER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] P79-10159 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
FLTSAT'COII LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
(NASA RELEASE-79-163] P79-10162 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
KENTOCKY 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
KENTOCKY UNIV. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
KENYA 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-Ij4] P79-10045 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
KINGS COLLEGE. PA. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
KIRONA GROOND STATION. SWEDEB 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBS •• TUCSON, ARIZ. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
A-54 
SUBJECT INDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
KSC 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA. 
KWAJALEIN ATOLL. MARSHALL ISLANDS 
06 
06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
KYUSHU ONIV., JAPAN 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
L 
L. B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON. TEX. 
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
LABORATOIRE DE METEOROL. DYHAMIQUE, PARIS 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
LABORATORY FOR BIOCHEM., ZURICH, SWITZ. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] p79-10176 06 
LAGEOS /LASER GEODYNAMIC SATELLITE/ 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10 101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 06 
LAKE CHAMPLAIN, USS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
LAKES 
S GREAT LAKES 
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10135 06 
p79-10182 05 
LAI!OHT-DOHER~Y GEOL. OBS., PALISADES, N.Y. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10 131 06 
LANDING APPROACH 
SA LUNAR LANDING 




SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CINTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
LANDSAT D 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
(NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-67] P79-100Sj 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
(NASA RELEASE-79·-148] P79-10146 06 
LANDSAT SATELLITES 
SA LANDSAT D 
SA LANDSAT 1 
SA LANDSAT 2 
SA LANDSAT 3 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
(NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
NASA tELEGATION ~ro VISIT CHINA 
(NASA RELEASE-79--70] P79-10056 06 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
(NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
(NASA RELEASE-79--121] P79-10119 06 
<NOAA TO IIANAGE HEIIOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
LAIIDSAT 1 
LANDSAT-3 HAS !lUl~TISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
(NASA RELEASE-79--67] P79-10053 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79--148] P79-10146 06 
LANDSAT 2 
LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-67] P79-10053 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
(NASA HELEASE-79-148] P79-10146 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
LANDSAT 3 
LANDSAj~-3 HAS MUI.TISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79--67] P79-10053 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-148] P79-10146 




(NASA RELEASE-79--172] P79-10171 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CElfTER, HAHPTON, VA. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE HARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79--6] P79-10006 06 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79--8] P79-10008 06 
NASA-INVENTED POI.LUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79--40] P79-10039 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-·78] P79-10061 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
(NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
HIMAT RESEARCH PI,ANE TO HAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
(NASA RELEASE-79-'90] P79-10089 06 
FUEL-SAVING TES~r FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA BELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPOTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-10109 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA IELEASE-79-·108] P79-10110 06 
A-55 
LAUBCH CHROIIOLOGY 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
(NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
(NASA RELEASE-79-141] P79-10 140 06 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
FILLERS 
(NASA IlELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
(NASA IlELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
(NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
(NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
LARC 
S LANGLEY RESEAIlCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA. 
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE 
S SPACE TELESCOPE 
LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
(NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
LASER GEODYNAftIC SATELLITE 
S LAGEOS /LASER GEODYNAMIC SATELLITE/ 
LASER BANGING 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
LASER/LIGHT DETECTION AND RARGING 
S OPTICAL RADAR 
LASERS 
SA CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS 
SA LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
(NASA RELEASE-79-166] p79-10 166 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
(NASA 11ELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
LAUNCH CHRONOLOGY 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
PLANETARY EXPLOIlATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
(NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA 11ELEASI-79-61] p79-10049 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 





ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
THIRD ELTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 
SHUTTLE TOPS 198b LAUNCH· SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] 
LAUNCH COMPLEXES 







THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
LAUNCH DATES 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
P79-10004 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
SHUTTLE ORBI~ERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-100 17 06 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-42] P79-10042 06 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-1C043 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-67] P79-10053 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
A-56 
SUBJECT IHDEX 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATULITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 05] P79-10 1 04 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIIIEN1S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10 115 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-148] P79-10146 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
FLTSATCOM LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] P79-10162 06 
SHUlTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 1 
[ NASA RELEASE-79-180] P79-10177 06 
SU:BJECT IIIDEX 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAH OF THE PLANE~~S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 '05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 O~; 
PIONEEit SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
p79-10193 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
LAUNCH OPllRATIOIiS 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA BELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
AIIERIC1INS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
TWO HISTORIES PUBLISHED BY, NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-39] P79-10038 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RllLIVING A MOllE NT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA ]ELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOll LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'49] P79-10066 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-·113] P79-10113 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM ~~O BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA UELEASE-79-·158] P79-10158 06 
LAUNCH PAllS 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA UELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
ENTER PUlSE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON IIAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
LAUNCH PLATFORMS 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
LAUNCH SCHEDULES 
SATELLITE TO STUllY ELECTRICAL PROBLE!!S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79'-18] P79-10018 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
FLTSA~:COII LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] 




SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGHAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 




THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
LAUNCH SITES 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUD! FEB. 26 ECLIESE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELHASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
LlF~OFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELllASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
SECOND FLISATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA SATEJ,LITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P7 9-1 0095 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA llELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TB FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10 158 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUII IIISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 
FLTSATCO!! LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] 





HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
<HEElING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTJ,E> 
P79-10196 05 
LAUNCH SUPPORT SERVICES 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-100 18 06 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] p79-10043 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE ~O TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10 117 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-142] P79-10 141 06 
LAUIICH VEHICLES 
SA ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE 
LDM ASSOCIATES, SAN JOSE, CALIF. 
SA ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SA ATLAS-F 
SA DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES 
SA DELTA 2914 LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SA DELTA 3914 LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SA SATURN 1 
SA SATURN 1B 
SA SATURN 5 
SA SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SA SCOUT-D LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SA SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS 
SA TITAN 3 
SA TITAN 3C 
SA TITAN 3E/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SA TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10126 06 
LDM ASSOCIATES, SAN JOSE, CALIF. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
LEAD-ACID BATTERIES 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
COMBINATION ELECTBIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
LEDA 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LEICRESTER UNIV., ENGLAND 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
LENNOX INDUSTRIES, DALLAS, TEl. 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
LEO CONSTELLATION 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
LERC 
S LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO 
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, ORIO 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR LUBARSKY TO LEAVE LEWIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1] P79-10001 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTEN~IAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 




[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM HAY SAVF 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10074 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 04] P79-10 1 02 06 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-10109 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10 111 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATOBY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10 114 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA'RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOH TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
LIBERTY BELL 7 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
LIBERTI STATE PARK, N.J. 
P79-10135 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
LIBRARIES 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
SUBJECT IBDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-:l4] P79-10035 06 
LICENSING 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR .HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLl,UTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
POWER FAC,[OR CONTHOLLER 
P79-10188 05 
LICK OBSERVATORY, MT .. HAIIILTON, CALIF. 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LIDAR 
S OPTICAL RADAR 
LIFE SCIENCES 
SA AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
SA ANIMAL STUDIES 
SA DU MAN RESEARCII 
SA PH :/S1OLOGY 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-!i5] P79-10072 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERHION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'I67] P79-10176 06 
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTERS 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10134 06 
LIGHT AIRCRAFT 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
LIGHT-YEAR 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LIGHTNING APPAREN,[ SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
LILLE UNIV., FRANCE 
33 INn:STIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
LIliA, PERU 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
LIQUID HYDROGEN 
PLANET~RY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
A-59 
LOllAR CRlTERS 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
LIQUID OXYGEN 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10182 05 
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING 1I0DULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
LIQUID PROPELLANTS 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
LITTLE /ARTHUR D./, INC. 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP. 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO., BOUSTON, TBX. 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
LOCKHBED ELBCTRONICS CO., PLAINFIELD, N.J. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
LOCKHEBD IIISSILE SPACE CENTER, CALIF. 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
LOCKHEED IIISSILES AND SPACE CO., CALIF. 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEII STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174} P79-10173 06 
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABS., CALIF. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
LOCKHEED TEST FACILITY, PALIIDALE, CALIF. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
LOS ALAIIOS SCIENTIFIC LAB., N. RBX. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
LOUISVILLE UBIV., KENTUCKY 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE Fl~IGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10 176 06 
LOW ENERGY CHARGBD PARTICLBS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79~86] P79-10088 66 
LOWELL OBSBRVATORY, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ. 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LOX 
S LIQUID OXYGEN 
LUNA PROGRAII 
NASA LASER SYSTEIIS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
LUBAR CRlTBRS 
SA DESCARTES LUNAR CRATER 
SA FRA MAURO B LUNAR CRATER 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 




[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
<NON-MILI~ARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM>. 
p79-10185 05 
LOBAR LANDIBG 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
p79-10191 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
p79-10192 05 
LOBAR IIARIA 
S MARE TRANQOILLITATOS 
LOllAR ORBIT 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] p79-10062 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] p79-10158 06 
LORAB OBBITER 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] p79-10106 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
LUIIA I PROBES 
S LUNAR ORBITER 
LUNAR SAIIPLES 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] p79-10062 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE 1ICOMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] p79-10127 06 
LONAR SURFACE 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] p79-10013 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] p79-10062 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] p79-10151 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
LYSITBEA 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 06 
M 
MACQUARIE UNIV., AUSTRALIA 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 03] p79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELt 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
MADRID TRACKING STATION, SPAIN 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
MADRID, SPAIN 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
A-60 
SOBJECT INDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
!lADSEII, OIiTAIlIO 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
IIAGELLARIC CLOUDS 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD ARCUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
IIAGHESIUII 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
IIAGNETIC FIBLD 
SA GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 
EAHLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYS~EM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 00] P79-10 1 00 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF TEE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
IIAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITB /MAGSAT/ 
S MAGSAT /MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE/ 
IIAGNBTOIIBTER 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RILEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELEC~:ED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'103] P79-10103 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'108] P79-10110 06 
SATELLlj:E TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
MAGNETOSPBERE 





PIONEER TO ENCOUN~'ER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT F'OR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
IIAGNBTS 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTEN~IAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
MAGSAT IIIAGNETIC FIEI,D SATELLITEI 
EXPERIMENTS SELEC~'ED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
MARINER SPACE PROBES 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
IIANAGEBENT AND TECH. SERVICES, TEXAS 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
IIANITOBA ONlY., CABADA 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD ·SATELLITE 
[NASA RELE1SE-79-1 03] P79-10 103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
IIANDED FLIGHT IIISSION CONTROL CEiTER 
SA MISSION CONTROL CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
BANNED BANEUVERING ONIT 
ASTRONAUTS HAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10 124 06 
BANNED ORBITING LABORATORY 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BABNED SPACE FLIGHT 
SA APOLLO PROJECT 
SA GEMINI PROJECT 
SA SKYLAB PROGRAM 
P79-10135 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-58] P79-10075 06 
BANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
IIANPORER 
SA PERSONNJ~L 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERAHONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
IIAPPIliG 
MAINTENANCE S CARTOGRAPHY 
SA SPACE MAINTENANCE 
ftAN-SYSTEBS INTEGRATION 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'141] P79-10140 06 
MANAGBIIEHT 
SA ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS 
SEASAT FAILURE REPORT COMPLETED 
[NASA RILEASE-79-9] P79-10009 06 
SPECIAL STAFF WIJ.L AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10126 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASI-79-161] P79-10161 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
A-61 
BARCONI SPACE AND DEFENCE SIS., LTD., ENG. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
IIARE TRAHgOILJ.ITATUS 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
ASTRONAUIS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
ftARINE OBSERYATION SATELLITE-l 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPEIlAHON 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
ftAIlINE RESOURCES 
SA FISHES 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
I!ARINER SPACE PROBES 
S MAUNER 2 
S MARINER 4 
S MARINER 5 
S MARINER 6 
S llARINER 7 
S MARINER 9 
MARINER 2 
S MAUNER 10 
MARINER 2 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MARINER 4 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
MARINER 5 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MARINER 6 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MARINER 7 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MARIlIER 9 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MARINER 10 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SA,[ELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
MARITIME INDUSTRY 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
MARS /PLANET/ 
EARLY FINDINGS FROIl PIONEER VENUS 
[lIASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[lIASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
MARS ATMOSPHERE 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 




PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MARS EXPLORATION 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
MARS PHOTOGRAPHS 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
(NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM) 
p79-10185 05 
MARS POLAR CAPS 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MARS SURFACE 
SA CHRYSE REGION /MARS/ 
SA UTOPIA REGION /MARS/ 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-100 13 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTBR, ALA. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] 
SKY LAB ATTITUDE CHANGE MADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] 
P79-10004 06 
OF THE YEAR 
P79-10010 06 
P79-100 11 06 
VESSELS 
P79-10012 06 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
MSFC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-31] p79-10030 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-42] P79-10042 06 
FIRS~ SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE PASSES ACCEPTANCE 
TEST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-68] P79-10054 06 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-52] 





SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
SCHERER :ro HEAD EX'fERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUME IN 
MID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10153 06 
WRONG W,:LDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 
[ NASA RI~LEASE-79-157 ] 1'79-10157 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10173 06 
THREE SHUTTLE TEST ENGINES FIRED SUCCESSFULLY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-178] P79-10181 06 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE, DENVER, COLO. 
SATELLHE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGEHS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79·-120] P79-10120 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
IIARYLABD UNIV. 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
MARYLAND UUV., COLLI:GE PARK 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 
MASOR, USS 




SATELLlj~E TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
MASSACHUSETTS IIIS'f. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE 








[NAS1). RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
A-63 
IICDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., CAUF. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YllARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLCSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
MASSACHUSETTS lHST. OF TECHBOL., BOSTON 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLI~E 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
IIASSACHUSETTS DNIV., AMHERST 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLrrE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
MATERIALS HANDLING 
SCIEN!ISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
BATERIALS RESEARCH 
SA VOLCANIC MATERIAL 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
MATRIX CORP., ACTOH, MASS. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
IIATTER-ANTIBATTER ANNIHILATION 
S BIG-BANG COSMOLOGY 
IIAUNA KEA, HAWAII 
P79-10023 06 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
MAX-PLANCK INST. FOR AERONOIIY, GERBANY 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
IIAX-PLANCK INST. FOR PHIS. AND ASTROPHYS. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
MCDONALD OBSERVATORY, AUSTIN, TEX. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE -
[NASA HELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., CALIF. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP. 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-19-16] P19-10065 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-19-96] P19-10095 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-19-108] P19-10110 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-19-120] P19-10120 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-19-158] P19-10158 06 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP. 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-19-14] P19-10063 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-19-158] P19-10158 06 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS TECH •. SER. CO., TEXAS 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 




S INFRARED DETECTORS 
S INFRARED RADIOMETER 
S INFRARED SPECTROMETER 
S INTERFEROMETERS 
S MAGNETOME~ER 
S MASS SPECTROMETERS 
S NEPHELOMETERS 
S PHO~OMETERS 
S PO LARIMETERS 
S RADIO INTERFEROMETER 
S RA DIOSONDES 
S SP ECTROllETER 
S UL~RAVIOLET SPECTROMETER 
IIEDALS 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 
MUTCH NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE 
SCIENCE 
[NASA RELEASE-19-72] P19-10058 
06 
06 
DR. SEITZ GIVEN SECOND NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC 
SERVICE MEDAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-62] P79-10078 06 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-63] P79-10079 06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
IIEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA, RICHIIOND 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
IIEDICAL EQUIPIIENT 
SA TELECARE 
NASA CHEMIST IS NA~IONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P19-10149 06 
MEDICAL RESEARCH 
SA BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 




NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-19-119] P79-10118 06 
MEDICINE BOW, WIOIIING 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P19-10074 06 
IIEMORANDUII OF UNDERSTANDING 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-19-37] P79-10031 06 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-19-121] P79-10 119 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10179 06 
IIEIIPHIS, TENN. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P19-10018 06 
MERCURY IPLANETI 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10 186 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
IIERCURI ATIIOSPHERE 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
IIERCURI PHOTOGRAPHS 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MERCURY PROJECT 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10 135 06 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P19-10196 05 
MERCURY SUHFACE 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MERCURY-ATLAS 6 
S FRIENDSHIP 7 
IIERCURY-ATLAS 1 
S AURORA 7 
IIERCURY-ATLAS 8 
S SIGMA 7 
IIERCURY-ATLAS 9 
S FAITIl 7 
IIERCURY-REDSTONE 3 
S FH EEDOM 7 
MERCURY-REDSTONE q 
SUBJECT INDEX 
S LIBERTY BELL 7 
MERRITT ISLAND TRACKING STATION, FLA. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S IIAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERAUONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
IIETALLIC HYDROGEN 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
METALLURGY 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SEACE 
PRODUCTS 








SATELLI'fE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
METEORITE IHPACT 
PLANETARY EXPLORA'rION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH'-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
IIETEORITES 
S ALLENDE METEORITE 
S MICROMETEORITES 
METEOROID DETECTORS 
S PEGASUS 1 
S PEGASUS 2 
S PEGASUS 3 
IIETEOROIDS 
SA MICROMETEOROIDS 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
METEOROLOGICAL OFFIC:B, BRACKNELL, ENGLAIID 
SAGE TO EXAMINE E.~RTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, UMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
IIETEOROLOGICAL SATEL:LITES 
SA GMS, JAPANESE SATELLITE 






SA IIETEOSAT SATEL.LITES 
S A NIMBUS G 
SA NIMBUS 4 
SA NIIIBUS 6 
SA NIIIBUS 7 







SA TIROS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES 
SA TIROS N 
BIABI ONlY., FLA. 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 










SA WEATHER FORECASTING 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON RAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
(NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U_S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
p79-10189 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
IIETEOSAT SATELLITES 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
BETHAIIE 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
IIEODON, FRANCE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P19-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86) P79-10088 06 
IIEXICO 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
MIAIII ONIV., FLA. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
MIAMI ONIV., OXFOBD, OHIO 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
MIAMI ONIV., OXFORD, OHIO 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
MIAMI, FLA. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL ONIV., HOUGHTON 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
MICHIGAN ONIV. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
MICRIGAN ONIV., ANN ARBOR 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
MICHOOD ASSEMBLY FAC •• NEi ORLEANS, LA. 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
MICROELECTRONICS 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
IIICROHETEORITES 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
IIICROHETEOROIDS 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
IIICROIIINIATURIZATION 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
MICROSCOPES 
S ELECTRON MICROSCOPES 
IIICROWAVE ASSOC., INC •• BOBLINGTON. IIASS. 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
IIICBOWAVE ASTBONOIlY 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
IIICROilVE RADAR 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
MICROWAVE BADIOIlETEBS 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 










SA F/A-18 AIRCRAFT 
SA YF-17 AIRCBAFT 




HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
MILITARY SEA LIFT COMIIAND 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
IIILKY WAY 
NASA AIRCRAF~ TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
MILLIIIETRB WAVE EXPEBIIIENT 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] p79-10080 06 
IIIIIAS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGBOUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
IIIBERAL EXPLORATION 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPBITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
IIINING 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCR, ENGLAND 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
IIINISTBY OF HEALTH. U.S.S.R. 
P79-10049 06 
SA INSTITUTE OF BIOMED. PROBLEMS, U.S.S.R. 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-1013Q 06 
IIINISTRY OF MEBCHANT MABINE. O.S.S.B. 
NASA, CANADA- AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA 8ELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
IIINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
MINNESOTA 
S DULUTH, MINN. 
S MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
MINNESOTA UNIV., IIINNEAPOLIS 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SUBJECT IBDEI 
SPACE LAB/SHUTTLE :FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10 112 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
IIINOllITIES 
NASA TO RECRUIT S.PACE SHUTTLE ASTllONAUTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-101] P79-10105 06 
IIINORITY BUSINESSES 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
IIISSION CONTROL CENTER. HOUSTOR. TEX. 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS. 35 NEW CANDIDAiES IS 
VARIED. EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTRO:LLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
IIISS10N DOBATION 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
P79-10004 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEllENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATEL:LITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-·6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW :FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACj~ 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE: 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] F79-10147 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE. ATMOSPHERl:C 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
IIISSIOB OBJECTIVES 
SAGE iO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




NASA SIGNS AGREEll.ENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLIIR 
HISSI.ON 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
A-67 
IIISSION I?LANS 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS. STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
EXPERIMEN'lS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATOllY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLEi SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10 121 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPABE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SHALL AlRCRAF~r. 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10 137 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOH TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 




PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
P79-10195 05 
IIISSIOB PLANS 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEEll VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
P79-100 13 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
MSFC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-31] P79-10030 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSIGN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA llELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
BISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY, BAY ST. LOUIS 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
RCA SATCOH LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
BISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY, BAY ST. LOUIS 
FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE PASSES ACCEPTANCE 
TEST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-68] P79-10054 06 
BODELING 
S COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
BOL 
S MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY 
MONEX EXPERIBENT 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 
BONSOONS 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 
BONTANA 































SA 1979S1 /SATURN MOON/ 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] p79-10012 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] p79-10023 06 
USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] p79-10026 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO rAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10 116 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] p79-10130 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] p79-10156 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
p79-10186 










ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
BOSCOIl, U.S.S.R. 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] p79-100 17 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] p79-10046 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] p79-10092 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] p79-10122 06 
MOTOROLA, INC., SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] p79-10023 06 
MOUND LAB., MIAMISBURG, OHIO 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 
IISF 
S MANNED SPACE FLIGHT 
MSFC 
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA. 
HULLARD SPACE SCI. LAB., DORKING, ENGLAND 
NASA ro LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] p79-10049 06 
BULTIPORPOSE SPACE VEHICLES 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 




LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-67] p79-100S3 06 
DE NOYER, NORHOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SUBJECT INDEX 
N 
II.R.G. PRODOCTS, INC:., YIRELAlD, II. J. 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
IIACA 
S NATIONAL ADV. COMM. FOR AERONAUTICS 
NAPLES OlllV., ITALY 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'129] P79-10131 06 
NAS 
S NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
IIASA COMMUNICATIOIIS NETWORK 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
IIASA EARTH SUBVEY AIBCRAFT 
S U-2 AIRCRAFT 
NASA END-TO-END DATA. SYSTEII 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF ~HE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-·179] P79-10179 06 
NASCOII 
S NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
NASTEC IIIC., CLEVELAND, OHIO 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] P79-10102 06 
NASYVTIS BOLTIROLLER TRACTIOB DRIYE 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUnONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] P79-10102 06 
NATAL, BRAZIL 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPEaIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA EELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEIIENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 
NATIONAL ACADEIIY OF SCIEIICES 
06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NATIONAL ADV. COM II. FOR AERONAUTICS 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-·58] P79-10075 06 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-123] P79-10123 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 
IIATIONAL AERON. AIID SPACE ADftIN. 
SA AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CA. 
SA APOLLO LUNAR EXPLORATION OFFICE, NASA 
SA AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 
SA CON7RACTING AND PROCUREMENT 
SA DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF. 
SA GODDARD INST. FOR SPACE STUDIES, N.Y. 
SA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR., GREENBELT, liD. 
SA HEADQUARTERS. NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
SA JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA, CALIF. 
SA JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX. 
SA KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA. 
SA LA NGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA. 
SA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO 
SA MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA. 
SA IIICHOUD ASSEMBLY FAC., NEW ORLEANS, LA. 
SA NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
SA NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA 
SA OFFICE OF AERON. AND SPACE TECHNOL., NASA 
SA OFFICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS, NASA 
SA OFFICE OF IND. AFF. AND TECH. UTIL., NASA 
06 
A-69 
NATIONAL AERON. AND SPACE ADftIN. 
SA OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, NASA 
SA OFFICE OF LIFE SCIENCES, NASA 
SA OFFICE OF SPACE AND TERR. APPL., NASA 
SA OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT, NASA 
SA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA 
SA OFFICE OF SPACE TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEMS 
SA OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORT. SYS. OPERATIONS 
SA OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYS. ACQ. 
SA OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 
SA SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. INFORM. FACILITY, MD. 
SA SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. INFORM. OFFICE, NASA 
SA SPACE PROGRAM ADVISORY COUNCIL, NASA 
SA WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CO~TRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] P79-10015 06 
STUDY TO DETERIIINE PRIV ATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA RELllASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELllASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOllE ANB 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] p79-10022 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 
06 
06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA liELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELBASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] p79-10033 06 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TUREINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
TIIO HISTOllIES PUBLISHED BY NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-39] P79-10038 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA REL!ASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] p79-10044 06 
NATIONAL AERON. AND SPACE ADftIN. CONTD 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R~ TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIA~'IONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53] P79-10070 06 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-58] P79-10075 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SA~ELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGO~IATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMO~E 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
A-70 
SUBJECT INDEX 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRA~ED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-1009Q 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] p79-10095 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA BELEASE-79-111] P79-10111 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-1011Q 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 





[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10126 06 
SCIENTISTS ANAL'YZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 




[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUl' TO IIEE~ 10TH TINE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] 1'79-10134 06 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] 1'79-10139 06 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELFASE-79-141] P79-10140 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
NASA INUIATES NEIi THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
SHUTTLE llNGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-146] 1'79-10144 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA REUASE-79-145] 1'79-10145 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-147] 1'79-10147 06 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] 1'79-10151 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] 1'79-10152 06 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-154] 1'79-10154 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH ~~O BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] 1'79-10158 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] 1'79-10160 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 1'79-10161 06 
FLTSATCOH LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] 1'79-10162 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIIIATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-165] 1'79-10165 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIll LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] 1'79-10166 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] 1'79-10167 06 
SUPPORT CONTRACT AljARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-170] P79-10168 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CAREON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] 1'79-10169 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY u-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] 1'79-10170 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1'72] 1'79-10171 06 
A-71 
NATIONAL EHYIROBIIENTAL SATELLITE SERV:CCE 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10 173 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] 1'79-10175 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-181] P79-10180 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
1'79-10184 05 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
1'79-10187 05 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
1'79-10188 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
1'79-10190 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
1'79-10195 05 
NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUII, BASH., D.C. 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] 1'79-10029 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
NATIONAL ASTRONOMt AND IONOSPHERE CENTER 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
BATIONAL BUR. OF STD •• BOULDER, COLO. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] 1'79-10101 06 
NATIOBAL BUR. OF STD •• WASBINGTON, D.C. 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] 1'79-10169 06 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACHVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
1'79-10191 05 
NATIONAL CTR. FOR ATMOSPRERIC RES., COLO. 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPEHATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] 1'79-10017 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] 1'79-10165 06 
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] 1'79-10006 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] 1'79-10160 06 
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
NATIONAL HURRICANE CENTER, MIAMI, FLA. 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
RATIONAL METEOROL. CTR., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
RATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN. 
SA NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE 
SA NATIONAL METEOROL. CTR., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
SA NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, NOAA 
SA SOLAR FORECAST CENTER, BOULDER, COLO. 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 
06 
06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF lHE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-EY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10182 05 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
NATIONAL OCEANIC SATELLITE SYSTEM 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
P79-10182 05 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
NATIONAL PHYS. LAB., TEDDINGTON, ENGLAND 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
NATIONAL RES. COUR. OF CANADA, OTTAWA 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103]· P79-10103 06 
NATIONAL RES. COUNCIL OF CAN., NOVA SCOTIA 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, CAIADA 




[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, TRAILAND 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] p79-10050 06 
NATIOI1L SCIENCE FOUND., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] p79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] p79-10047 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM HAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] p79-10068 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] p79-10056 06 
NATIONAL SOC. FOR THE PREVENT. OF BLIND. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER, NASA 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA 




[ NASA RELEASE-79-68 ] p79-10054 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] p79-10119 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10 144 06 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-157] p79-10157 06 
THREE SHUTTLE TEST ENGINES FIRED SUCCESSFULLY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-178] P79-10181 
NATIONAL TELECOM. AND INFO. AD6IN. 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70 1 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, NOAA 





S NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION 
NATURAL GAS 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] p79-10099 
NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEftS COMftAND 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 








NAVAL OBSERVATORY, lIllSBINGTOll, D.C. 
NASA SEJ.ECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLI~rE 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NAVAL RESEJIRCH LAB., IIASHINGTOIi, D.C. 
AMERICANS AND CANJIDIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-1002li 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS liO INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE :nIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
NAVIGATION 
SA GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COS~S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38]' P79-100li1 06 
<MAGSA~:: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
NAVIGATIOllAL SATELLITES 
S NAVY 20 
S NAVY 21 
S TRANSIT NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITE 
NAVY 20 
SHUTTLll TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] 
NAVY 21 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA BELEASE-79-162] 
NAVY, U.S. 
SA NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS COMMAND 
P79-10195 O~; 
P79-10163 . 06 
P79-10163 06 
SA NAVAL OBSERVATORY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
SA NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
SA OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-li9] P79-10066 06 








PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
IiEPHELOIIETERS 




PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8li] P79-10082 06 
NESS 
S NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE 
NETHERLANDS 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRIUSH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79·-61] P79-100li9 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
NASA flEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 (16 
A-73 
BRW YORK STATR UNIY., STONY BROOK 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSICN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1li7] P79-10 lli7 06 
NETHERLANDS SATELLITES 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICI.E 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
NEUTRON STARS 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA BELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-lili] p79-100li5 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO RE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
BEW HAIIPSHIRE UNIY., DORHAH 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPItER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002li 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
NEW JERSRY BUR. OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 
FIRSt SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1lili] P79-10152 06 
NEW JERSEY DEPT. OF ENVIRON. PROTECTION 
FIRS~ SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1lili] P79-10 152 06 
HEB IIEXICO 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICA~IONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
NEN IIEXICO STATE ONlY. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NER ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] 
NEW ORLEANS, USS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12li] 
IiEi YORK CITY, N.Y. 
p79-10095 06 
P79-10135 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-100 18 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
HEi YORK STATE UNIY., STONY BROOK 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002li 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPJlERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
NEIl ZElLAND 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
NEll ZEALAND 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
NEilS !lEDIA 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
NICKEL ALLOYS 
SA INCONEL /TRADEMARK/ 
NIKE-ORION SOUNDING ROCKET 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 
NIIIBOS G 
06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] p79-10018 06 
NIIIBOS IIETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES 
S NIMBUS G 
S NIMBUS 4 
S NIMBUS 6 
S NIMBUS 7 
NIlIBOS 4 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STODY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NIIIBOS 6 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STODY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NIIIBOS 7 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
NITROGEN 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] p79-10032 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 06 
NITROGEN OXIDES 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
NOA, OSS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 





NASA WEATRER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] p79-10068 06 
NOAA-A 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
A-74 
SUBJECT INDEX 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
NOAA-B 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
NOltA-5 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NOISE REDUCTION RESEARCH 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] P79-10059 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME A!I' PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] P79-10102 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10 178 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
NORAD 
S NORTH AMERICAN AIR DEFENSE COMMAND 
NORFOLK GEHERAL HOSPITAL, VA. 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
NORFOLK MEDICAL SCHOOL, VA •. 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
NORTH All. AVIATION, INC., SEAL BEACH, CA. 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
BORTH AIIERICA 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[ NASA. RELEASE-79-117 ] P79-10 116 06 
HORTH AMERICAN AIR DEFENSE COMMAND 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE HILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATIOH 
RCA SATCOII LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
NORTH CAROLINA STATB ONlY., RALBIGH. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S I!AGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
NOZZLES 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUIIE IN 
MID-DECEIIBER 
SOBJECT IHDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10153 06 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAOSE OF TEST FAILURE 
[NASA REUASE-79-157] P79-10157 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
NTIA 
S NATIONAL TELECOI1. AND INFO. ADMIN. 
1I0CLEAR POtiER 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8 /,] P79-10082 06 
NUCLEAR PROPULSION 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTEII SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
o 
o STARS 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY RBVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
OAO /ORBITING AS~ROIIOUXCAL OBSERVATORY/ 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASB-79-172] P79-10171 06 
OBSERVATORIES 
S ARECIBO OBSERVATORY, PUERTO RICO 
S GERARD P. KUIPER AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY 
S GRIFFITH OBSERVATORY, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
S HAYSTACK OBSERVATORY, WESTFORD, MASS. 
S HIGH ALTITUDE OBSERVATORY, BOULDER, COLO. 
S KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBS., TUCSON, ARIZ. 
S LAMONT-DOHERTY GEOL. OBS., PALISADES, N.Y. 
S LICK OBSERVATORY, MT. HAMILTON, CALIF. 
S LOWELL OBSERVATORY, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ. 
S MCDONALD OBSERVATORY, AUSTIN, TEX. 
S NAVAL OBSERVATORY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
S OSSERVATORIO VESUVIANO, NAPLES, ITALY 
S OWENS VALLEY RADIO OBS., GOLDSTONE, CALIF. 
S PALOMAR OBSERVATORY, PASADENA, CALIF. 
S PARIS OBSERVATORY, FRANCE 





S OAO /ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY/ 
S OGO 2 
S OGO 4 
S OGO 6 
OCCOLTATION 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] 'p79-10088 06 
PIONEER ~ro ENCOUNTER SATORN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOONTER NEWS BRIEFING 
OCEAN OF STORftS /ftOOH/ 





WORLDWIDE WEATHER STODY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
OFFICE OP MANAGEftENT AND BOD GET 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-10187 05 
OFFICE DE LA RECHE. SCI. ET TECH., PARIS 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
OPFICE OF ADY. RES. AND TECHROL., RASA 
SA OFFICE OF AERON. AND SPACE TECHNOL., NASA 
A-75 
OPFICE OP AEROR. AND SPACE TECRBUL., BASA 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-10109 06 
OFPICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS, IIASA 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASI-79-7] P79-10007 06 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
RITCHIE NAMED DEPUTY FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-20] P79-10019 06 
FRUlKIN TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-85] P79-10084 06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] 
OPFICE OF FEDERAL PROCOREMENT POLICY 
P79-10159 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] P79-10015 06 
OFFICE OP IND. AFF. AND TECH. OTIL., NASA 
SA SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. INFORM. OFFICE, NASA 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 06 
OFFICE OF INDUSTRY AFFAIRS, NASA 
S OFFICE OF IND. AFF. AND TECH. UTIL., NASA 
OPFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFPAIRS, NASA 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
OFFICE OF LIFE SCIENCES, NASA 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
OFFICE OF ftANAGEftENT AND BODGET 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH 
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESBARCH 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
OFFICE OF SCI. AND TECH. IBFOR8., BASA 
S OFFICE OF IND. AFF. AND TECH. UTIL., NASA 
OFFICE OF SCIENCE ABD TECHNOLOGY POLICY 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
OFFICE OF SPACE ABD TEHH. APPL., NASA 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT, NASA 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERAlIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
OFFICE OF SPACE SCI. AND APPL., NASA 
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA 
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-63] P79-10079 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
06 
06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLA·R MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
A-76 
SUBJECT INDEX 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEAL'IH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10 136 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COftET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] 




A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGH'I FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
OFFICE OF SPACE TRACKING AND DATA SISTE8S 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORT •. SYS •. OPERATIONS 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10 155 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYS. ACQ. 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10 126 06 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10138 06 
OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEftS 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 





SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SHITU CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10126 06 
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION, NASA 
S OFFICE OF IND. AFF. AND TECH. UTIL., NASA 
OFFICE OF TRACKING AND DATA ACQ., NASA 
S OFFICE OF SPACE TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEMS 
OFO 
S ORBITING FROG OTOLITH 
OFT 
S ORBITAL FLIGHT TESTS 
SOBJE(:T IIIDEX 
OGO /ORBITING GEOPHYSICllL OBSERVATORY/ 
S OGO 2 
S OGO 4 
S. OGO 6 
OGO 2 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EllRTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
OGO 4 
SATELLITE ~ro STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
OGO 6 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ElIRTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
OHIO 
SA CLEVELAND, OHIO 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAH OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
OHIO STATE OJIIV., COLOl'l80S 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELl:ASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
OIL 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELllASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOlIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
OKIIIAlIA, OSS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
OKLAHOMA ONIV., OKLAHO!A CITY 
P79-10195 05 
P79-10135 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELllASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
ONTARIO, CABlIDA 
S COCHENOUR, ONTARIO 
OPTICAL BADAll 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
OPTICAL SYST:eMS 
S OPTICAL RADAR 
OPTICAL TRACKING 
S OPTICAL RADAR 
ORHITAL FLIGHT TESTS 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MAN~IED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
SPACE SHU1'TLE FLIGH~'S BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-101Ql 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
ORBITAL SPACE STATION STUDY 




S LUNAR ORBITER 
OSSERVATORIO VESUVIANO, NAPLES, ITALY 
ORBITER 102 
S COLUMBIA 
ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY 
S OAO 10RBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVA~ORYI 
ORBITING FROG OTOLITH 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
A-77 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
ORBITING GEOPBYSICAL OBSERVATOBY 
S OGO 2 
S OGO 4 
S OGO 6 
ORBITING SPACE STATIONS 
SA MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
ORBITS 
S CIRCULAR ORBIT 
S EARTH ORBIT 
S ELLIPTICAL ORBIT 
S EQUATORIAL ORBIT 
S GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT 
S GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
S LUNAR OHBn 
S PLANETARY ORBIT 
S POLAR ORBIT 
S SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELIASE-79-35] P79-10032 
ORGAHIZATIOH CHANGE 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERA lIONS OFFICE 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] .1'79-10126 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELIASt:-79-156] P79-10155 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
ORION SOUNDING ROCKET 
INTERNATIONAl, ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10 128 06 
ORRORAL YALLEY TRACKING STATION, AUSTRALIA 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY IARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
ORRORAL VALLEY, AUSTRALIA 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
ORSTOD, PARIS, FRAHCE 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
OSS-l 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
OSSA 
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA 
OSSERYATORIO YESUYIANO, IIAPLES, ITALY 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
OSTA-l 
OSTA-l 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] p79-10141 06 
OTOLITH ORGANS 
LIFTOFF HILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] p79-10061 06 
OTU 
S OFFICE OF IND. AFF. AND TECH. UTIL., NASA 
OUT-OF-THE-ECLIPTIC ftISSION 
S SOLAR POLAR MISSION 
OUTER SPACE LIABILITY CONVENTION 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
OUTER SPACE TREATY 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
OWENS VALLEY RADIO OBS., GOLDSTONE, CALIF. 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
OWENS VALLEY, CALIF. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
OXFORD UNIV., ENGLAND 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
OXIDBS 
S CARBON MONOXIDE 
S NITROGEN OXIDES 
OXYGEN 
SA LIQUID OXYGEN 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] P79-10142 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TES~ FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
OZONE 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IlIPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
p 
PACB 




SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORi 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 EClIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] p79-10041 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] p79-10045 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] p79-10080 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVElIEN~S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECiED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] p79-10156 
06 
06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
PALAPA A 
S PALAPA 2 
S PALAPA-l 
PAUPA 2 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] . p79-10043 06 
PALAPA-B 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] p79-10043 06 
PALAPA-1 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
(NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
PALLET SYSTEIIS 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
PALftDALE, CALIF. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10 166 06 
PALOIIAR OBSBRVATORY, PASADENA, CALIF. 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
p79-10186 05 
PAPA GO INDIAN RESEEYATION, ARIZ. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
PARACHUTES 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIRRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] p79-10028 
PARIS AIR SHOW, FRANCE 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. iHEME AT PARIS AIR SHOH 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] p79-10071 
PARIS OBSERVATORY, FRANCE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 






NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 




SA CHARGED PARTICLES 
SA ELECTRONS 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
PASADENA, CALIP. 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUT~'LE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
PASIPBAE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PASSIVE COMIIUHICATIONS SllTBLLITES 
S ECHO 1 
PATENT OFFICE, U.S. 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
PATENTS 
SA INVENTIONS 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 





AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANN:W MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTny EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF T·HE PLANETS 
[NASA RELBASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PEGASUS IIETEOROID DETECTIOI SATELLITE 
S PEGASUS 1 
S PEGASUS 2 
S PEGASUS 3 
PEGASUS 1 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELIASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
PEGASUS 2 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PEGASUS 3 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
A-79 
PERSONNEL APPOIHTIIENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STODY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
PENNSYLVANIA UNIV., PHILADBLPHIA 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10 176 06 
PENROSE PROCESSES 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10104 06 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF .CBINA 
SA BEIJING, CHINA 
SA SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. COMMISSION, CHINA 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ABVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM) 
p79-10185 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL7: PREPARATION PLANS> 
p79-10190 05 
PERFORIIAIICE 
5 AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE 




SA SPACE CREW 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR LUBARSKY TO LEAVE LEWIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1] P79-10001 06 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 




PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 06 
RITCHIE NAMED DEPUTY FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-20] P79-10019 06 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
MUTCH NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE 
SCIENCE 
[NASA RELEASE-79~72] P79-10058 06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASll-79-110] P79-10109 06 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10138 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
PERSONNEL REDUCTION 
PERSONNEL REDUCTION 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
PERSONNEL SELECTION 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
WOMEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
NASA TO RECRUIT SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-101] P79-10105 06 
2,937 APPLY FOR ASTRONAUT POSITIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-175] P79-10174 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PERSONNEL TRAINING 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
PERU 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
PHILCO-FORD COBP., PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
PHOEBE 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PHOENIX CORP., MCLEAN, VA. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
PHOENIX, A'RIZ. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
SA CAMERAS 
SA COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 
SA FILM PROCESSING 
SA JUPITER PHOTOGRAPHS 
SA MARS PHOTOGRAPHS 
SA MERCURY PHOTOGRAPHS 
SA SATURN PHOTOGRAPHS 
SA STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY 
SA ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOGRAPHY 
SA VENUS PHOTOGRAPHS 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
PHOTOMETEBS 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA BELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PROTOMETRY 
SA PHOTOMETERS 





THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
PHOTOPOLARIBETERS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEilS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
PEOTOVOLTAIC CELLS 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE A~ LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
PHYSICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY, INDIA 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 






S RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
PHYSICS 
SA ASTROPHYSICS 
SA ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
SA GEOPHYSICS 
SA PLASMA PHYSICS 
SA RELATIVITY THEORY 
SA SOLID STATE PHYSICS 
SA SPACE PHYSICS 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
PHYSIOLOGY 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
WOMEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
u.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA, RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIERCE, USS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
PILOTS 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
P79-10135 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
SUBJE<:T IHDEX 
PIOHEER SATURH 
S PIONEER 11 
PIOHEER SPACE PROBE 
SA PIONEER VENUS PROBE 
SA PIONEER 10 
SA PIONEER 11 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
PIOHEER VENUS PROBE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELIIASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONHENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELllASE-79-131] p79-10129 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER VEHUS PROJECT 
SA PIONEEE VENUS 1 
SA PIONEEI VENUS 2 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNC~IONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
PIONEER VEHUS 1 




PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIOHEER VENUS 2 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] p79-10013 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRM'T 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIOHEER 10 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPIT,:R 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
. PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
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FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53] P79-10070 06 
A-85 
RCA-C 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA BELEASE-79-179] 1'79-10179 06 
RECEIVERS 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA BELEASE-79-118) P79-10117 06 
RECOVBRY SHIPS 
S HORNET. USS 
S KEARSARGE, USS 
S NEW ORLEANS, USS 
S TICONDEROGA, USS 
S WASP, USS 
RED LAKB, ONTARIO 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 EClIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] 1'79-10018 06 
REDOX BATTEBIllS 
SYSTEM PBOllISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] 1'79-10033 06 
REDSTONE ARSENAL. HUNTSVILLE. ALA. 
REDSTONE ARSENAL. HUNTSVILLE. ALA. 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
REENTRY 
SMALL X-RAY SA~ELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-Q4] P79-10045 06 
SKYLAB MANEUVER PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-80] P79-10083 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] p79-10125 06 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
REENTRY CONTROL 
SKYLAB ATTITUDE CHANGE MADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] P79-10011 06 
REENTRY HEATING 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
REFLECTORS 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
REGULUS STAR 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
REIMBURSABLE LAUNCHINGS 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
RELATIVITY THEORY 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10104 06 
RELAY ACTIVE COMRUNICATIONS SATELLITE 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
RELIABILITY 
SA EQUIPMENT FAILURE 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
A-86 
SUBJECT INDEX 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
INXERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT XO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SISTEM 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. '[HEME AT PARIS AIR SHOll 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBIXER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10 120 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10 124 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-101ijl 06 
REIIOTE SENSING 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REIIOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
DE NOYER. NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
1'79-10187 05 
REMOTELY PILOTED RESEARCH VERICLE 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKF FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
SA AD-l AIRCRAFT 
SA QUIE~ SHORT-HAUL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
SA XV-15 AIRCRAFT 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE· FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
SA AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH 
SA ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
SA MATERIALS RESEARCH 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
RESEARCH PROJECTS 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
RESEARCH VENTURES, INC., IIILLIAlISBURG, VA. 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MAllKETED 
[NASA RELIASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
RESPIRATIOII 
NASA-INUNTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
RETIREIIENT 
JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5Il] P79-10075 06 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6.3] P79-10079 06 
FRUTKIN To'iEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-85] P79-10084 06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMHH CENTER 
DIREC'IOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-123] 





LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
<MAGS AT: IIISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
RFP 
S REQUllST FOR PROPOSALS 
RHEA 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RILEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
RHENIUM 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
RICE UNIV., HOOSTOII. TEX. 
NASA SELECTS 40 I1IVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACE LAB/SHUTTLE nIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVES'IIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
RIVERS 
RIIS 
SA CHUKUNI RIVER 
SA COLORADO RIVER 
SA COLUflBIA RIVER 
SATELLI'tES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COS~'S 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
S REMOTE MANIPULA'IOR SYSTEM 
ROCKET ENGIHES 
SA F-l ROCKET ENGINE 
SA J-2 ROCKET ENGINE 
SA LIQUID PROPELLAN~ ROCKET ENGINES 
SA SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
SA SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS 
SA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR 
SA SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE 
SA SSME /SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE/ 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
ROCKET RESEARCH CORP., IIASH. 




SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
A-87 
ROTARY IIING AIRCRAFT 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
ROCKETDYNE. CANOGA PARK, CALIF. 
FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE PASSES ACCEPTANCE 
TEST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-68] p79-10054 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUIIE IN 
MID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10 153 06 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-157] P79-10157 06 
ROCKETS 
SA LAUNCH VEHICLES 
SA SCUNDING HOCKETS 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
ROCKS 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
ROCKiELL IIiTBRIlATIOIiAL CORP. 
P79-10013 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] P79-10015 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
ROCKIIELL lliTERBATIONAL CORP •• DOIIIIEY, CA. 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-1 0 173 06 
ROCKY IIOUIITAIH STATES 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
ROIIANIA 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10 119 06 
ROSIIAR TRACKING STATIOR, H.C. 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT 
SA HELICOPTERS 
SA RSRA /ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT/ 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] 






NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
(NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAPT 
S RSRA IROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFTI 
ROTORCRAPT 
S BOiABY WING AIRCRAFT 
ROTORS 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILI~Y 
(NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
RPRY 
S REMOTELY PILOTED RESEARCH VEHICLE 
RSRA IBOTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAPTI 
HIGHLIGHTS OF '1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
RiG 
S RADIOISOTOPE THEHMOELECTRIC GENERATORS 
RUSKIN, FLA. 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
(NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
RUSSELL MILLS. ALEXANDER CITY. ALA. 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
s 
S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
'( NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
SAC 
S AIR FORCE STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND 
SAFETY FACTOR 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
SAFETY SYSTEMS 
S AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
S FIRE PROTECTION 
SALTON SEA, CALIF. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
(NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
SAMOAN ISLANDS 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
(NASA BELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SAMPLING 
S AIR SA MPLING 
SAMSO 
S SPACE AND MISSILE SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION 
SAN ANDREAS PAULT 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
(NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIP. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
A-88 
SUBJECT INDEX 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
(NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
P79-10184 05 
SAN MARCO PROJECT 
LIFTOPF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
SAN HARCO SEA-GOING PLATFOR! 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
SUDIA CORP. 
WIND TURBINES SUHJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
(NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
SANDIA LABS. 
S SANDIA CORP. 
SANTA BARBARA RES. CENTBR, GOLETA, CALIP. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEISE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SANTIAGO TRACKING STATION, CHILB 
SATELLITE TO STODY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
(NASA IlELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
NASI TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10 171 06 
SAO PAOLO ONlY., BRAZIL 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
(NASA RELEASB-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SARSAT 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
(NISA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SAS 
SI EXPLORER 48 
SI EXPLORER 52 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S 
(NASI RELEASE-79-129] 
SAS 2 
S EXPLORER 48 
SAS 3 
S EXPLORER 52 
SAS-B 
S EXPLORER 48 
SAS-C 
S EXPLORER 52 
SASKATCHEWAN ONIV., SASKATOON 
MAGNETIC FIELD 
P79-10131 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STODY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NISA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL 
SKYLIB ATTITUDE CHANGE MADE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-12] P79-10011 06 
SKYLAB MANEUVER PLANNED 
(NASA RELEASE-79-80] P79-10083 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKILAB'S ATTITUDE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
<SKYLAB: RHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
SATELLITENGEODASIE DEB TECH URIV., GEH. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA REL:EASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
SATELLITES 
S ATS 6 
S COIIIIUNICATION SATELLITES 
S COSMOS SATELLITES 
S COSMOS 1129 
S DE/DYNAMICS EXPLORER/ 
S EARLY BIRD SATELI.ITE 
S EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE SYSTEM 
S ECHO 1 
S EXPLORER 48 
S EXPLORER 52 
S EXPLORER 55 
S FLTSATCOM SATELLITE 
S FLTSATCOM-B 
S FLTSATCOM-2 
S FRENCH SATELLITES 
S GEODETIC SATELLITES 
S GEOS 3 
S GERMAN SATELLITES 
S GMS, JAPANESE SATELLITE 






S GRO/GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY/ 
S HCIIM /HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING MISSION/ 
S HEAO IHIGB ENERGY ASTRONOMICAL OBS./ 
S BEAO-2 
S HEAO-3 
S IN:rELSAT 5 
S IRAS /INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITES/ 
S ITALIAN SATELLITES 
SlUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/ 
S LAGEOS /LASER GEODYNAMIC SATELLITE/ 
S LANDSAT 1 
S LANDSAT 2 
S LANDSAT 3 
S LU NAR ORBITER 
S MAGSAT /MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE/ 
S MARINE OBSERVATION SATELLITE-1 
S MARINl~R 2 
S MARINER 4 
S MARINER 5 
S IIARINliR 6 
S !lARIMER 7 
S MABINER 9 
S MARINER 10 
S METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES 
S ME'lEOSAT SATELLITES 
S NAVY 20 
S NAVY 21 
S NETHERLANDS SATELLITES 
S NIMBUS G 
S NIMBUS 4 
S NIMBUS 6 
S NIMBUS 7 




S OAO /ORBITING ASTRONOIIICAL OBSERVATORY/ 
S OGO 2 
5 OGO 4 
S OGO 6 
S PALAP! 2 
S PALAPA-B 
S PALAPA-1 
S PEGASUS 1 
S PEGASUS 2 
S PEGASUS 3 
S PIONEER SPACE PllOBE 
S PIONEER VENUS PROBE 
S PIONEEll 10 
S PIONEER 11 
S POGO /POLAR ORB:lTING GEOPHYSICAL OBS./ 
S RAE /HADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORERS/ 
5 RCA SATCOM-C 
S RCA-C 
S RELAY ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 
A-89 
SATURN ATIIOSPBEliE 






S SPUTNIK 3 
S SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
S ID-1 SATELLITE 
S TEL STAR ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 
S TETHERED SATELLITES 
S TIROS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES 
S TIROS N 
S TRANSIT NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITE 
S OHURU /SATELLITE/ 
S OK-5, ONITED KINGDOM SATELLITE 
S UK-6, ONITED KINGDOM SATELLITE 
S UNITED KINGDOM SATELLITES 
S VENERA SPACECRAFT 
S VOSTOK SPACECRAFT 
S WESTAR 1 
S WES:J:AR 2 




JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAIIINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JOPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATORN MAKES 
LEFT TORN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEEB TO ENCOONTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEH MOON OF JOPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
VOYAGER REACQUIBED; SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS NORMALLY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-134] P79-10133 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESOLTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE FLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOONTER 
P79-10186 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
SATURN ATIIOSPHERE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROOND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





PLANETARY EXFLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 







PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SATURN ENCOUNTER 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SATURN EXPLORATION 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SATURN FLYBY 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-180] P79-10177 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
SATURN LAUNCH VERICLE 
S SATURN 1 
S SATURN 1B 
S SATURN 5 
SATURN PBOTOGBAPHS 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAF~ 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[HASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
SArURN RINGS 






VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN HAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SATURN S-4 STAGE 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
SATURN SUBFACE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPI~ER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
SATURN 1 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
SATURII 1 ISA-1/ 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
SATURN 1B 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
SATURN 5 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 HOON LANDING 
P79-10 192 
SAUDI ARABIA 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 
SCATHA 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 





HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF TEE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SCBOLASTIC COOPEBATIOII 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEE. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-100 18 06 
SOBJl!CT INDEX 
NASA LICENSES ELECTIIICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELllASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROOND) 
[NASA RELIASE-79-22] 




X-RAY OBSERVATORY RI~VEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
U. S. AND U. S. S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAIIAII 
[NASA RELBASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPL:cCATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELIASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELBASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URlINUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPlmIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE I?OSSIBLE "COllET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10127 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKE~C PROJECT TO COli PARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13 "I] P79-10129 06 









33 INVESTIGATORS SEI~ECTED FOR CLIIIATE, A~MOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMEN'CS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10170 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
{NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
POWER FAC~roR CONTROJ~LER 
P79-10188 05 
SCHOCHOLI, ARIZ. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79:-179] P79-10179 06 
A-91 
SCOOT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SCI SYSTEIIS, INC., HONTSYILLE, ALA. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AGENCY, JAPAN 
P79-10023 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SCIENCE IIAGAZINE 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, ENGLAND 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
SCIENTIFIC AIIERICAN 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
P79-10049 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECH.COIIIIISSION, CHINA 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. INFORII. FACILITY, liD. 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53] P79-10070 06 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. INFORM. OFFICE, NASA 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TES~S FOR 
WOMEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
SCIENTIFIC DATA 
S DATA PROCESSING 
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS 
SA GLOBAL WEATHER EXPERIIIENT 
SA HEALTH/EDUC. TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPT. 
SA MONEX EXPERIMENT 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES 
SA DE/DYNAMICS EXPLORER/ 
SCORPIUS CONSTELLATION 
HEAO-l MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] 
SCOTT AND FELZER CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO 
P79-10004 06 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME ANB 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
SCOUT LAOBCR VEHICLE 
SA SCOUT-D LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
SCOUT-D LAUNCH VEHICLE 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
SCOUT-D LAUNCH VEHICLE 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[HASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
SCRIPPS CLINIC AND RES. FOUND., CALIF. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SEA OF TRANQUILLITY 
S MARE TRANQUILLITATUS 
SEARCH AND RESCOE 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
SEASAT 




RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 





SEASAT FAILURE INVESTIGATION BOARD 
SEASAT FAILURE REPORT COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-9] 
SEAS AT-A 
S SEAS AT 
SEATTLE, 1IASH. 
P79-10009 06 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
SEIIICONDUCTORS 




NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEAS~-79-119] P79-10118 06 
SENSORS 
S REMOTE SENSING 
SEPS 
S SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION STAGE 
SERVICE D'AERONOftIE, FRAHCE 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
SHANGHAI, PRC 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 




SA CHAMPLAIN, USS 
SA HORNET, USS 
SA KEARSARGE, USS 
SA MASON, USS 
SA NEW ORLEANS, USS 
SA NOA, USS 
SA OKINAWA, USS 
SA PIERCE, USS 
SA PRINCETON, USS 
SA RANDOLPH, USS 
SA TICONDEROGA, USS 
SA WASP, USS 
SA YORKTOWN, USS 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17J P79-10017 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
SHOE COVE GROUND STATION, HEWFOUBDLABD 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT 
S STOL AIRCRAFT 
SIERRA NEVADA MOUNTAINS 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
SIGMA DATA SERVo CORP., SILVER SPRING, MD. 
MCLEAN, VA., PIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53J P79-10070 06 
SIGlIA 7 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
SIGNAL PROCESSING 
P79-10 135 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
SILICON 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36J P79-10036 06 
ASTRONAUTS lIAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN PLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
SILICONIX, INC., SANTA CLARA, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SIMULATION 
SA COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
SA SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
SUBJECT IIiDEX 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] p79-10139 06 
SIIIULATOllS 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE ~ro HAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10111 06 
SIIiGAPORE 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
SINGER CO., LJ::l:TLE FALLS, R. J. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
SINOPE 
<VOYAGERS 'I AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELElISE-79-23] 
VOYAGER 2 ~IO TAKE JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] 
SIOU I FALLS, S.D. 















P79-100 11 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119:1 P79-10118 06 
ASiRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120:l P79-10120 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FI 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10135 06 
P79-10182 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 1I00N LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
SKYLAB STUDENT PROJECT 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHU:rTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
SKILAB WORKSHOP 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-76] 




COLOR PHO~~OGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
[NASA RELEASE-79-99] P79-10097 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
NASA TO DllVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELlIASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
SNOi 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
SKYV AN AIRCRAFT 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SLIDELL FACILITY, LA. 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] 
SMALL ASTRONOMY SATELLITES 
S SAS 
SIIALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
P79-10065 06 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
SIIITHSONIA. ASTROPHYSICAL OBS., IIASS. 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
A-93 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEAES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-'79-102] P79-10101 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10 116 06 
SIIITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002Q 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SIIITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10 112 06 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
SMM 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
S SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
SMOG 
SMS 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 




AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
SIIS-2 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 






VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASII-79-38] P79-10041 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
soc. FOR ADVAN. OF MATER. & PROCESS ENG. 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[N&SA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
SOC. FOR ADVAN. OF MATER. & PROCESS ENG. 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
SODIUM 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-1018605 
SOIL STUDIES 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
<NON-MILI~ARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL AEVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM) 
SOLAR ARRAYS 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] 





FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SOLAR ATMOSPHERE 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY lIAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-7~-161] 
SOLAR CELLS 




FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
SOLAR CORONA 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 




SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
SOLAR ECLIPSE 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION STAGE 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
MSPC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-31] P79-10030 06 
SOLAR EN ERGI 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
MSPC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-31] P79-10030 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10173 06 
A-94 
SUBJECT INDEX 
SOLAR ENERGY CONCENTRA~OR 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POIiER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-149] P79-10148 06 
SOLAR FLARES 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 




HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
P79-10195 05 
SOLAR FORECAST CENTER. BOULDER, COLO. 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
SOLAR HEAT 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 
SOLAR BEATING AND COOLING 
P79-10161 06 
NASA LICENSES ELEtTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
SOLAR-POIiERED HOHE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUS KISSIOB 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
SOLAR PANEL 
SKYLAB ATTITUDE CHANGE MADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] P79-10011 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOIiS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-148] 
SOLAR PHYSICS 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
P79-10146 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
SOLAR PLASIIA 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 
SOLAR POLAR IIISSIOR 
P79-10161 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA SELECTS TRIl FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
SUBJECT IIiDEX 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
SOLAR POllER 
SA SPACE POWER 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SrACE 
PRODUCTS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
SOLAR PROBE 
S SOLAR POLAR MISSION 
SOLAR RADIATION 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELElISE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
(NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
SOLAR RADIATION SATELLITES 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY PEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
SOLAR RESEARCH 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
SOLAR SYSTEII 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM I'IONEER VENUS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-13] 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
(NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
N ASA SELEC~rS TRW POR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
SOLAR lIIND 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-1002l1 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
06 
06 
[NASA REL1~ASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELlIASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
SOLAR-EL~CTRIC PROPULSION 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
A-95 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA UNIY., LOS ANGELES 
MSFC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-31] P79-10030 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
(NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17l1] P79-10173 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OP 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-'79-179] P79-10179 06 
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
(NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
SOLID PROPBLLANTS 
S SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE 
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS 
SA SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
ENTERPR'ISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE··79-179] P79-10179 06 
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR 
<MEETING NITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
SOLID STATE PHYSICS 
SA SEMICONDUCTORS 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL P,ARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
SOLRAD 
S SOLAR RADIATION SATELLITES 
SOUNDIRG ROCKETS 
SA NIKE-ORION SOUNDING ROCKET 
SA SUPER ARCAS SOUNDING ROCKET 
SA SUPER LOKI SOUNDING ROCKET 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
SOUTH ABBRICA 
SA BRAZIL 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
<MAGS AT: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
P79-10195 05 
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES & TECHNOLOGY 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN POR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASB-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SOUTHERN CALIPORNIA UNIV., LOS ANGELES 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SOUTHWEST RES. lIST., SAl AITOIIO, TEX. 
SOUTHWEST RES. lIST., SAl AITONIO, TEX. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 
SOYIET SPACECRAFT 
S COSMOS SATELLITES 
S COSMOS 1129 
S SPUTNIK 3 
S VENERA SPACECRAFT 




S INTERPLANETARY SPACE 
S INTERSTELLAR SPACE 
SPACE ACT OF 1958, IASA 
06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
SPACE ACTIVITIES COM!ISSION, JAPAN 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
SPACE AID MISSILE SYSTE!S ORGAIIZATIOI 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOH LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
SPACE BIOLOGY 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10134 06 
SPACE CO!!UNICATIONS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT TRE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDAT·ES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER REACQUIRED; SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS NORMALLY 
[NASA RELEASll-79-134] P79-10133 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SPACE COOPERATION AGREEMENT, O.S.S.R./U.S. 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10134 06 
SPACE CRE1I 
NASA SELECTS GE SOBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONTRACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 




[NASA RELEASE-79-34] p79-10035 06 
NASA TO RECRUIT SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-101] P79-10105 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SPACE ENVIRON!ENT 
20 SKY LAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
SPACE EXPERI!ENTS 
SA SCATHA 
SA STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL GAS EXPERIMENT 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PRCBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 





NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] p79-10080 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASll-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELllASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHOTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] p79-10112 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTB'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] 




33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] p79-10172 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] p79-10176 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
p79-10186 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT PALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
p79-10190 05 
SPACE EXPLORATION 
S LUNAR EXPLORATION 
S PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
SPACE FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS 
S MANNED SPACE FLIGHT 
SPACE FLIGHT SIftULATION 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] p79-10028 06 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] p79-10035 06 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
ROM EN 
SOBJIICT INDEX 
[NASA RELBASE-79-41:1 P79-10040 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELIASE-79-55:1 P79-10072 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELIASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
SPACE FLIGHTS 
S MANNED SPACE .FLIGHT 
SPACE MAINTENANCE 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIEL£ IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
SPACE MANUFACTURING 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SFACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
SPACE PHYSICS 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-1003S 06 
SPACE POWER 
SA FUEL CELLS 
SA SOLAR CELLS 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
SPACE PROBES 
S LUNAR ORBITER 
S MARINER 2 
S MARINER 4 
S MARINER 5 
S MARlNE:R 6 
S MARINE:R 7 
S MARINER 9 
S MARINER 10 
S PIONEER SPACE PROBE 
S PIONEER VENUS PROBE 
S PIONEER 10 
S PIONEER 11 
SPACE PROCESSING 
S SPACE MANUFACTURING 
SPACE PROGRAM ADVISORY COUBCIL, BASA 
P79-10182 05 
DR. SEITZ GIVEN SECOND NASA DISTINGUISHE£ PUBLIC 
SERVICE IIEDAL 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-62] P79-10078 06 
SPACE PROGRAMS 
SA RESEAHCH PHOJECTS 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RE1~EASE-79-7 3] P79-10062 06 
THE NASA FI 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL A£VANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM) 
P79-10185 05 
SPACE RESCUE 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED IIANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
SPACE RESEABCH COUNCIL. ENGLAND 












SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] p79-10015 06 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CON~RACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES 
CONHACT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-27] P79-10027 06 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRA~ION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P19-10028 06 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
WOMEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P19-10043 06 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A EAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-58] P79-10075 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE··6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACC 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-101] P79-10100 06 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10 1 04 06 
NASA TO RECRUIT SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10105 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119) P79-10118 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06, 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10 124 06 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10 126 06 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10138 06 
SPACE SHU~TLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 THO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RE1IASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUM E IN 
HID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10153 06 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] P79-10159 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RE1IASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-173] P79-10172 06 
2,937 APPLY FOR ASTRONAUT POSITIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-175] P79-10174 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RE1IASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELFASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
THREE SHU~TLE TEST ENGINES FIRED SUCCESSFULLY 
[ NASA RE1IASE-79-178 ] P79-10181 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA II 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE) 
P79-10196 05 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 
SA CHALLENGER 
SA COLUMBIA 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-15] P79-10015 06 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
A-98 
SUBJECT INDEX 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-42] P79-10042 06 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10 112 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10 124 06 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCR FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] P79-10140 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE) 
P79-10196 05 
SPACE STATIORS 
S ORBITING SPACE STATIONS 
SPACE STRUCTURES 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
SPACE SUITS 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
SPACE TELESCOPE 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLEl SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDG~T 
THE NASA FY 1960 BUDGET 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSfEft 
SA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 
P79-10182 05 
P79-10183 05 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEilE AT ·PARIS AIR SHOll 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10126 06 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10138 06 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-174] P79-10173 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
SPACECRAFT 
S ORBITING FROG OT01ITH 













SPACECRAFT CHARGING AT HIGO ALTITUDES 
S SCATO! 
SPACECRAFT COllPONENTS 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
PILOT PROGRAM COVERS SPACECRAFT EQUIPHENT DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-14] P79-10014 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 
VOYAGER i ENCOUNTER 
P79-10161 06 
P79-10186 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-42] P79-10042 06 
NASA TO :LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
SECOND F:LTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-119] P79-10066 06 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAE ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-1 00 95 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SATELLITI: TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SPACECRAFT CONTBOL 
SA REENTRY CONTROL 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA REUASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TES~r FAILS'; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-148] P79-10146 06 
SPACECRAFT LIFE EXPECTAIICY 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
A-99 
WES'lERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODI PIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] 












NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] p79-10 101 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHEE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
PEGASUS 2 RJ!ENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-126] P79-10125 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155} 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[ NASA RELEASE-79-161 ] 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 







<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING AC~IVITIES) 
P79-10187 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUN'lER 
P79-10189 05 
SPACECRAFT DESTRUCTION 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
SPACECRAFT HAZARDS 
SKY LAB MANEUVER PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-80] P79-10083 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
SPACECRAFT LIFE EXPECTANCY 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION APTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA BELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
SPACECRAFT ftANEUYERS 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERYATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] 












NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
SPACECRAFT ftANEUYERS 
SKYLAE ATTITUDE CHANGE IIADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 






VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELFASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-180] 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 




<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION 
HEAO-1 MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] 
SKYLAB ATTI~UDE CHANGE MADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12] 






SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDI:DATES IS 
VARIEE, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
SKYLAB MANEUVER PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-80] P79-10083 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
A BILLION MILES FROII EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEET TURN 
[NA~A RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
VOYAGER REACQUIRED; SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS NORMALLY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-134] P79-10 133 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-148] 




PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARJ URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10 136 06 
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P79-10082 06 
SPACECRAFT STABILIZATION 
SKYLAB MANEUVER PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-80] P79-10083 06 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] P79-10098 06 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-148] P79-10146 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SPACECRAFT TRACKING 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] 




LOOK JULY 9 
P79-10088 06 
P79-10 189 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 




SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
HEAO-l MISSION CONCLUDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-4] P79-10004 06 
USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
<SKYLAB: lmERE IIILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
p79-10194 05 
SPACECRAFT-EARTH DISTANCE 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
USEFUL INPORMA'I'ION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITEB 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] P19-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86) P79-10088 06 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES 
LEFT TURN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-109] P79-10108 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P19-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13~i] P79-10136 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST liITH VOYAGER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-180] P79-10177 06 
VOYAGER 2--JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
<SKYLAB: IIHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEilS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AIID DATA NETIlORKS 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 
06 
06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATOHY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISIHON 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA REUASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
SPACELAB 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RELEASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] p79-10072 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10126 06 
SPUTNIK 3 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
[NASA RELEASE-79-142] P79-10141 06 
FILLERS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-152] P79-10151 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, A1MOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-19-165] P79-10 165 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE FLANETS 
[NASA RELEASJ~-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE) 
P79-1 0 196 05 
SPAIN 
SA MADRID TRACKING STATION, SPAIN 
SA MADRID, SPAIN 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSleN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM) 
P79-10185 05 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE 




INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 
SPECTROIIETER 
SA INFRARED SPECTROMETER 
SA MASS SPECTROMETERS 
SA FHOTOMETERS 
SA ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER 
06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
SPIDERS 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT FROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133) P79-10132 06 
SPINHIBG SOLID UPPER STAGE 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CON1RACT MODIFIED 
[NASA HELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
SPOILERS 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] 
SPUTNIK SATELLITE 
SA SPUTNIK 3 
SPUTNIK 3 
P79-10139 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 




S SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS 
SRC 
S SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, ENGLAND 
SRI INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SRI INTERNATIONAL, MENLO PARK, CALIF. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDI ES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
SRII 
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR 
SSIIE /SPACE SHUTTLE IIAIN ENGINE/ 
FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE PASSES ACCEPTANCE 
TEST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-68] P79-10054 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-92] P79-10091 06 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POliER UNIT 
TEST SUCCESSFUL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-146] P79-10144 06 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUME ·IN 
MID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10153 06 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-157] P79-10157 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
THREE SHUTTLE TEST ENGINES FIRED SUCCESSFULLY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-178] P79-10181 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
SSUS 
S SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE 
ST. LOUIS PORT AUTHORITY, 110. 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
ST. YINCENT ISLAND 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
STABILIZATION 
SA SPACECRAFT STABILIZATION 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO HAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90] P79-10089 06 
STANFORD RESEARCH lNST., MENLO PARK, CA. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELIASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
STARS 
SA ALDEBARIN STAR 
SA BINARY STARS 
SA CANOPUS STAR 
SA GALAXIES 
SA GLOBULAR CLUSTERS 
SA LEO CONSTELLATION 
SA MAGELLANIC CLOUDS 
SA NEUTRON STARS 
SA 0 STARS 
SA PULSARS 
SA QUASI-STELLAR RADIO SOURCE 
SA REGULUS STAR 
SA SUPERNOVA 
SA VIRGO STAR CLUSTER 
SA WHITE DWARF STARS 
SA X-RAY STARS 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLE~ SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10 121 06 
STATE EIIERGEBCY SERVo GROUP, AUSTRALIA 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
STATE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTERS 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
STATIONS 
S GROUND STATIONS 
S TRACKING STATIONS 
STDN 
S SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORKS 
STEEL 
FLTSATCOM LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-163] P79-10 162 06 
STELLAR ATMOSPHERES 
S SOLAR ATMOSPHERE 
STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
STOL AIRCRAFT 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CEN~ER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] P79-10059 06 
STRATOSPHERE 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10 129 06 
STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL GAS EXPERIIIENT 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL MEASUREMENT 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 




HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
STRUCTURAL DYNAftICS 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
SUBCONTRACTS 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
SUBSYSTEIlS 
SA COMMAND SUBSYSTEMS 
SA ELECTRIC POWER SUBSYSTEMS 
SULFUR 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36J P79-10036 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
SULFUR DIOXIDE 




PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA REUASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 




EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-1H] P79-10018 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITllR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] P79-10026 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
lIISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
SMALL X-HAY SATELL:[TE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
IIILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
SWEDEN 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
[NASA RELEASE-79-99] P79-10097 06 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR IlISSION CONTBAC'C 
NEGOTIATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-100] P79-10100 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEA5E-79-122] P79-10121 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
SOLAR lIAXIMUIl MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
SUPER ARCAS SOUNDING BOCKET 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PBOJECT TO COHPABE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SUPEB LOKI SOUNDING BOCKET 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SUPER PREGNANT GUPPY STRATOCRUISER 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 06 
51,PEBCRITICAL IIlNG 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
SUPERIiOVA 
X-RAY OBSERVATOBY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SUPPORT SERVICES 
S LAUNCH SUPPORT SERVICES 
5 LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
SURVEYOR SPACECRAFT 
S SURVEYOR 1 
SURVEYOR 1 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOll TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10 156 06 
SIIEDEN 
A-103 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
SWITZERLAND 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL A£VANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
SIiiTZERLAliD 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SYDliBY ONI'., IUSTRILIA 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
.[ NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SYMPOSIA 
S WILLIAM T PECORA MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM 
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUliICATIOBS SATELLITES 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 




WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[.NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] P79-10066 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADIR 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
SYSTE!S ENGINEERING 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-82] P79-10087 06 
SYSTRON DONNER CORP., !ONROVIA, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
T 
TANGAYE, UPPER 'OLTA 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
TAURUS CONSTELLATION 
S ALDEBARIN STAR 
TAURUS-LITTROW REGION /!OOB/ 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
SUBJECT INDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10 135 06 
TD-1 SATELLITE 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
TDRSS 
S TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM 
TECHBICOLOR GRAPHIC SERVICES, INC., 'A. 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-53] P79-10070 06 
TECHNISCHEN UNI'ERSITAT, GERI'IANY 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10 188 05 
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PROGRI! 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-150] P79-10149 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
TECHNOLOGY, INC., HOUSTON, TEX. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
TECTONICS 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR .LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
IlOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10 116 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
TEHRAN, IRAN 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
TELECARE 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
TELECONFERENCING 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
1-104 
SUBJECT IlIDEX 
[NASA RELllASE-79-81] P79-10080 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIHEN1S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 
TELEDYlIE CAE, TOLEDO, OHIO 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 
TELEDYlIE ISOTOPES, GERftAlITOWI, MD. 




[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
TELEDYlIE MICROELECTROB., LOS ANGELES, CA. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
(NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
TELEDYNE MICnOIiAVE, SOIIBYVALE, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTEII SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELl~ASE-79-10El] P79-10110 06 
TELElIETRY 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
HIHAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-90 1 P79-10089 06 
TELEOPERATOR RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] 
TELESCOPES 
SA ANGLO AUSTRALIAN TELESCOPE 
SA INFRARED TELESCOPE 
SA RADIO TELESCOPES 
SA SPACE TELESCOPE 
SA X-RAY TELESCOPE 




COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-99] P79-1 00 97 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
TELEVISION 
<NON-MILr~ARY. MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
TELEVISION CAIIERAS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA REUASE-79-22] 





NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
IIEALTH 01' DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MAIINED IlANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF lHE PLANETS 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
TEKPERATURE IlEASUREKENT 
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT 
MAGNETIC HEAj: PUMP SHOIIS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
TELEVISION TRANSKISSION 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEAS1~-79-81] P79-10080 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASB-79-96] P79-10095 06 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10 115 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179. 06 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
P79-10184 05 
TELSTAR ACTIVE COMIlUNICATIONS SATELLITE 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOB DELTA 






ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO 
RELEASE-79-31 ] P79-10030 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COllET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10 194 O!i 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22) P79-10023 06 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
EARLY FINDINGS FROIl PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13) 




ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
TEIlPERATURE IlEASUREKENT 
A-lOS 
EARLY FINDINGS FROIl PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-100 17 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38) P79-10041 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
110NSOCN STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
TENNESSEE 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] 






PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
TENNESSEE 
S MEMPHIS, TENN. 
TENNESSEE UNIV., KNOXVILLE 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
TENNBSSEE VALLBY AUTHORITY 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
TERMINAL COB FIG. VEH. AND AVIONICS PROGRAM 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
TEST FACILITIES 
SA MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY, BAY ST. LOUIS 
TEST OPEHATIONS 
SPACE SHU~TLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUME IN 
MID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10153 06 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF :I'HE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
THREE SHUTTLE TEST ENGINES FIRED SUCCESSFULLY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-178] P79-10181 06 
TEST PILOT'S QUARTERLY 











ORBITAL FLIGHT ~ESTS 
VIBRATION TESTS 
TETHERED SATELLITES 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 
TETHYS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 




[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
TEXAS 
SA DALLAS, TEX. 
SA FORT DAVIS, TEXAS 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
1I0VEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
TEXAS IRSTRUftEBTS, IRC., DALLAS 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
TEXAS UNIV. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] p79-10018 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIIIENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
TEXAS UNIV., AOSTIN 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
TEXAS UNIY., DALLAS 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] p79-10112 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FCR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] p79-10176 06 
TEXAS UNIV., EL PASO 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
TEXAS UNIV., GALVESTON 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] p79-10176 06 
TEXAS UNIV., HOOSTON 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
TEXAS UNIV., RICHARDSON 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] p79-10103 06 
THAILAND 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] p79-10050 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
THEMATIC !lAPPER 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] p79-10086 06 
THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
THERMAL PROTECTION 
S INSULATION 
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
ASTRONAUTS IIAY REPAIR ORRITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] p79-10124 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE FLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
p79-10182 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHU~TLE> 
P79-10196 05 
THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORP. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] p79-10003 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] p79-10158 06 
A-l06 
SUBOJECT IBDEX 
THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORP .. , ELKTOII, liD. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 1.'79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIOKOL CORP. 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESUR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] 1.'79-10095 06 
THUNDERSTOR3S 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1.31] 1.'79-10129 06 
TICONDEROGA, U55 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
TIDES 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] 1.'79-10101 06 
TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
SA XV-15 AIRCRAFT 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF ~HE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] 1.'79-10179 06 
TIllE ZERO, INC., TORRANCE, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] 1.'79-10110 06 
TIR05 IIETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES 
SA TIROS N 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
TIR05 N 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA R<:1EASE-79-18] 1.'79-10018 06 
TITAN 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 1.'79-10024 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA R,:LEASE-79-35] 1.'79-10032 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NERS BRIEFING 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
TITAN LAUN(:H VEHICLE 
S TITAN 3 
S TITAII 3C 
S TITAN 3E/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
S TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
TITAN 
S LAUNCH VEHICLES 
1.'79-10193 05 
1.'79-10194 05 
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE 5YSTEII 
TITAN 3 
THIRD FLTSA~COM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 1.'79-10156 06 
TITAN 3C 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITI-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] 1.'79-10080 06 
TITAN 3E/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
~ITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 1.'79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO ~AKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
TOKYO GROUND STATION, JAPAN 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] 1.'79-10050 06 
TOKYO ONIV., JAPAN 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 1.'79-10112 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJEC~ TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
TOKYO, JAPAN 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] 1.'79-10090 06 
TOPOGRAPHY 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] 1.'79-10013 06 
TORONTO OIlIV., ONTARIO 
TPS 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLI~CE 
[NASA 8ELEASE-79-1 03] 1.'79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
S THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
SA ANTENNAS 
SA DEEP SPACE NETWORK 
SA GROUND STATIONS 
SA RADAR 
SA SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORKS 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
[NASA RELEASE-79-49] 1.'79-10066 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUFTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] 




NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
1.'79-10186 05 
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] 1.'79-10020 06 
A-107 
TRACKING SHIPS 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] p79-10080 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] p79-10171 06 
TRACKING SHIPS 
S GUADALCANAL, USS 
S INTREPID, USS 
S LAKE CHAMPLAIN, USS 
S NOA, USS 
S OKINAWA, USS 
TRACKING STATIONS 
SA ALASKA TRACKING STATION 
SA ASCENSION ISLAND TRACKING STATION 
SA BERMUDA TRACKING STATION 
SA CANBERRA TRACKING STATION, AUSTRALIA 
SA FAIRBANKS TRACKING STATION, ALASKA 
SA GOLDSTONE TRACKING STATION, CALIF. 
SA GROUND S~ATIONS 
SA GUAM TRACKING STATION 
SA MADRID TRACKING STATION, SPAIN 
SA MERRITT ISLAND TRACKING STATION, FLA. 
SA ORRORAL VALLEY TRACKING STATION, AUSTRALIA 
SA QUITO ~RACKING STATION, ECUADOR 
SA ROSMAN TRACKING STATION, N.C. 
SA SANTIAGO TRACKING STATION, CHILE 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-89] p79-10098 06 
TRAILBLAZER BOCKET 
S ORRORAL VALLEY TRACKING STATION, AUSTRALIA 
S ROSMAN TRACKING STATION, N.C. 
TBAJBCTOBY 
JUPITEB OBSERVATIONS ABE UNDEB WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] P79-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA BELEASE-79-22] 




NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] p79-10037 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OU~ OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] p79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
RADIO CON~ACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-180] p79-10177 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANE7S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
p79-10189 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCCUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
TRANSIT NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITE 
SA NAVY 20 
SA NA VY 21 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-162] 
TRANSMISSION 
S RADIO TRANSMISSION 




LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER FROBLEM 
[NASA RE1IASI-79-67] p79-10053 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10 117 06 
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. !IHEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-54] P79-10071 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
TRAIISPOBTATION 
S COMMERCIAL AVIATION 
TRAIISPORTATION, DEPARTKEIIT OF 
S DEPAR!IMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
TRIAD SERVICES, IIIC., DEARBORII, MICH. 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO 
BE BUILT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-154] P79-10154 06 
TROPOSPHBRE 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IIlPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
TRRA 
S TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
TRW, INC., REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREIlELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
TSUKUBA OIlIV., JAPAII 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
TURBINE ENGINES 
SA GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE ENGINES 
SOLAR-POWERED HOllE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-71] P79-10057 06 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO EE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEIlONSTRHED 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-95] P79-10094 06 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] P79-10102 06 
CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE 
FOR AUTOS 
[NASA RE1EASE-79-169] P79-10167 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
TURBINE PUMPS 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUME IN· 
MID-DECEMBER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-153] P79-10153 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
TURBOFAN EIIGIIiE 
SA QUIET CLEAN GEN. AVIATION TURBOFAN ENGINE 
TURBOPROPS 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPAEILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
TURBOPOMPS 
S TURBINE PUMPS 
TUTUILA ISLAND, AKERICAN SAKOA 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
TYPHOONS 




[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
u 
U.S.S.R. 
SA INSTITUTE OF BIOMED. PROBLEMS, U.S.S.R. 
SA MINISTRY OF HEALTH, U.S.S.R. 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
TWO HISTORIES PUBLISHED BY NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-39] P79-10038 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. ~O CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46) P79-10046 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SA~ELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93) P79-10092 06 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RllLEASE-79-104] P79-10102 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
06 
[NASA RIlLEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RIlLEASE-79-118] P79-10117 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF ~HE PLANETS 
[NASA RIlLEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ACVAN~AGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOlLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHU~TLE> 
P79-10196 05 
U-2 AIRCRUT 
NASA AIllCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST'" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
UHURO /SATELLITE/ 
X-RAY OllSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
UK-5, UIIITED KIHGDOII SATELLITE 
AIIERICAIIS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
UK-6, UNITED KIIIGDOII SATELLITE 
NASA ~O LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OP 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
OLTRAVIOLE!C DETECTORS 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RILEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
UIIIYERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH 1I1LES, CABllIl'F 
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOGRAPHY 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
ULTRAVIOLET BADIATION 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EABTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR lO BE MARKETED 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOCN STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD ARCUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELllASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
[NASA RELEASE-79-99] P79-'10097 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] P79-10121 06 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIllONI1ENTALLY 
IIIPORTANl GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTllOMETER 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
UNITEll AIRCRAFT CORP. 
SA PRATT AND HHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
UMITED DETECTOB TECH., SANTA MONICA, CA. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUN~ER SATURN ON SEPT.' 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
UIIITED KIBGDOH 
S ENGLAND 
UNITED KINGDO~ SATELLITES 
SA UK-5, UNITED KINGDOM SATELLITE 
SA UK-6, UNITED KINGDOM SATELLITE 
LIFTOFF WII.L BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
UNITED NATIOIIS 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMEN~S 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
UIIITED PENH'BAIIK, WILKES-BARBE, PA. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
UMITED STATES PARK SERVICE 
S NATIONAl. PARK SERVICE 
UIIIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH WALES, CARDIFF 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
A-l09 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON, ENGLAND 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON, ENGLAND 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, A~MOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] p79-10165 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVES~IGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
UNIVERSITY HOSP. MED. CTR., SAN DIEGO, CA. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
UNMANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM 
S VOYAGER PROJECT 
UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
S~UDI ES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] p79-10165 06 
UPPER VOLTA 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
URANUS /PLANET/ 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] p79-10028 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VOYAGER I ENCOUNTER 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
URANUS A7MOSPHERE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
URANUS RINGS 






PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
(NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAR 
SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-84] p79-10082 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
(NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
URBAN PROBLEMS 
S ECONOMIC IMPACT 
USDA 
S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
UTAH STArE UNIY. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] p79-10018 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
UTOPIA REGION /6ARS/ 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
(NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
v 
V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
S ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT 
YAB 
S VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING 
VACCIIiES 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
VANDENBERG AFB, CALIF. 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
(NASA RELEASI-79-78] P79-10061 06 
PRESS CONFERINCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING 
ENTERPRISE TO BE ROLLED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-50] P79-10067 06 
VEHICLES 
S LAUNCH VEHICLES 
VELOCITY 
SA FLOW VELOCITY 
SA WIND VELOCITY 
NASA AIRCRAF~ TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASI-79-25] P79-10022 06 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
VEil ERA SPACECRAFT 
LIGHTNING APPAREN~ SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IIlFORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
VENUS /PLANET/ 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
(NASA RELEASI-79-13] P79-100 13 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
(NASA RELEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 




EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
SOB.JECT INDEX 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPOR'IANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
FUTORE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
VENUS CLOUDS 




PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
RADAR PINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RF:LEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-59] P79-10076 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
VENUS CRATlmS 
RADAR PINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
VENUS EXPLORATION 
SA PIONEER VENUS PROBE 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RI~LEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
VENUS ORBITING IMAGING RADAR 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA RI~LEASE-79-176] P79-10175 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-PY 1980 BUDGET 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
VENUS PHOT(IGRAPHS 





PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RILIASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VENUS SURFACE 
EARLY FINDINGS FROH PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RILEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATUHES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
[NASA R:eLEASE-79--176] P79-10175 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXFLORATION 
p79-10194 05 
VETERANS ADMIN. HOSPITAL, PALO ALTO, CA. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVHS~IGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RILEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
VETERANS UllIN. HOSPITAL, SAil FRANCISCO 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
VETERANS ADIIINISTRATION 
NASA CENTER SELEC1~S HINOEITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RILEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RI:LEASI-79-81] P79-10080 06 
VIBRATION TESTS 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTEE SEA VESSELS 
VOUGHT CORP., DALLAS, TEX. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
SHUTTLE GEOUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 06 
ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-42] P79-10042 06 
u. S. EXPERIIIEN~S TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
VIKIBG PROJECT 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
MUTCH NAilED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATCR FOR SPACE 
SCIENCE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-72] P79-10058 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10 132 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
VIKING SPACECRAFT 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
VIRGINIA COMIIONWEALTH UNIV., RICHHORD 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
VIRGO STAR CLUSTER 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10 170 06 
VISIPLUME /TRADEHARK/ 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
VOIR 
S VENUS ORBITING IMAGING RADAR 
VOLCANIC HATERIAL 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
VOLCAliOES 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRA~OSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-56] P79-10073 06 
VOYAGER 2 'ro TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA HELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
VOUGHT CORP., DALLAS, TEX. 








SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
VOYAGER PROJECT 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT 
SA VOYAGER 1 
SA VOYAGER 2 
P79-10194 05 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMEN~ALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
p79-10193 05 
VOYAGER 1 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA REL EASE-79-2] p19-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
(NASA RELEASE-79-22] p79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-10024 06 
USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] p79-10026 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] p79-10052 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p19-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P19-1 011 0 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] p19-10130 06 
VOYAGER REACQUIRED; SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS NORMALLY 
[NASA RELEASE-19-134] p79-10133 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 1 
[NASA RELEASE-19-180] P79-10177 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
p79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
p79-10189 05 
VOYAGER 2 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-2] p79-10002 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
AT JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-26] p79-10026 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
[NASA RELEASE-79-66] P79-10052 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-19-86] P19-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P19-10130 06 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-180] P19-10171 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1919 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10119 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P19-10189 05 
VTOL AIRCRAFT 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-19-48] P19-10048 06 
WIND TUNNEL CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-77] P79-10059 06 
S·OPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-19-111] P79-10 111 06 
w 
w. J. PURCELL CO~, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSTRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
WAIALUA SUGAR CO., HAWAII 
SATELLI7ES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
WAKE VORTEX 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] P79-10139 06 
WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTEH, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P19-10006 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-19-18] P19-10018 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-19-61] P79-10049 06 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10061 06 
NASA SATELLITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
(NASA RELEASE-19-56] P79-10073 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-130] P19-10128 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P19-10145 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1919 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
WASHINGTON ONIV. 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
[NASA RELEASE-79-81] P79-10080 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10 127 06 
WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06· 
A-112 
SUB.JECT INDEX 
LIFE SCIENCE INVES~nGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
WASHINGTON UNIV., ST. LOUIS, ftO. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
NASA CHEMIS~' IS NAHONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
WIND TURBINES SUBJ:SCT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 06 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 HOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
WASP, USS 
ASTRONAUTS FAC~ SHIET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
WATER 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAF'I 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
WATER MANAGEMENT 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
WATER VAPOR 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-35] P79-10032 06 
WATKINS-JOGNSON CO., PALO ALTO, CA. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 
WAVECOH, INC., CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA Rf:LEASE-79-108] P79-10110 
IIAVES 





[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
WEATHER DATA 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM IIAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] p79-10068 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
IIONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
WEATHER FORECASTING 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-100 17 06 
WESTERN TEST RANGE, VANDENBERG AFB 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY. GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA EELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-160] P79-10160 06 
WEATHER SATELLITES 
5 METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES 
WEIGHTLESSNESS 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
WOMEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOH SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICt}: 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIE~ SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10 132 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
WELDING 
SA BONDING 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-157] P79-10157 06 
WEST GERIIANY 
5 GERMANY 
WESTAR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
5 WESTAR 1 
5 WESTAR 2 
5 WESTAR 3 
5 WES~AR-C 
WE STAR 1 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] 
IIESTAR 2 





HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
WESTAR-C 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT 1I0DIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] P79-10020 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
WESTER. AEROSPACE LABS. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
WESTERN TEST RANGE, VANDENBERG AFB 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38} P79-10041 06 
A-l13 
WESTERN UNION SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] p79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMFORTANCE) 
P79-10195 05 
WESTERN UNION SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] p79-10020 06 
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO. 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] p79-10095 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP., PITTSBURGH 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-139] p79-10142 06 
WESTON INSTRUMENTS, INC., SARASOTA, FLA. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
WETZEL, GERMANY 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] p79-10116 06 
WHITE DWARF STARS 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] p79-10036 06 
WHITE SARDS, N. MEX. 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-19] p79-10020 06 
WILKES COLLEGE, WILKES-BABRE, PA. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] p79-10179 06 
WILKES-BARRE, PA. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
WILLIAM T PECORA MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] p79-10086 06 
WILLIAMS RESEARCH CORP., MICH. 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] p79-10034 06 
WIND ENERGY SYSTEMS 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE Al LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] p79-10033 06 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN 
CLEVELAND 
[NASA RELEASE-79-45] P79-10044 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA ANC 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] p79-10074 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
WIND TUNNELS 
SA ARC WIND TUNNEL 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILI1Y 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-125] P79-10124 06 
SUBJECT IIiDEX 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] P79-10139 06 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
liIND VELOCITY 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTElI 
[NASA RELEASE-79-52] P79-10069 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
WING LETS 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
liINGS 
SA SUPERCRITICAL WING 
SA WINGLE1S 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] P79-10096 06 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-140] P79-10139 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
liIIIKFIELD, ENGLAND 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 
OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-172] P79-10171 06 
liISCONSIN UNIV. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
SATELLI1ES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
WISCONSIN UNIV., MADISON 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
WOMEN 
A-U4 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
1I0llEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
NASA TO RECRUIT SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-101] P79-10105 06 
2,937 APPLY FOR ASTRONAUT POSITIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-175] P79-10174 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
WORKING GROUPS 
U. S. AND U. S. S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA R:ELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RBLEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
WORKlliG GROUPS, U.S.S.R./U.S. 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10134 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 197~1 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10179 06 
WORLD ADlIINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
WORLD lIETEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATIOR 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY lIAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79--~jl] P79-10068 06 
NASA AIHCRAF'I TO 'rAKE PART IN I NTERNATICNAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
INTERNATIONAL ROC.KET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE 
SENSORS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-130] P79-10128 06 
WORLD WEATHER ~ATCH 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-17] P79-10017 06 
WRIGHT STATE UNIV., DAYTON, OHIO 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] p79-10176 06 
WRIGBT-PA1:TERSON AFB, OHIO 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
WWII 
S WORr.D WEATHER liATCH 
WYOIlING UIIIV., LARAlIIE 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
33 INVllSTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, AIMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA HELEASE-79-165] p79-10165 06 
x 
X-BAND 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
X-RAY ASTRONOllY 




X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BIIITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA llELEASE-79--65] P79-10051 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
YORK UNIV., ONTARIO, CANADA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
X-RAY STARS 
SHALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
X-RAY TELESCOPE 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
X-RAYS 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
(NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-13] P79-10013 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
[NASA RELEASE-79-99] P79-10097 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHEt 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING 
WEALTH OF DATA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-122] p79-10121 06 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
X-15 AIRCRAFT 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUITLE> 
p79-10196 05 
XEROX CORP., PASADENA, CALIF. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
XEROX DATA SYSTEMS, EL SEGUNDO, CALIF. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
XV-15 AIRCRAFT 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-98] p79-10096 06 
v 
YARAGADEE, AOS~RALIA 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL 
MOVEMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-117] P79-10116 06 
YARDNEY ELECTRIC CORP., PAWCATUCK, CONN. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA llELEASE-79-'1 08] p79-1 0 110 06 
YF-17 AIRCRAFT 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-97] P79-10099 06 
YORK ORIV., CANADA 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 06 
YORK UNIV., ONTARIO, CANADA 
A-115 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10 112 06 
YORKTOIIN, USS 
YORKTOIIN, USS 





CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
ZERO GRA YITI 
S WEIGHTLESSNESS 
ZOOLOGY 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
1 
1979S1 ISATOBN HOONI 
PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-135] P79-10136 06 
SUBJECT INDEX 
A-116 
SECTION 2 Personal Names Index 
------,----_.,------------------.• _----------------------------------, 
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES 
1979 
Typical Personal Names Index Entry 
I PERSiNAL I NAME SEE SECTION 06 
ABRAHAII, SlHUEL 
~IFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS [NASA RELEASE-79-167] --- I 
FOR AODITIONAL J INFORMATION 
CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
P79-10176 061 
TITLE NASA RELEA!iEj 
NUMBER -.J 
I I ACCESSION NUMBER I 
The title of each news release or speech appears under each name mentioned 
in the news releases and speeches whether or not the individual is the speaker. 
When the name refers to the speaker. this fact is indicated with a + to the 
left of the title. The NASA accessIon number is located under and to the right 
01 the title of the speech, e.g., P79-10176, followed by a two-digit number, 
e.g .. 06, which identifies the section containing the complete entry. 
A 
AARDOOII, L. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLI'fE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
ABRAHAII, SAIIUEL 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
ABRAHAIIS011, JAIIES 
SPECIAl, STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
ACUN A, IIAltIO H. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGEit 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA ItELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
ADAIIS, KENNETH A. 
THIRD FLTSATCOII ~'O BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 
AGGSON, T. L. 
P79-10156 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
AGNEII, SPIRO T. 
THE LIFTOFF: REI.IVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
AGNEII, SPIRO T. (IIRS.) 
THE LIFTOFF: REI.IVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79--?q] P79-10063 06 
AILOR, SAMUEL J. 




AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPS);: 
March 198() 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] 
ALBERT, JOHN J. 
P79-10018 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
ALDRIN, EDWIN EUGENE, JR. 
B-1 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA ItELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] r79-10063 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] p79-10064 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] 




ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
ALEXANDER, CARTER 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
ALEXANDER, JOSEPH K. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] .'19-10088 06 
ALFVEB, THOMAS 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
ALLEN, JOSEPH PERCIVAL, IV 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10 135 06 
ALVAREZ, JOSE II, 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 
ALVAREZ, LUIS II. 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA IlELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 
AIlISHIIIA, TSUYOSHI 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] p79-10090 
ANDERS, WILLIAII ALISON 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 






<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTI.E> 
P79-10196 05 
ANDERSON, HUGH R. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVES~IGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
+ 
ANDERSON, JOHN D. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 
ANDERSON, JOHN D. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 




[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
ANDERSON, NEIL 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] p79-10102 06 
ANDRUS, CECIL D. 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
ARMSTRONG, NEIL ALDEN 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] p79-10062 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] p79-10063 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] p79-10064 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] p79-10065 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 




T EIlTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 1100N LANDING 
p79-10192 05 
ARMSTRONG, THOMAS P. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 06 
ASCH, HENRY 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 
ASKINS, BARBARA S. 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] p79-10010 
ATREYA, SUSHIL K. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 




[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
AUGUSTINE, NORM 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE) 
p79-10196 05 
AXFORD, W. IAN 
VOYAGER 1 EXAftINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
B 
BAGWELL, JAIIES W. 
NASA WEATHER DATA SATELLITE SYSTEM MAY SAVE 
AIRCRAFT FUEL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-51] P79-10068 06 
BAIR D, DENNY 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
p79-10190 05 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
BALDWIN, K. II. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
BALES, STEPHEN 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
BALTER, JACK E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
BARACLOUGH, D. R. 
P79-10023 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
BARCLAY, PAT 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
BARLIER, F. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
BARRACLOUGH, D. R. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
BASSETT, CHARLES AUTHUR, II 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BASTEDO, WILLIAII G. 
P79-10135 06 
+ <SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
B-2 
BAUER, DOUGLAS C. 





SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
BAUMBACH, DICK 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
BEAN, ALAN LAVERN 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BEATTIE, DONALD 
P79-10 182 05 
P79-10135 06 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-144] P79-10152 06 
BEHANNON, KEN 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BELCHER, ARNOLD C. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BELCHER, JOHN W. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BELTON, IIICHAEL J. S. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
BENDER, PETER L. 
NASA SE:LECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
BENEDICT, BOWARD 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
POWER FACTOR CONTIIOLLER 
P79-10188 05 
<HAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
<MEETING lIITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
p79-10196 05 
BENNY, JACK 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
BENSON, TOI! 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
BENTLEY, C. R. 
EXPERIMENTS SELEc'rED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLIT,: 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
BENTON, E. R. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITH 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
BERBERT, JOHN H. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA IIELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
BERGIIAN, JULES 
ANNIVEIISARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 O!; 
BERNING, lIAHREN W. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA I!ELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
BERROIR, 11. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA HELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
BERTAUX, JEAN-LOUPE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SILECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 O~ 
BHAGAT, P. K. 
LIFE SCIENCE INn:STIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIG HTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79--167] P79-10176 06 
BHAHGAVA, B. N. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR !lAG NETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79·-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79'-129] p79-10131 06 
BHATTACHARVA, A. 
LIFE SCIENCE INHSTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
BILODEAU, JAIIES 
SCHOOLING OF ASTllONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA BELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
BORIAKOFF. VALENTIN 
BINKLEY, MAURICE E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
B-3 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 'ro TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BIHSACK, JOSEPH H. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELIASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BLAMONT, JACQUES 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
BLANEY, K. B. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
BLENMAN, CHARLES, JR. 
P79-10049 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 




LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
BLUFORD, GUION 5., JR. 




CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
BOBKO, KAROL JOSEPH 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BOECKEL, JOHII H. 




SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELBASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RE1IASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
BOISCHOT, AHDRE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] 
BOLE, JIll 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
BOND, BOB 




PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
BOOTH, F. i. 
P79-10024 06 






LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
BORIAKOFF, VALENTIN 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
BORIIAII, PRAIIK 
BORIIAII, PRAIIK 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
ASTRONAUTS PACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BOSTROM, CARL O. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BOURGEOISE, JOHN D •. 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
BOIILES, C. A. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
BOYD, R •. L. F. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
BRAGDON, DAVID C. 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
BRAIIIIER, R. F. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] . P79-10131 06 
BRAND, VAIICE DEVOE 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BRANDENSTEIN, DANIEL C. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BRIDGE, HERBERT S. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 






VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BRIGGS, GEOFFREY A. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
(NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 
BROADFOOT, A. LYLE 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 
05 
06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
BROliN, ALLAN H. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
BRORN, GERALD V. 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-28] P79-10031 06 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
BROliN, JAY Fo 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
BROIIII, L. II. 
ROTATiNG BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10 104 06 
BROliN, IIALTER Eo, JR. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BROWNLEE, DONALD Eo 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
BRUECKNER, GUENTER E. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
BRIANT, FREDERICK B. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
B-4 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
BUCHU, JAMES I!. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BUCKLEY, IIILLIAM F. 
P79-10 135 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
BULL, JOHN SUMTER 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
BUNKER, ELLSRORTH 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 
BURCH, J. L. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
BURDETT, R. K. 




TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
BURKE, BERNARD P. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE I!L·IGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 
BURLAGA, LEN F. 
06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
BURNS, BARBARA A. 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-47] P79-10047 06 
BURNS, IIILLIAM T. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
HURR, PETER 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
P79-10049 06 
PEESOJIAL NAIIES INDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'161] P79-10161 06 
BURROWBRIDGE, WILLIA~ R. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
BURROllS, J. 
EXPERIMENTS SELEC~rED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-l03] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-1013l 06 
BURT, DA Vl:n 
AHERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
BYRNE, BRI!NDAN 
FIRST SOLAR ELECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW 
JERSEY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1,44] P79-101S2 06 
c 
CABOT, SEBASTIAN 
<NON-MILI1ARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-1018S 
CAGLE, EUGENE 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-30] P79-10028 
CAIN, DAN L. 
PIONEEIl TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA IlELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 
CALIO, ANTHONY J. 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] p79-100S6 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'91] P79-10090 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-'129] P79-10131 
CAIIPBELL, DONALD B. 







[NASA RELEASE-79-·47] P79-10047 06 
CAIIPBELL, J. 11. 
LIFE SCIENCE INn:STIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[liASA RELEASE-79-'167] P79-10176 06 
CARLSON, ROBERT 11. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA HELEASE-79-·108] P79-10110 06 
CARMICHAEL, R. S. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79"103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA llELEASE-79··129] P79-10131 06 
CARPENTER, IIALCOLM SCOTT 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
CARR, GERALD PAUL 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
CARR, ROBERT E. 
P79-1013S 06 
p79-1013S 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSB 
[NASA RELEASE-79'-18] P79-10018 06 
CARR, THOMAS D. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-l0024 06 
VOYAGBR 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 





VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 OS 
CARSON, JOHNNY 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JUI.Y 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
CARTER, JIMIIi 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] p79-100S6 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELFASE-79-179] P79-l0179 06 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
P79-10184 OS 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
P79-l0187 OS 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
p79-10l92 OS 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
p79-10196 OS 
CASSINI, GIOVANNI DOMENICO 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-l0024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
CATURA, BICHARD C. 




[NASA BEUASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
CAZENAVE, A. 
NASA SELECTS 2S EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNA~ICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
CERNAN, EUGENE ANDREW 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA BELEASE-79-7S] P79-10064 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
CESS, ROBERT D. 
P79-1013S 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16S] P79-1016S 06 
CHAFFEE, ROGER BRUCE 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-1013S 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 OS 
CHAHEIDES, WILLIAM L. 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
CHAPMAN, DEAN 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
CHAPHANN, PHILLIP KENYON 




THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7S] P79-10064 06 
CHASE, STILLMAN C. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10l10 06 
CHAUVIN, SKIP 




[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
CHERBONNEAUX, JAftES 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] p79-10022 06 
CHIPftAN, ERIC 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] p79-10161 06 
CHRISTOPHER, JOHN 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
CICERONE, RALPH J. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] p79-10165 06 
CLARK, GEORGE !i. 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SHALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-44] P79-10045 06 
COATS, MICHAEL L. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] p79-10135 06 
CODE, ARTHUR D. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 
COFFEEN, DAVID L. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] p79-10088 




[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
COGOLI, AUGUSTO 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
COHEN, H. A. 
, SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] p79-10003 06 
COLBURN, DAVID S. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
COLEftAN, PAUL J., JR. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
COLES, R. L. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P19-10131 06 
COLLARD, HAROLD R. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P19-10110 06 
COLLINS, MICHAEL 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P19-10062 06 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-19-14] p19-10063 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] p19-10065 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] p79-10135 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 as 
B-6 
PERSONAL RAftES IRDEX 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.s. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
CORNOLD, DEREK ft. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTR'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-19-6] P79-10006 06 
CONRAD, CHARLES P., JR. 
ASTRONAU~S FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-19-124] P19-10135 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P19-10190 05 
CONRATH, BARNEY J. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P19-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-19-86] P79-10088 06 
COOK, ALLAN F., II 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-19-23] P19-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-19-86] P19-10088 06 
COOK, B. C. 




THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-19-74] P19-10063 06 
COOPER, LEROY GOBDON, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-19-124] 
COOPEB, ROBERT S. 
P19-10 135 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
COOPER LEAVES GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-60] P19-10071 06 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10 164 06 
COBREIA, M. J. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-19-167] P79-10 176 06 
CORTRIGHT, ED 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
COSTA, RICHA,RD S. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-19-113] P19-10 113 06 
COVAULT, CRAIG 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P19-10182 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
COVEY, RICHABD O. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
COWINGS, P. S. 
P19-10 135 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-19-167] P19-10176 06 
CREIGHTON, JOHN 0, 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-19-124] P79-10135 06 
PERSONAL BABES INDEX 
CRIPPEN, ROBERT LAUREL 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
CRISSIiELL, B. S. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
CROFT, TOll A. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASI RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
CROI! MELYNCK, D. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPICELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELllASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
CRONKITE, liAJ.TER 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
CROSBY, FRED 




AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELllASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
CULHANE, J. I .• 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRI!ISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELllASE-79-61] 
CUNN INGHAM, IIALTER RONNIE 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
CUNNOLD, DERllK I!. 
P79-10049 06 
P79-10135 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165J P79-10165 06 
CURINGTON, FI~OYD A. 




33 INVESTIGATO~S SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
D 
D' ARRIGO, J. S. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
DA GAllA, VASCO 
<NON-MILI!ARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U. S. SI'ACE PROGRAM> 
DALGARNO, AL~XANDER 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
(NASA RELEASE-79-23 ] 
P79-10185 05 
P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
DANIELSON, G. EDWARD, JR. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
DAVIDSEN, A. F. 
NASA SE.LECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 
DAVIES, IIERTON E. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 
DOOLEY, J. C. 
P79-10 112 06 
P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
DA VIS, ESKER K. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
DAVIS, LEVERETTE, JR. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
DE BOER, KLAAS S. 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
DEBUS, KURT 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
DEFOREST, S. E. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
DENOYER, JOHN I!. 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
B-7 
[NASA RELEASE-79.,.88] P79-10086 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
DETWILER, DAVID F., JR. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 EClIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
DEVIRIAN, MICHAEL 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10 088 06 
DINSIIOORE, JAIIES 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
DOBRY, THADDEUS G. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
DOLLFUS, IUDOUIII 




PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASli-79-108] P79-10110 06 
DONAHUE, THOI!AS I!. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
DOOLEY, J. C. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASll-79-129] P79-10131 06 
DOOLING, DAVE 
DOOLING, DAVE 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
DORKAN, H. JAKES 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
DOIIELL, R. T. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
DRAPER, RONALD F. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
DRAYSON, S. RONALD 
P79-10023 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
DRISCOLL, EMILY 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
DRISCOLL, EVERLY 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
DRYDEN, HUGH L. 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
DUKE, CHARLES KOSS, JR. 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
DUNCAN, CHARLES H. 
P79-1 0 135 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, A~MOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
DUNN, C. D. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
DUNN, JOHN J. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
DUNN, PETER J. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
DUNNING, ROBERT 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASll-79-114] P79-10122 06 
DURRETT, JOHIi 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE~79-3] P79-10003 06 
DYAL, PALMER 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
DYER, JOBN II. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
DYSON, FREEMAN 
FUTURE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
E 
EATON, PETER T. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH IESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
B-8 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
EBERHART, PAUL 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
ECKARD, LEWIS D. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
ECKBERG, D. L. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
EISELE, DORN FULTON 




RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10 158 06 
ELLIS, S. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
ENGLAND, ANTHONY WAYNE 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
EIiGLE, JOE HENRY 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
ESAT, T. II. 
P79-10135 06 
P79-10135 06 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10 127 06 
ESRLEMAN, VON R. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
(NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
ESKITE, WILBUR H., JR. 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
EVAIiS, ROIiALD ELLIlIN 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
EVANS, IIAYNE F. J. 
P79-1 0 135 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
EXTON, R. J. 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-40] P79-10039 06 
F 
FABIAN, A. C~ 
HUGE CLUS'fER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
FABIAN, JOHN M. 
ASTRONAUTS PACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
FAB~~~~N~CI~*C~'INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
FAIRE, ANDY 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
PERSONAL :RAIIES INDEX 
PAll, CHAlIG-YUN 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
PARHI, L. E. 
06 
06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVES~IGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
PARTHING, IIIlIFIELD H. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
FAIiCETT, IIILLIAII G. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEISE-79-22] 
FAZIO, GIOVANliI G. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SflUTTLE FLIGHTS 
P79-10023 06 
[NASA RELEIlSE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
PELDIIAN, P. D. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
PELDMAN, IIILLIAII C. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[!lASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PENNELL, J. F. 
SATELLITE 'CO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
FERR IS, ALB ER~I G. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
PILL IUS, R. 1I1lLKER 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
FIliGER, HAROLIl B. 
PHILIPS NAIlED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNIIENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 06 
FIOCCO, GIORGIO 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDI ES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
FISCHETTI, THOIIAS L. 
<MAGSAT: MISSION I1IPORTANCE> 
FISH ER, ANNA :t. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEllT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12 l l] 
FLAGE, RICHARD A. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND>-
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
PLEIIIIING, ARTHUR S. 







NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
PLETCHER, JA liES 
TENTH ANN HERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
FLIEGEL, HENRY F. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEOCYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
FLOIiERS, BOBBY J. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
PORNEY, DONALD E. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
FROSCB, ROBERT A. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] 
POSLER, LEE R., JR. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
POSTER, J. E. 
P79-10131 06 
P79-10049 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA BELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
FOSTER, LEE R. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
FOWLER, P. H. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
FRANK, LOUIS A. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 1.10 06 
FRANKLIN, BENJAIIIN 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
FRECHE, JOHN C. 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
FREDERICK, JOHN E. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] p79-10165 06 
FREDEHICK, ROBERT i. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
FREEIIAN, THEODORE CORDY 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
FRENCH, BEVAN II. 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE--79-128] P79-10127 06 
B-9 
FREUD, SIGIIUND 
(NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
FROSCH, ROBERT A. 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-32] P79-10029 06 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEIIENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE--79-64] P79-10050 06 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE--79-70] P79-10056 06 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
[NASA RELEASE-79-57] P79-10074 06 
COOPER LEAVES GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-60] P79-10077 06 
DR. SEITZ GIVEN SECOND NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC 
SERVICE MEDAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-62] P79-10078 06 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-63] P79-10079 06 






FROST, KENNETH J. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-123] P79-10123 06 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10126 06 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] P79-10159 06 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-162] P79-10163 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
THE NASA FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10183 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
FU~URE OF PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
P79-10194 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
FROST, KENNETH J. 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] P79-10161 06 
FRUSTlCE, PHILIP 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH ~O BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
FRUTKIN, ARNOLD W. 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16] P79-10016 06 
RITCHIE NAMED DEPUTY FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-20] P79-10019 
FRUTKIN TO LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-85] P79-10084 
06 
06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
FUKUSHIMA, N. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
FULLER, C. A. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
FULLERTON, CHARLES GORDON 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
G 
GABRIEL, DAVID S. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
GALl LEI, GALILEO 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
06 
06 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] p79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
p79-10193 05 
GAPOSCHKIN, E. B. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
GARDNER, DALE A. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
GARRIOTT, OWEN KAY 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
GASPARINI, P. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
GAUTIER, DAN 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
GAVER, LES 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
GAY, CHARLES D. 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
GEHRELS, TOil 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-:-108] P79-10110 06 
GEYE, RICHARD P. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
GIACCONI, RICCARDO 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
GIBBS, H. P. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
GIBSON, EDWARD GEORGE 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
GIBSON, ROBERT· L. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
GIBSON, BOY 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSICN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-37] P79-10037 06 
GIERASCH, PETER J. 
B-10 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
PERSONAL NAKES INDEX 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
GILCREASE, ARTHUR 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
GIVENS, EDWARD GALEN, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
GLENN, JOHN HERSCHEL, JR. 





TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
GLOBCKLBR, GEORGE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
GOAD, CLYDE C. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPEHIHENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
GODIVIER, K. R. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
GODWIN, GENE 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
GOLDSBY, WILLIAM D., JR. 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL B' FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
GOODY, RICHARD K. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPJ:TER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
GOOZH, PAUL E. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
SATELLITE TO S~I'UDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
GORDON, RICHARD FRANCIS, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
GOREN STEIN, PAUL 




[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
GOSS, ROBERT 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR--C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH 10 BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 
GOSSETT, JOHN D. 
06 
06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
THIRD FLTSA'rCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
GRIMES, DAVID W. 
GOTTLIEB, G. L. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE PLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
GOIIEN, R. J. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGBTS 
(NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10 176 06 
GRAMS, GERALD W. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
33 INVESTIGATOHS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
GRANT, CARY 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
GRAVELINE, DUANE E. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
GRAY, EDWARD Z. 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 06 
GRAY, JAf!ES Ii. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
GRAY, ROBERT 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-10] P79-10012 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
GREAVES, JAKES R. 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-118] P79-10 117 06 
GREEN, L. 0., JR. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA IELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
GREEN, MILTON 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC F·IELD 
[NASA IELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
GREGORY, FREDERICK D. 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
GRIFFIN, GERALD D. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
GRIGGS, STANLEY D. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124) P79-10135 06 
GRIGORIEV, ANATOLE 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
GRI~~ih~~~iDT~tSTUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
B-ll 
[NASA IELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
GRINDELAND, R. E. 
GRINDELAND, R. E. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
GRINDLAY, JONATHAN 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST 
PICTURE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-65] P79-10051 06 
GRISSOM, VIRGIL IVAN 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
GROER, ANNE 
<~EETING HITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
GROEIl, ARLENE 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
GROSS, NEAL R. 
<SKYLIB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
GROVES, THOMAS F. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
GRUENE, HANS 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
GUASTAFERRO, ANGELO 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
GUERIN, PIERRE 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
GULKIS, SAIIUEL 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
GUOFENG, HUA 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
GURNETT, DONALD A. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
05 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
GUROVSKY, NIKOLAI N. 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-10134 06 
H 
HABIB, PHILIP C. 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
(NASA RELEASE-79-8] P19-10008 06 
HACKET, PETER 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
PERSONAL NAIIES INDEX 
HADDOCK, FRED T. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HAGER, GAYLE 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
HAGGERTY. S. E. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
(NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
HAISE, FRED WALLACE, JR. 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN 
(NASA RELEASE-79-79] 






AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
HALL, CHARLES F. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
(NASA RELEISE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
HALL, D. F. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
HALL, D. H. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
(NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 1 03 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
(NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
HALPERN, RICHARD E. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
HANEL, RUDOLF A" 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
(NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA BELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HANSEN, JAMES E. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 




SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
HARGENS, A. H. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HARRIES, JOHN E. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-16s] P79-10165 06 
HARRISON, C. G. A. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
HARRISON, EDWIN F. 
B-12 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
(NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
PERSONAL NABES INDEX 
HART, TEIlIlY J. 
ASTIlONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELIASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
HARTLE, RICHARD E. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELIIASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELIASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HART BAN, DENIIIS L. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HARTSFIELD, IIENRY WARREN, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELHASE-79-124] 
HARVEY, CHRISTOPHER C. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELHASE-79-86] P79-10088 
HARWOOD, JULIUS 




[NASA RELliASE-79-115] P79-10114 06 
HASTINGS, D. A. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELIIASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
HAUCK, FREDEDICK H. 




SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELIASE-79-3] P79-10003 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELIASE-79-96] P79-10095 




[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
HAWLEY, STEVEN A. 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELIASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
HAYES, AI 
POWER FAC'COR CONTROLLER 
HAYS, PAUL B. 




[NASA RELIIASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
HEACOCK, E. I.ARRY 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELllASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
HEACOCK, RAY/IOND L. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELllASE-:79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HEAPS, BELVIII 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA REUASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
HEARTH, DONAI.D F. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
+ 
HINTER EGGER , H. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] p79-10049 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
HEATH, D. F. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 EClIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
HEATHCOTE, D. G. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10 176 06 
HEINRICH, HILTON A. 
U. S.· EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
HELDENFELS, R. R. 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBEE 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
HENIZE, KARL GORDON 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
HERHAN, BENJAMIN M. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRA10SPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
HERHANCE, J. F. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 1 03 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
HERRON, R. E. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HERSCHEL, WILLIAM 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
HIBHEL, SEYMOUR C+ 





PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
HINNERS, NOEL W. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 




AND SPACE /'IUSEUM 
p79-10029 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
PIOtlEER SATUIlN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
HINTER EGGER, H. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
B-13 
HIIIZE, II. J. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
HINZE, II. J. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STOOY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
BIROIIO, II. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
SiUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HLASTALA, IIICHAEL P. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HOBBS, R. II. 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-1010ll 06 
HOFFMAN, JEFFREY A. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12l1] 
HOGAN, ROBERT P. 
P79-10135 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
HOH, F. YOONG 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HOLIIQOEST, DONALD LEE 




AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
HOLTON, E. H. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
J NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HOLTZ, JOHN R. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
HORD, CHARLES II. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HOBRIGAN, D. J., JR. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HOSENBALL, S. 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
HOUGH~ON, J. T. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
HOUSE, FREDERICK B. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
SXUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HOWELL, WILLIAH E. 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
HSIAO PING, DENG 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] 
HUBERHAN, BENJAMIN 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
P79-10056 06 
PEHSONAL NAHES INDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
HUCK, FRIEDRICH O. 
33 INVESTIGATO~S SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] p79-10 165 06 
HUGHES, FRANK 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
HOGHES, RON E. 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONljENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-131] P79-10 129 06 
HUHES, DONALD H. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
HUHHER, ROBERT F. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
HUNDHAUSEN, ART J. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAHINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002Q 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
HUNT, GARRY E. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
(NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
06 
06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
HOSSEY, II. JOHN 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-38] P79-10041 06 
HUSTON, ROBERT 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-171] P79-10169 06 
HUTCHINS, P. H. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
RUYGENS, CHRISTIAN 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
IFFT, ED liARD 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 
INGERSOLL, ANDREW 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 
INGLIS, ANDREII 




[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
INTRILIGATOR, DEVRIE 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
IRBY, TOH 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
B-14 
PERSOIIAL JUliES IIiDEX 
IRWIN, JAMES BENSON 
ASTRONAUTS ~ACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
ISRAEL, II. H. 
P79-10135 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
J 
JACKSON, J. T. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
JACOBS, B. II. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEhSE-79-61] 
JACOBSON, A •. S. 
P79-10049 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEIISE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
JAFFE, HAROLD 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10110 06 
JAlIES, WILLI All 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
JARVIS, J. F. 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
JEIiITT, DAVID 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
JOHNSON, B. D. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103) P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129) P79-10131 06 
JOHNSON, LYNDON B. 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVHlG A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
JOHNSON, LYNDON B. (IIRS.) 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
JOHNSON, P. C. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
JOHNSON, R. G .. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3) P79-10003 06 
JOHNSON, TORRENCE V. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 
JOKIPII, J. RANDY 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
JONES, DOUGLAS E. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
JONES, JOSEPU B. 
, THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
KLINEBERG, JOB I II. 
JUDGE, DARRELL L. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
JUDSON, JAMES 





ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10104 06 
KAISER, TOM 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] P79-10035 06 
KANDEL, R. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
KAPRYAN. WALTER J. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
KATZ, HAURICE 
SYSTEM PROMISJlS ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
KELLER, G. R'; 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC ~IELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
KELLEY, MIKE 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
KENKHIGHT, CHARLES E. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
KENNEDY, JOHN F. 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 




KERWIN, JOSEPH PETER 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
KINARD, WILLIAII H. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
KIRBOFER, IIILLIA.M E£ 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79~1081 P79-10110 06 
KLEY, JOHN 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
KLINE, RAY 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
KLINEBERG, JOHN II. 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-10109 06 
B-15 
KLIORE, ARVYDAS J. 
KLIORE, ARVYDAS J. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
KLUGER, II. J. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
KLUIIPAR, D. II. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
KOCH, L. 
THIHD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
KOCHENDORFER, FRED D. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
KOHL, JOHN L. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACE LAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
P79-10193 05 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
KOHLHASE, CHARLES E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
KOONS, H. C. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
KOWAL, CHARLES T. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
KRAFT, CHRISTOPHER C., JR. 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10120 06 
KRIKER, JAKES J. 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-123] P79-10123 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
KRANZ, EUGENE 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A fARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-751 P79-10064 06 
KRAUSHAAR, WILLIAM L. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA REI.MSE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
KREPLIN, R. W. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
KRIEGER, ALLEN S. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACE LAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
KRIEGER, ROBERT L •. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
KRIKORIAN, A. D. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10 176 06 
KRIMIGIS, S. II. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
KRUSE, LARRY 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
KOETTNER, JOACHIM 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL 
MONSOON STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-55] P79-10072 06 
KUIPER, GERARD 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
KUMAR, SHAILENDRA 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
KUNDE, VIRGIL G. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002l1 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
L 
LABRECQUE, J. L. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA llELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
LAESER, RICHARD P. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LAM, B, C. 
<VOiAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
LANGEL, ROBERT A. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
LANZEROTTI, LOUIS J. 
B-16 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2·TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PERSOIIU IlAIIES IIIDEX 
LAWRENCE, FRANK J. 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
LAYER, JAIIES D. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
LAZAROS, ALAN J. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 10 TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
LEACH, C. S. 
06 
06 
LIFE SCn:NCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGH~:S 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
LEBLANC, A. D. 
LIFE SCn:NCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGH~:S 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
LEBLANC, YOJ.lNDE 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LEDLEY, B. G. 
SATELLITF: TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
LEFEBYRE, II. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
LEHTINEN, HIIOCE 
SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-111] P79-10111 06 
LEISS, ABRAHAII 




ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-105] P79-10104 06 
LELGEIIANN, I1EITER 
NASA SELIlCTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITB 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
LEIIOOEL, J. L. 
EXPERIMEITTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITB TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
LENOBLE, J. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
LENOIR, 1IILI.IAII BENJAIIIN 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
LEON, H. A. 
P79-10135 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGWrS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
LEPPING, ROll P. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-23] P79-1002'1 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA REI.EASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LEVINE, JOEl~ S. 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
I MPORTANT GASES 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-131] P79-10129 06 
LORD, 1IILLIAft L. 
LEVY, GERALD S. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LEIIIS, DICK 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 HUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
LILLIE, CHARLES F. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




LILLY, WILLIAft E. 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10 182 O!j 
LIND, DON LESLIE 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
LINDAL, GUNNAR 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
LINDBERG, CHARLES 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10191 05 
LINDBERG, R. G. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
LINDLEY, ROBERT N. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
LLEWELLYN, JOHN ANTHONY 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
LLE1IELLYN, THEODORE 
P79-10 135 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
LOEWENSTEIN, V. R. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
LOEWENTHAL, STOART H. 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] P79-10102 06 
LOftBARDO, JAIIES J. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
LONG, JAIIES E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002l1 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LOIIG, ROBERT T. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
LORD, HILLIAft L. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
B-17 
LORELL, JAMES ARTHOR, JR. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
LORELL, JAMES ARTHOR, JR. 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
LOOSMA, JACK ROBERT 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
LOVELACE, ALAN M. 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 
LOVELL, JAMES ARTHOR, JR. 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] P79-10060 
05 
06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
LOll, GEORGE M. 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
LOWMAN, PAUL D., JR. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LUBARSKY, BERNARD 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR LUBARSKY TO LEAVE LEWIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1] P79-10001 06 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-48] P79-10048 06 
LUBIN, PHIL 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
LUCAS, IIILLIAM R. 
NASA CHEMIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-11] P79-10010 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-151] P79-10150 06 
LUCID, SHANNON W. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
LUNNEY, GLYNN S. 
P79-10135 06 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERA~IONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-156] P79-10155 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
LOST, REIMER 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
LYMAII, PETER T. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
LYONS, DICK 




GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-141] P79-10140 06 
MACH ELL, REG 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-120] P79-10 120 06 
MAGUINE, WILLIAM C. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
06 
06 
IIAHER, II. A. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
MAHON, JOSEPH B. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 





SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S HAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 




PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
MANGOENDIPRODJO, IIILLY M.~ 
NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-43] P79-10043 06 
MANNING, FRANK L. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




IlARAII, S. P. 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-105] P79-10104 06 
MARGOLIES, DOBALD L. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
MARTIN, CHRESTOB F. 
B-18 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
PERSONAl, HAilES INDEX 
MARTIN, R. R. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
IIARX, KARL 
<NON- MILITARY, MILB:ARY, AND SPRITlIAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
IIASURSKY, HAnOLD 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
IIATTESON, JAIIES L. 





[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
IIATTINGLY, T. K., II 
ASTRONAUTS FAC~ SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
IIAYCOCK, PAUL 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
IIAYHEII, !I. A. 
SATELLITE: TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA REI,EASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
!lAZUR, RAY 
SATELLITI~ TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] p79-10003 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-158] P79-10158 
MCBRIDE, JON A. 
ASIRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
MCCALL, WAYNE L. 
P79-10135 
SAI'ELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 
NASA TO LAlINCH WES1~AR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] p79-10095 





[NASA REI,EASE-79-1~i8] P79-10158 06 
!lCCANDLESS, BRUCE, II 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHIET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
MCCARTHY, DONALD W., JR. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA REJ.EASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
!lCCABTHY, JOHN F., JR., 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR LUBARSKY TO LEAVE LEWIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1] P79-10001 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 




VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA U:LEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
IICROBERTS, JOE 
IICCORHACK, DICK 
+ POWER FACTOR CONTROLLEB 
+ 
P79-10188 05 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
IICCORIIICK, II. ,PATRICK 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 
MCCURDY, RICHABD C. 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 
06 
06 
IICDIVITT, JAIIES ALTON 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
BCDONALD, FRANK B. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
IICDONALD, IIICHAEL E. 
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-161] 
IICELROI, MICHAEL B. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITEB CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79~86] P79-10088 06 
IICGOLRICK, JOSEPH E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
IICGUIRE, JOHN R. 
P79-10023 06 
PRESIDENTIAl. AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
IICILWAIN, CABL Et 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE~79-108] P79-10110 06 
IICKENNA, ED 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
IICKIBBEN, DARRELL D. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
BCLAREN, ANNE 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10 176 06 
IICIIAHON, ED 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
!lCIIILLAN, BOB 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
IICMURTRY, TOil 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-177] P79-10178 06 
IICNAIB, RONALD E. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
IICBAMABA. ALLEN J. 
P79-10135 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
MCROBERTS, JOE 




KEADOWS, ARTRUR J. 
KEADOWS, ARTHUR J. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SUELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
IIEBDE, S. B. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAH/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 
HENTON, HARTIN D. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] 
HEYER, PETER 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 
KEYERS, CHARLES H. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] 
KICHEL, FRANK CURTIS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 










<NON-MILI1ARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
P79-10185 05 
IIIGUEL, JAIIIE 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
HIHALOV, JOHN D. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
HIKHAILOV, VALERIY 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
I!ILL, JONATHAN 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
MILLER, ALVIN J. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
KILLER, D. E. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
IIILLER, RICHARD 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
IIILLS, RODNEY A. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
IIITCHELL, BILLY 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-1C191 05 
IIITCHELL, C. A. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
MITCHELL, EDGAR DEAN 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
PERSONAL NAHES INDEX 
flITCHELL, JACK 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
IIITZ, flILTON A. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS FOR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET 
MISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-147] P79-10147 06-
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
1l0NTGOMERY, L. D. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
1I00RE-EDE, II. C. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
11005, H. IIARREN 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
1I0RGAN, W. JASON 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
HOIIATT, PAUL 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SOWERY, ALFRED L. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
IIUCKLEY, EDWIN T. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
IIUELLER, GEORGE 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
IIUELLER, IVAN I. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
IlULLANE, RICHARD H. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
MULLER, DIETRICH 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
MUNS, GUIDO 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
IIURCRAY, DAVID G. 
B-20 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
+ 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
MURPHY, JAIIES P. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<!lAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
MURPHY, ROBB~T 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] 1'79-10018 06 
IIURRAY. BRUC:e C. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGRCUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATijRN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
MUSGRAVE, FRANKLIN STOIIY 
ASTRONAUTS FAC:r SHEE:T 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
KUSSACCHIA, X. J. 
P79-10135 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
MUTCH, THOIIAS A. 
MUTCH NAMED ASSOCIA~~E ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE 
SCIENCE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-72:1 P79-10058 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86:1 1'79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASi RELEASE-79-108] 1'79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 1:1] 1'79-10113 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NENS BRIEFING 
NAGEL, S!EVEN R. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
BAKANO, GEOHGE H. 
N 




[NASA RELEISE-79-112] 1'79-10112 06 
NARCISI, ROCCO 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] 1'79-10018 06 
NASVYTIS, ALGIRDIS L. 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] 1'79-10102 06 
NAUGLE, JOHN E. 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE ~ro LEAVE NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-63] 
NELSON, GEORGE D. 
P79-10079 06 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3 Ij] 1'79-10035 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
HESS, NORMAN F. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





O' BRIEN, BEIlJiARD .1. 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] 1'79-10110 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
1'79-10189 05 
NEUBAUER, FRITZ II. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASll-79-23] 




LOOK JULY 9 
1'79-10088 06 
NEUGEBAVEIl, GERHY 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] 1'79-10110 06 
BEUPERT. WARNER II. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAE/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 1'79-10112 06 
NEWBY, GLENN A. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
NEWMAN, ROBERT E. 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
1'79-10182 05 
ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
1'79-10191 05 
NICHOLLS, R. Ii. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] 1'79-10018 06 
NIELL, A. E. 
SOUTHERN CALIfORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA 1<EL1ASE-79-166] 1'79-10166 06 
NOLA, PHARK J •. 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND 
INDUSIRY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-21] P79-10021 06 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
1'79-10188 05 
NORRIS, T. BLAND 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] 1'79-10113 06 
JORROOD, VIRGINIA T. 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] 1'79-10086 06 
NOUEL, F. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SA:rELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
NOVICK, R. 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 1'79-10112 06 
NULL, GEORGE II. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] 1'79-10110 06 
o 
O'BRIEN,'BERRARD J. 
PIONEER :ro ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
B-21 
O'BRIEN, JOHN E. 
O'BRIEN, JOHN E. 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
O'BRIEN, JOHN J. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-10195 05 
O'DONNELL, MILLIAft 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
O'GALLAGHER, JOSEPH J. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
0' LE,ARY, BRIAN TODD 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
O'NEAL, ROBERT L. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
O'TOOLE, TOft 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
OBAYASHI, TATSUZO 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
OGILVIE, KEITH W. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
OLBER~, S~ANISLAW 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
OLSON, ROBERT 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
OLSTAD, WALTER B. 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-110] P79-1 01 09 06 
OLTON, BARRY 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] 
ONIZUKA, ELLISON S. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
OPP, ALBERT G. 
P79-10156 06 
P79-10135 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
ORZECHOWSKI, RICBARD E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
OUSLEY, GILBERT W. 
P79-10193 05 
P79-10023 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
OVER MEYER, ROBERT FRANKLIN 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
OWEN, TOBIAS 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
OYAIIA, J. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE PLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10 176 06 
p 
PACCA, I. GILL 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10 103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10 131 06 
PACE, NELLO 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
PAGE, GEORGE F. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCBED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
PAINE, THOftAS O. 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOllE NT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10 192 05 
PALME, WILLIAM 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10 158 06 
PANAGAKOS, NICHOLAS 
+ VOYAGER t ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
PANG, KEVIN 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002/j 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PAPANASTASSIOU, D. A. 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COllET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10 127 06 
PARK, JAB H. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79~165] P79-10165 06 
PARKER, DONALD E. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
PARKER, LOYD C. 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-145] P79-10145 06 
PARKER, ROBERT ALLEN RIDLEY 
B-22 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
PERSONAL BAMES INDEX 
PARKINSON, II. H. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] 
PARKS, JOHN L., JR. 
P79-10112 06 
PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-14S] P79-101qS 06 
PARKS, ROBERT J. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE J·UPI'IER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA REIEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
PARNELL, THOMAS A. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
PATTERSON, JAKES E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RE],EASE-79-1~;5] 
PAYNE, SETH 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
PEARCE, JEFFREY 






VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PEARL, JOHN C. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
PECORA, WILLIAM T. 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
PEDERSEN, KENNETH S. 
NASA rELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] 
PELTZER, ROBERT G. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 
PEPIN, THEODORE J. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
P79-10056 06 
P79-1002l1 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RBLEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
PETERS, B. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
PETERSON, ]lONALD HEROD 
ASTRONAUTS FAC'I SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12l1] P79-10135 06 
PETERSON, GEORGE 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-115] P79-1011l1 06 
PETROFSKY, J. S. 
LIFE SCIENCE INn:STIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
POBHAMPERUMA, CYRIL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
PETROIIE. ROCCO 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16. 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
PHILBRICK, RUSS 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
PHILIPS, ROIIALD J. 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 06 
PHILLIPS, JEFFREY 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
P79-10195 05 
PHILLIPS, ROGER J. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PHILLIPS, SAMUEL 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7Q] P79-10063 06 
PHILLIPS, SAMUES 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM H. 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 
PHILPOTT, D. E. 
05 
()6 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] p79-10176 06 
PIRRAGLIA, JOSEPH A. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-1002l1 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PITERSKI, NORMAN J. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
PLANET, WALTER G. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRAIOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
PLESSET, MICHAEL R. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-1002Q 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
PLETZER, ROBERT G. 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
PLUSH. PETER 
RCA SATCON LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 
POGUE. WILLIAM REID 













POPE PAUL VI 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
POPE PAUL VI 
LIFTOFF HILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-78] P79-10061 06 
POPOVIC, Y. P. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESiIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
POPP, Ii. L. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
POTEMBA, T. A. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD. SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGS AT: MISSION IMPORTANCE) 
POONDS, K. A. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
PROCTOR, D. F. 
P79-10195 05 
P79-10049 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOIi SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
R 
RALEIGH, BABBY 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND ABEA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
RAMANATHAN, V. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
S1UDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
RANEY, WILLIAM P. 




33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
RASOOL, S. ICHTIAGUE 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
REAGAN, J. B. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
REASONER, DAVID L. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
REAVEN, G. II. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
REETZ. ARTRUR, JR. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
REGAN, R. D. 
P79-10023 06 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
RESCHKE, II. F. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
RESNIK, JUDITH A. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
PERSONAL NAIIES INDEX 
RICHARD SOB, JOHN 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
RICKER, GEORGE R. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10 112 06 
RIDDLE. AIITHOIIY 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
06 
06 
RIDE, SALLY K. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
RIGEL, F. A. 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 06 
RIGELL, I. A. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 06 
RIND, DAVID 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
RIPLEY, DILLON 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
RITCHIE, RUSSELL 
RITCHIE NAlIED DEPUTY FOR EXTE.RNAL RELATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-20] P79-10019 06 
ROBERTS. TECilN 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA .REIEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
ROCK, BERNARD J. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
ROGERS, A. J. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
ROHN, DOUGLAS A. 
NEW TRACTION DRIVES COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER TRANSMISSION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-104] P79-10102 06 
ROOSA, STUART ALLEN 
ASTRONAOiS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10 135 06 
ROSEN, RICHARD D. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIIIENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10 101 06 
ROSENBLUII, LOOIS 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS 
COST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-33] P79-10033 06 
ROSS, LAWBENCE J. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10 113 
06 
06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
ROSS, II. D. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176· 06 
ROSS, ROBERT 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
B-24 
PERSONAL IiAIIES IlIDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] p79-10003 06 
ROSSITER, AL 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
RUSSELL, PHILIP B. 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-6] P79-10006 06 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATIIOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELElISE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
RUSSELL, llILLIAII R. 
SATELLITE ~ro STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] p79-10003 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
RYAll, A. F. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
RYAR, ROBERT 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
s 
SAGALYN, R. C. 
SATELLITE 'ro STUDY El~ECTRICAL PROBLEIIS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
SAGAN, CARL 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
SAGERIIAN, GARY D. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
SAIIUELSON, ROBERT F. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 







VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SANDER, IIICHUL J. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SANDLER, HAROLD 
NASA PUBLISHES REPOHT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR 
WOM.EN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-93] P79-10092 06 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SANFORD, ROBERT G. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SAVAGE, BLAIR D. 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
SCHNEIDER, WILLIAII C .. 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
SAVAGE, J. C. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-166] P79-10166 06 
SAWYER, F. RONALD 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
SCARF, FREDERICK L. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE--79-86] p79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1· ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
SCHAEFER, DAVID H. 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COIIPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-181] P79-10180 06 
SCHERER, LEE R. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106) P79-10106 06 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-159] P79-10159 06 
SCHIRRI, llALTER !lARTY, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
SCHLIIIHER, GENE E. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SCHIIERLING, ERWIN R, 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
SCHIIIDT, F. R. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOII TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] p79-10156 06 
SCHIIITT, HARRISON BAGAN 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] p79-10064 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] p79-10135 




SCHNEIDER, PHIL P. 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEAS.E-79-96] 
SCHNEIDER, llILLIAII C. 
B-25 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





SCHNOPPER, HERBERT W. 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE. JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
SCHNOPPER, HERBERT W. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
SCHWARZE, JOSEPH 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SCHWEIKART, RUSSELL LOUIS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
SCLAFFORD, RICHARD H. 
P79-10135 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
SCOBEE, FRANCIS R. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
SCOTT, DAVID RANDOLF 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
SCOTT, JAIIES F. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
SCULL, WILFRED E. 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] 





LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SEDDON, IIARGARET R. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
SEE, ELLIOT IICKAY, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
SEIDEL, BORIS L. 
P79-1 0 135 06 
P79-10135 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SEITZ, FREDERICK 
DR. SEITZ GIVEN SECOND NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC 
SERVICE MEDAL 
[NASA RELEASE-79-62] P79-10078 06 
SERLEIIITSOS, PETER J. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
SEVERS, W. B. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
SHAFER 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAII 
<NON-MILITARY, MILITARY, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES 
OF U.S. SPACE PROGRAII> 
P79-10185 05 
SHAPIRO, IRWIN I. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIIIENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
PERSONAL NAIIES INDEX 
SHAPLEY, WILLIS H. 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
SHAW, BREWSTER H., J9. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
SHAWHAN, STANLEY D. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
SHEIIANSKY, DONALD E. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SHEPARD, ALAN BARTLETT, JR. 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-73] P79-10062 06 
AS~RONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
SHEPARD, GORDON G. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10 112 06 
SHEPPARD, DONALD C. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 






NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-91] P79-10090 06 
SHIPLEY, WILLIAII S. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
SHRAIIO, DANIEL J. 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-116] P79-10115 06 
NASA INITIATES NEW THRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-143] P79-10143 06 
SHRIVER, LORER J •. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10 135 06 
SIEVERS, Gl.KEITH 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SIIALL AIRCRAFT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-24] P79-10025 06 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOFAN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-137] P79-10137 06 
SILVERSTONE, KEN 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
SIMPSON, JOHN A. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 
SISCOE, GEORGE L •. 
B-26 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 




PERSONAL NAKES INDEX 
SJOBERG. SIGURD A. 
JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-58] P79-10075 06 
SLAYTON. DONALD KENT 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEE:r 
[NASA RELEASE-79-12ij] 
SLONE. H. O. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
SMITH, BRADFORD A. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 






VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUUTER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
SMITH. DAVID E. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
SMITH. EDIlARD J. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SKITH, G. LOUIS 
33 INVESTIGATORS SEL:ECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
S~UDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
SMITH, LESLIE 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
SMITH, PETER G. 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] 
SMITR, RICHARD G. 
P79-10056 06 
SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-106] P79-10106 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO B:E LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-155] P79-10156 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
SMITH, IIILLIAM L. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-165] P79-10165 06 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
P79-10190 05 
SIIOOT, GEORGE 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-25] P79-10022 06 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
STAELIN, DAVID B. 
SRYLIE, BOBERT E. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] p79-10003 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-158] P79-10158 06 
SRYDER. COIlllA! 
VIKIMG CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
SHYDER, DAVID 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10 131 06 
SOBEL, REBECCA 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
P79-10196 05 
SODEBBLOII, LAURENCE A. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 




SOFFEN, GERALD A. 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE 
STUDY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-46] P79-10046 06 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIME 
[NASA RELEASE-79-136] P79-1013ij 06 
SONETT, CHIBLES 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
SOUZA, KENNETH A. 
U. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-114] P79-10122 06 
SPAULDING, II. P. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
SPEER, FRED A. 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
SPEYBROECK, LEON YAN 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
SPINAK, ABRAHAII 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
SPITZER, LYIIAH, JR. 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND 
MILKY WAY 
[NASA RELEASE-79-83] P79-10081 06 
SPOHN, CLIFFORD 




PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
STAELIN. DAVID H. 
B-27 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
STAFFORD, THOMAS PATTEN 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
STAFFORD, THOMAS PATTEN 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
STECHER, THEODORE P. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
P79-10135 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
STEIN, T. D. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
STERN, D. P. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
P79-1C195 05 
STEWART, ROBERT L. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
STOFAN, ANDREW J. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 
STONE, EDWARD C. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 





[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
P79-10186 05 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
P79-10189 05 
STONE, H. L. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
STRACK, WILLIAM C. 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE 
ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-29] P79-10034 06 
STRANGEWAY, D. W. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
STROBEL, DARRELL F. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23) P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PERSONAL NAKES INDEX 
STURMS, FRANCIS M. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] p79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SULLIVAN, JIM 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 




LOOK JULY 9 
P79-10088 06 
SULLIVAN, KATHRYN D, 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 
VARIED, EXCITING 
[NASA RELEASE-79-34] 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
35 NEW CANDIDATES IS 
P79-10035 06 
P79-10135 06 
SUOMI, VERNER E. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
SWIGERT, JOHN LEONARD, JR. 
ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-79] p79-10060 06 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
SYNNOTT, STEPHEN 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEW MOON OF JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-132] P79-10130 06 
SYVERTSON, CLARENCE A. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
SZSUZCZEWICZ, ED 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
T 
TALBOT, JOSEPH B. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61) P79-10049 06 
TANANBAUH, RARVEY 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-36] P79-10036 06 
TANT, LARRY R. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] p79-10131 06 
TAPLEY, BYRON, D~ 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 02] P79-10 1 01 06 
TARANIK, JAMES Y. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129) P79-10 131 06 
TARZliELL, JACK 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
TAYLOR, CHARLES A. 
B-28 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
06 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
PERSONAL IIAIIES INDEX 
TAYLOR, FRED II. 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT I1ALFUNCTIONS 
[NASA RELEA5E-79-59] p79-10076 06 
TEAGUE, OLIN 
TENTII ANNIVERSARY OF llPOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
TEEGARDEN, BONNARD J. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 
TERHUNE, CHARLES B., JR. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 





VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
TERHUNE, CREIGHTON A. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
TERRELL, BOHIIAN 
NASA CELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] 
TEXTOR, GEORGIl P. 





VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
THACKER, 11. C., 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEISE-79-3] P79-10003 06 
THAGARD, NORIIIN E. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEISE-79-12'] 
THIELKE, NORlIlIN 
<VOYA GERS ·1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
THINNERS, NOEL II. 
P79-10135 06 
P79-10023 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
THOIIE, PITT G,. 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE 
SENSING AWARD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-88] P79-10086 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
<HAGSAT: MISSION I1IPORTANCE> 
THORNTON, lIIL1.IAII EDGAR, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEE1' 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
THUILLIER, G. 




[NASA RILEISE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
TIIIO"rRY. ADRIllNNE F. 
AMERICANS AND CANADIINS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 





VOYAGER 2 'fO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEISE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VAN CLEVE, JACK 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-1 08] P79-10 110 06 
TINSLEY. BRIAN A. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
TOIIASKO, IIARTIN 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
TORR, DOUGLAS G. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
TOTH, ROBERT 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHU~TLE> 
P79-10196 05 
TRAFTON, LAURENCE II. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10 110 06 
TRAINOR. JAIIES H. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-'79-108] P79-10110 06 
TRAVASSOLI, II. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
TREIIOR, J. 11. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
TRULY. RICHARD HARRISON 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
TUCK, A. F. 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIIIATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
[NASA RELEASE'-79-165] P79-10 165 06 
TUZZOLINO. ANTHONY J. 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE'-79-108] P79-10110 06 
TYLER, G. LEN 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
TYSON. J. A. 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10 170 06 
u 
ULIIICK, JIll 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
v 
VAN ALLAN, JAIIES A. 
PIONEER TO ENCO~NTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
VAN CLEAVE, JON L. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
VAN CLEVE, JACK 
B-29 




VAN GOEY, H. R. 
VAH GOEI, H. R. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
VAN HOFTEN, JAftES, D. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
VASILIUNAS, VYTENIS ft. 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
VISESSDRAKARN, KIOS 
THAILAND TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
[NASA RELEASE-79-64] P79-10050 06 
VOGHT, R. E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 




VON BRAUN, WERBHER 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-76] P79-10065 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 
w 
WADDINGTON, C. J. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACE LAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
06 
05 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
WALDEN, 0111 
ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-87] P79-10085 06 
WALKER, DAVID II. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
WALKER, W. G. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
IIARREN, EARL 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
WARIIICK, JAIIES i. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 




WARIlICK, R. S. 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
WASSERBURG, G. J. 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
[NASA RELEASE-79-128] P79-10127 06 
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX 
WATERS, J. II. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
WATKINS, ALLEN 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
[NASA RELEASE-79-70] P79-10056 06 
IIATKINS, KERMIT 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-107] P79-10107 06 
WEBB, JAIIES B. 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY 
AFFAIRS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-7] P79-10007 




WEBBER, WILLIAM R. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
PICNEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
WEEKS, L. MICHAEL 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10138 06 
WEIR, JAIIES E. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEISE-79-22] P79-10023 06 
WEISS, GUS 
<SKYLIB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS) 
P79-10190 05 
WEISS, RAIIIER 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
WEITZ, PAOL JOSEPH 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
WELLS, II. 'I. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
WENDT, GUNTER 
THE LIFTOFF: RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
WENTWORTH, CARL B. 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] 




WEST, J. B. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
WESTMORELAND, WILLIAII 
THE LIFTOFF:. RELIVING A MOMENT IN HISTORY (JULY 
16, 1969) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-74] P79-10063 06 
WHALEN, B. A. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
WHITCOMB, RICHARD T. 
FUEL-SAVING TEST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 
[NASI RELEASE-79-94] P79-10093 06 
WHITE, CHARLES E. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
B-30 
PERSONAL BA8ES IBDEX 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] 
WHITE, EDWARD BIGGIBS, II 




TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10192 05 
WIBERG, D. i!. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
WIBLE, II. KEITB 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
WILFORD, TOft 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
P79-10188 05 
WILKINSON, DAVID 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 
EXPERIMENTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-168] P79-10170 06 
WILLIAftS, CLIFTOB CURTIS, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] 
WILLIAIIS, D. J. 
P79-10135 06 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO IIAKE SPACE 
PRODUCTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-119] P79-10118 06 
WILLIAMS, DOIALD E. 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
WILLIA8S0N, RONALD G. 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-102] P79-10101 06 
WILLftORE, A. P. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
IIILLSON, R. C. 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
P79-10049 06 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
WILSON, GLEII P. 
WORKSHOP TO PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
[NASA RELEASE-79-133] P79-10132 06 
IIILTON, RAY 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
WINDLER, IIl:LTOR 
THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-75] P79-10064 06 
WINTER, DAYID L. 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNE·SS TESTS FOR 
IIOMEN 
[NASA RELEASE-79-41] P79-10040 06 
IIINTERS, CI.IDE II. 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] 
IIOJTALIK, FRED S. 
P79-10049 06 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA Rr:LEASE-79-113] P79-10113 06 
WOLFE, JOHII 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA Rr:LEASE-79-22] 




PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA Rr:LEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
YASYLIUHAS. VYTEHIS 8. 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
P79-10193 05 
WOLTER, ARTHUR, JRA 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
[NASA RELEASE-79-5] P79-10005 06 
WON, I. J. 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-103] P79-10103 06 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
WOOD, GOIlDON E. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] P79-10024 06 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
IIORDEII, ALFRED IIERBIL, JR. 
ASTRONAUTS FICT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 
WRIGHT, ORVILLE 
ANNIVERSAIlY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
P79-10 191 05 
x 
XIAOPIIG, DEUG 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT 
USE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-121] P79-10119 06 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-179] P79-10 179 06 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COI'IMUNICAT·IONS SATELLITE FOR 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA) 
P79-10184 05 
XIIIIIIH, BEll 




YALOII, ROSALYN S. 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
[NASA RELEASE-79-8] P79-10008 06 
YARDLEY, JOHN F. 
SATELLITE TO STUDY ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-3] P79-10003 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND) 
[NASA RELEASE-79-22] P79-10023 
06 
06 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-61] P79-10049 06 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] P79-10095 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
[NASA RELEASE-79-113] P79-10113 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OPERATIONS OFFICE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-127] P79-10 126 




[NASA RELEASE-79-129] P79-10131 06 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
[NASA RELEASE-79-138] P79-10138 06 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FY 1980 BUDGET 
P79-10182 05 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUiTLE) 
P79-10196 05 
YASYLIUNAS, VYTEIiIS 1'1. 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES· JUPITER 
B-31 
YEATS, CLAYNE Il. 
[NASA RELEASE-79-23] 
YEATS, CLAYNE Il. 




VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
[NASA RELEASE-79-86] P79-10088 06 
YNGVESSON, K. SIGFRID 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR 
SPACELAB/SHU'ITLE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-112] P79-10112 06 
YOUNG, A. THOIIAS 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSIIENT OF SHUTTLE 
PROBLEMS 
[~ASA RELEASE-79-69] P79-10055 06 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 
[NASA RELEASE-79-108] P79-10110 06 
A. THOIIAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
[NASA RELEASE-79-164] P79-10164 06 
YOUNG, D. R. 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CHOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
[NASA RELEASE-79-167] P79-10176 06 
YOUNG, JOHN WATTS 
ASTRONAUTS FACT SHEET 
[NASA RELEASE-79-124] P79-10135 06 




SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
[NASA RELEASE-79-111] P79-10111 06 
ZIEGLER, F. W. 
NASA TO LAUNCH WESTAR-C 
[NASA RELEASE-79-96] 
ZIPF, ED liARD 
P79-10095 06 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
[NASA RELEASE-79-18] P79-10018 06 
PERSONAL NAIlES INDEX 
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1979 
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P79-10070 06 
The index correlates each news release number with its corresponding acces-
sion number. e.g, P79-10070. Following the accession number is a two-
digit number, e.g., 06, which designates the reference section containing the 
complete Citation. News release numbers that were assigned but not used 
have been omitted from this listing. 
NASA RE),EASE-79-1 ............... P79-10001 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-2 ............... P79-10002 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-3 ............... P79-10003 06 
NASA RE1IASE-79-4 ............... P79-10004 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-5 ............... P79-10005 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-6 ............... P79-10006 06 
NASA RE1IASE-79-7 ............... P79-10007 06 
NASA RILEASE-79-8 ............... P79-10008 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-9 ............... P79-10009 06 
NASA RE),EASE-79-1 0 ••••••••••••• P79-10012 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-11 ••••••••••••• P79-10010 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-12 ••••••••••••• P79-10011 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-13 ••••••••••••• P79-10013 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-14 ••••••••••••• P79-10014 06 
NASA RE1IASE-79-15 ••••••••••••• P79-10015 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-16 ••••••••••••• P79-10016 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-17 ••••••••••••• P79-10017 06 
NASA 8E1EASE-79-18 ••••••••••••• P79-10018 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-19 ••••••••••••• P79-10020 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-20 ••••••••••••• P79-10019 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-21 ••••••••••••• P79-10021 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-22 ••••••••••••• P79-10023 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-23 ••••••••••••• P79-10024 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-24 ••••••••••••• P79-10025 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-25 ••••••••••••• P79-10022 06 
NASA RELIASE-79-26 ••••••••••••• P79-1 002 6 06 
NASA RELEASE-7 9-27 ••••••••••••• P79-10027 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-28 ••••••••••••• P79-10031 06 
NASA RI1EASE-79-29 ••••••••••••• P79-10034 06 
NASA RELEASI-79-30 ••••••••••••• P79-1 002 8 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-31 ••••••••••••• P79-10030 06 
NASA RI1IASE-79-32 ••••••••••••• P79-10029 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-33 ••••••••••••• P79-10033 06 
NASA RE1IASE-79-34 ••••••••••••• P79-10035 06 
NASA RI1EASE-79-35 ••••••••••••• P79-10032 06 
NASA RELIASE-79-36 ••••••••••••• P79-10036 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-37 ••••••••••••• P79-10037 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-38 ••••••••••••• P79-10041 06 
NASA RI1EASE-79-39 ••••••••••••• P79-10038 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-40 ••••••••••••• P79-10039 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-41 ••••••••••••• P79-10040 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-'12 ••••••••••••• P79-10042 06 
NASA RILEASE-79-43 ••••••••••••• P79-10043 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-44 ••••••••••••• P79-10045 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-45 ••••••••••••• P79-10044 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-46 ••••••••••••• p79-10046 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-47 ••••••••••••• P79-10047 06 
NASA RELEASI-79-48 ••••••••••••• P79-10048 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-49 ••••••••••••• P79-10066 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-50 ••••••••••••• P79-10067 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-51 ••••••••••••• P79-1 006 8 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-52 ••••••••••••• P79-10069 06 
C-1 
March 1980 
NASA RE1EASE-79-53 ••••••••••••• P79-10070 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-54 ••••••••••••• P79-10071 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-55 ••••••••••••• P79-10072 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-56 ••••••••••••• P79-10073 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-57 ••••••••••••• P79-10074 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-58 ••••••••••••• P79-10075 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-59 ••••••••••••• P79-10076 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-60 ••••••••••••• P79-10077 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-61 ••••••••••••• P79-10049 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-62 ••••••••••••• P79-10078 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-63 ••••••••••••• P79-10079 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-64 ••••••••••••• P79-10050 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-65 ••••••••••••• P79-10051 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-66 ••••••••••••• P79-10052 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-67 ••••••••••••• P79-10053 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-68 ••••••••••••• P79-10054 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-69 ••••••••••••• P79-10055 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-70 ••••••••••••• P79-10056 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-71 ••••••••••••• P79-10057 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-72 ••••••••••••• P79-10058 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-73 ••••••••••••• P79-10062 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-74 ••••••••••••• P79-10063 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-75 ••••••••••••• P79-10064 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-76 ••••••••••••• P79-10065 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-77 ••••••••••••• P79-10059 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-78 ••••••••••••• P79-10061 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-79 ••••••••••••• p79-10060 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-80 ••••••••••••• P79-10083 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-81 ••••••••••••• P79-10080 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-82 ••••••••••••• P79-10087 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-83 ••••••••••••• P79-10081 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-84 ••••••••••••• P79-10082 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-85 ••••••••••••• P79-10084 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-86 ••••••••••••• P79-10088 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-87 ••••••••••••• P79-10085 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-88 ••••••••••••• P79-10086 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-89 ••••••••••••• P79-10098 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-90 ••••••••••••• P79-10089 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-91 ••••••••••••• P79-10090 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-92 ••••••••••••• P79-10091 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-93 ••••••••••••• P79-10092 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-94 ••••••••••••• P79-10093 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-95 ••••••••••••• P79-10094 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-96 ••••••••••••• P79-10095 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-97 ••••••••••••• P79-10099 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-98 ••••••••••••• P79-10096 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-99 ••••••••••••• P79-10097 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-100 •••••••••••• P79-10100 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-101 •••••••••••• P79-10105 0.6 
NASA RELEASE-79-102 •••••••••••• P79-1010 1 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-103 •••••••••••• P79-10103 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-104 •••••••••••• P79-10102 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-105 •••••••••••• P79-10104 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-106 •••••••••••• P79-10106 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-107 •••••••••••• P79-10107 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-108 •••••••••••• P79-10110 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-109 •••••••••••• P79-10108 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-110 •••••••••••• P79-10109 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-111 •••••••••••• P79-10111 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-112 •••••••••••• P79-10112 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-113 •••••••••••• P79-10113 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-114 •••••••••••• P79-10122 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-115 •••••••••••• P79-10114 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-116 •••••••••••• P79-10115 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-117 •••••••••••• P79-10116 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-118 •••••••••••• P79-10117 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-119 •••••••••••• P79-10118 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-120 •••••••••••• P79-10120 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-121 •••••••••••• P79-10119 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-122 •••••••••••• P79-10121 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-123 •••••••••••• P79-1·0123 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-124 •••••••••••• P79-10135 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-125 •••••••••••• P79-10124 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-126 •••••••••••• P79-10125 06 
NASA RE1EASE-79-127 •••••••••••• P79-10126 06 
NEliS RELEASE NUIIBER INDEX 
NASA RELEASE-79-128 •••••••••••• P79-10127 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-129 •••••••••••• P79-10131 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-130 •••••••••••• P79-10128 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-131 •••••••••••• P79-10129 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-132 •••••••••••• P79-10130 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-133 •••••••••••• P79-10132 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-134 •••••••••••• P79-10133 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-135 •••••••••••• P79-10136 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-136 •••••••••••• P79-10134 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-137 •••••••••••• P79-10137 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-138 ••••••••••• , P79-10138 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-139 •••••••••••• P79-10142 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-140 •••••••••••• P79-10139 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-141 •••••••••••• P79-10140 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-142 •••••••••••• P79-10141 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-143 •••••••••••• P79-10143 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-144 •••••••••••• P79-10152 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-145 •••••••••••• P79-10145 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-146 •••••••••••• P79-10144 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-147 •••••••••••• P79-10147 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-148 •••••••••••• P79-10146 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-149 •••••••••••• P79-10148 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-150 •••••••••••• P79-10149 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-151 •••••••••••• P79-10150 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-152 •••••••••••• P79-10151 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-153 •••••••••••• P79-10153 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-154 •••••••••••• P79-10154 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-155 •••••••••••• P79-10156 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-156 •••••••••••• P79-10155 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-157 •••••••••••• P79-10157 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-158 •••••••••••• P79-10158 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-159 •••••••••••• P79-10159 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-160 •••••••••••• P79-10160 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-161 •••••••••••• P79-10161 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-162 •••••••••••• P79-10163 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-163 •••••••••••• P79-10162 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-164 •••••••••••• P79-10164 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-165 •••••••••••• P79-10165 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-166 •••••••••••• P79-10166 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-167 •••••••••••• P79-10176 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-168 •••••••••••• P79-10170 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-169 •••••••••••• P79-10167 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-170 •••••••••••• P79-10168 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-171 •••••••••••• P79-1 016 9 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-172 •••••••••••• P79-1 0 171 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-173 •••••••••••• P79-10172 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-174 •••••••••••• P79-10173 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-175 •••••••••••• P79-10174 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-176 •••••••••••• P79-10175 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-177 •••••••••••• P79-1 017 8 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-178 •••••••••••• P79-10181 06 
NASA RELFASE-79-179 •••••••••••• P79-10179 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-180 •••••••••••• P79-10177 06 
NASA RELEASE-79-181 •••••••••••• P79-10180 06 
C-2 
SECTION 4 Accession 
.. 
-
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES 
1979 
Typical Accession Number Index Entry 
reCESSION NUMBERI 
"::'P7::-::9:--+'1 0""'0 5"""8 06 ••••••••••••••••• 
The Index correlates each accession number with its corresponding news 
release number, if assigned. The accession number is followed by a two-
digit number. e.g" 06, which designates the reference section containing the 
complete citation. The statement NO REPORT NUMBER appears for un-
numbered news releases and speeches. 
P79-1 000 1 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-1 
P79-10002 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-2 
P79-10003 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-3 
p79-10004 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-4 
p79-10005 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-5 
P79-10006 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-6 
P79-10007 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-7 
P79-10008 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-8 
P79-10009 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-9 
P79-1 0010 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-11 
P79-10011 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-12 
P79-10012 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-10 
P79-10013 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-13 
p79-10014 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-14 
P79-10015 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-15 
P79-10016 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-16 
P79-1 00 17 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-17 
P79-10018 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-18 
P79-10019 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-20 
P79-1 002 0 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-19 
P79-10021 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-21 
P79-10022 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-25 
P79-10023 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-22 
P79-10024 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-23 
P79-10025 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-2 11 
P79-10026 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-26 
P79-10027 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA R ELEASE-79-27 
P79-10028 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-30 
P79-10029 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-32 
P79-10030 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-31 
P79-10031 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-28 
P79-10032 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-35 
P79-10033 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-33 
P79-10034 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-29 
P79-10035 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-34 
P79-1 003 6 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-36 
P79-1 003 7 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-37 
P79-10038 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-39 
P79-1 003 9 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-40 
P79-1 004 a 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-41 
P79-10041 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-38 
P7 9-1 0042 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-42 
P79-10043 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-43 
P79-1 004 4 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-45 
P79-10045 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-44 
P79-1 004 6 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-46 
P79-1 0047 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-47 
P79-1 004 8 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-48 
P79-10049 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-61 
P79-10050 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-64 
P79-10051 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-65 
P79-10052 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-66 
P79-10053 06 •• " •••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-67 
P79-10054 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-68 
P79-10055 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-69 
P79-10056 06 •••• '" •••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-70 




















































































06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-72 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-77 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-79 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-78 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-73 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-74 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-75 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-76 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-49 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-50 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-51 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-52 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-53 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-54 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-55 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-56 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-57 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-58 
06 ••••••••••••••• " NASA RELEASE-79-59 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-60 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-62 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-63 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-81 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-83 
06 •••••••••• , •••••• NASA RELEAS E-79-84 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEAS E-79-8-0 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-85 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-87 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-88 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-82 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-86 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-90 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEAS E-7 9-91 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-92 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-93 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-94 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEAS E-79-95 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEAS E-79-9 6 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-98 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-99 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-89 
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-97 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-100 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-102 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-104 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-103 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-105 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-101 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-106 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-107 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-109 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-110 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-108 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-111 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-112 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--113 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--115 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--116 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--117 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-- 118 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--119 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--121 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-- 120 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-- 122 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--114 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-- 123 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-'125 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-- 126 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-'127 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-'128 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--130 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-'131 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79"132 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-'129 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--133 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--134 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-'136 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--124 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-'135 
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79--137 
ACCBSSION NOIIBBR INDBX 
P79-10138 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-138 
P79-10139 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-140 
P79-10140 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-141 
P79-10141 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-142 
P79-10142 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-139 
P79-10143 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-143 
P79-10144 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-146 
P79-10145 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-145 
P79-10146 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-148 
P79-10147 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-147 
P79-10148 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-149 
P79-10149 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-150 
P79-101S0 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-151 
P79-10151 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-152 
P79-10152 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-144 
P79-10153 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-153 
P79-10154 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-154 
P79-10155 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-156 
P79-10156 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-155 
P79-10157 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-157 
P79-10158 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-158 
P79-10159 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-159 
P79-10160 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-160 
P79-10161 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-161 
P79-10162 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-163 
P79-10163 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-162 
P79-10164 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-164 
P79-10165 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-165 
P79-10166 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-166 
P79-10167 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-169 
P79-10168 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-170 
P79-10169 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-171 
P79-10170 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-168 
P79-10171 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-172 
P79-10172 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-173 
P79-10173 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-174 
P79-1 0 17 4 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-175 
P79-10175 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-176 
P79-10176 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-167 
P79-10177 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-180 
P79-10178 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-177 
P79-10179 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-179 
P79-10180 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-181 
P79-10181 06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-79-178 
P79-10182 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUMBER 
P79-10183 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUMBER 
P79-10184 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NOMBER 
P79-1 0 18 5 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUMBER 
P79-10186 05 •• ' •••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NOMBER 
P79-10187 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NOMBER 
P79-10188 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUMBER 
P79-10189 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NOMBER 
P79-10190 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NOMBER 
P79-10191 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUMBER 
P79-10192 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NOMBER 
P79-10193 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NOMBER 
P79-10194 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUMBER 
P79-1019S 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NOMBER 
P79-10196 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUHBER 
D-2 
SECTION 5 
INDEXTO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES 
1979 
Typical Speech Entry 
J r AUTHOR I 
PRESS CONFERENCE-PI 1980 BUDGET FROSCH, ROBERT A •.. ____________________________ --J 
20 JAN. 1979 36P __________ _ 
PRESENUD A'r ~H.!:E:!!A.!:D~Q.::U:!!A.!!R.!.T.!!E.!!R:::.SL-=::.::.~W:.A:::S:::..!!.H:..!..., ~ 
D.C., 2.0 JAN. 1979 
r-c-=,--:-::-' ~:~:A~~ I ~~~:!R OF 
The listing provides the complete citation for each speech Indexed in this 
publication Included for each speech are the title (or supplied title, Indicated 
by the symbols <.. and > l. name of speaker. NASA affiliation of speaker, 
occasion and date of presentation, and other reference Information. 
P79-10182 
PRESS CONFERENCE-FI 1980 BUDGET 
FROSCH, ROBERT A. 
20 JAN. 1979 36P 
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C., 
20 JAN. 1979 
P79-10183 
THE NASA FI 1980 BUDGET 
FROSCH, ROBERT A. 
22 JAN. 1979 7P 
PRESEN~ED TO THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE 
PRESIDENT, 20 JAN. 1979 
P79-1018Q 
<NASA TO LAUNCH COMIIONICATIONS SATELLITE FOR PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA> 
CARTER, JIMMI 
31 JAN. 1979 3P 
PRESENTED AT THE WHITE HOUSE, WASH., D.C., 31 
JAN. 1979 
P79-10185 
<NON-MILITARI, MILIT.ARI, AND SPRITUAL ADVANTAGES OF 
U.S. SPACE PROGRAM> 
MICHENER, JAMES A. 
1 FEB. 1979 1Qp 
PRESENTED TO THE UNITED STATES SENATE, 1 FEB. 
1979 
P79-10186 
VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER 
PANAGAKOS, NICHOLAS 
22 FEB. 1979 57P 
PRESEN'l'ED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C .. , 
22 FEB. 1979 
P79-10187 
<NOAA TO MANAGE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES> 
CARTER, JIMMY 
20 NOV. 1979 2P 
20 NOv:R1E~.r~TED AT THE WHITE HOUSE, WASH., D.C., 
P79-10188 
POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER 
MCCORMACK, DICK 
28 "EB. 1979 41P 
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C., 
28 FEB. 1979 
E-1 
P79-10189 
VOYAGER 2-JUPITER ENCOUNTER 
MCROBERTS, JOE 
30 MAl 1979 53P 
Speeches 
March 1980 
PRESENTED AT THE SHERATON PARK HOTEL, WASH., 
D.C., 30 MAl 1979 
P79-10190 
<SKYLAB: WHERE WILL IT FALL?: PREPARATION PLANS> 
BASTEDO, WILLIAM G. 
6 JUL. 1979 39P 
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C., 6 
JUL. 1979 
P79-10191 
ANNIVERSARI OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
ARMSTRONG, NEIL ALDEN 
20 JUL. 1979 19P 
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C., 
20 JUL. 1979 
P79-10192 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF APOLLO 11 MOON LANDING 
HINNERS, NOEL W. 
20 JUL. 1979 22P 
PRESENTED AT THE NATL. AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM, 
WASH., D.C., 20 JULI 1979 
P79-10193 
PIONEER SATURN ENCOUNTER NEWS BRIEFING 
~UTCH, THOMAS A. 
21 AUG. 1979 52P 
PRESEN~ED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C., 
21 AUG. 1979 
P79-1019Q 
FUTURE OF PLANETARI 
FROSCH, ROBERT A. 
1Q SEP. 1979 
PRESENTED AT 




THE COMMONWEALTH CLUB, SAN 
SEP. 1979 
<MAGSAT: MISSION IMPORTANCE> 
MCCORMACK, DICK 
22 OCT. 1979 27P 
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERd, NASA, WASH., D.C., 
22 OCT. 1979 
P79-10196 
<MEETING WITH PRESIDENT REGARDING SPACE SHUTTLE> 
FROSCH, ROBERT A. 
14 NOV. 1979 24P 
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, WASH., D.C., 14 NOV 
1979 
SECTION 6 News Releases 
_______ g ______ ~I.I------------------------,.------------------.-----------------------_____ ,. 
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES 
1979 
Typical News Release Entry 
~SSION NUME~ 
I 
P79-100011 ~ITLE HEAO-l MISSION CONCLUDED ~C»l 
------110 JAN. 1979 4P~~ 
NASA RELEASE-79-4 
[=======----il NEWS RELEASE I 
,NUMBER ~ 
The listing provides the cornplete citation for each news release Indexed in 
this publicatIOn. Included for each news release are title, date of release. 
News Release Number hf any). and other reference information. 
P79-10001 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR LUBARSKY TO LEAVE LEWIS 
3 JAN. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-1 
P79-10002 
JUPITER OBSERVATIONS ARE UNDER liAY 
5 JAN. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-2 
P79-10003 
SATELLITE TO STUDY IlLECTRICAL PROBLEIIS 
12 JAN. 1979 lOP 
NASA RELEASE-79-3 
P79-10004 
HEAO-l MISSION CONCLUDED 
10 JAN. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-4 
P79-10005 
NASA CENTER SELECTS MINORITY CONSTRUCTION FIRM 
12 JAN. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-5 
P79-10006 
SAGE TO EXAMINE EARTH'S STRATOSPHERE 
18 JAN. 1979 21P 
NASA RELEASE-79-6 
P79-10007 
PHILIPS NAMED DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY AFFAIRS 
18 JAN. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-7 
P79-10008 
PRESIDENTIAL AWARD MADE TO NASA ENGINEER 
19 JAN. 1979 3P 
NASA RELIlASE-79-8 
P79-10009 
SEAS AT FAILURE REPORT COMPLETED 
19 JAN. 1979 2P 
NASA RELJ~ASE-7 9-9 
P79-10010 
NASA CHEIIIST IS NATIONAL INVENTOR OF THE YEAR 





SKYLAB ATTITUDE CHANGE MADE 
25 JAN. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-12 
P79-10012 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS NAMED AFTER SEA VESSELS 
25 JAN. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-10 
P79-10013 
EARLY FINDINGS FROM PIONEER VENUS 
5 FEB. 1979 22P 
NASA RELEASE-79-13 
p19-10014 
PILOT PROGRAM COVERS SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT DATA 
1 FEB. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-14 
P79-10015 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PROCUREMENT CONTRACT SIGNED 
5 FEB. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-15 
P19-10016 
STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN REMOTE 
SENSING 
16 FEB. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-16 
P79-10011 
WORLDWIDE WEATHER STUDY MAJOR COOPERATIVE EFFORT 
12 FEB. 1979 7P 
NASA RELEASE-79-17 
P79-10018 
AMERICANS AND CANADIANS TO STUDY FEB. 26 ECLIPSE 
20 FEB. 1979 22P 
NASA RELEASE-79-18 
P79-10019 
RITCHIE NAMED DEPUTY FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
13 FEB. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-20 
P79-10020 
WESTERN UNION TDRSS CONTRACT MODIFIED 
12 FEB. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-19 
P79-10021 
NASA LICENSES ELECTRICITY SAVER FOR HOME AND INDUSTRY 
28 FEB. 1979 8P 
NASA RELEASE-79~21 
P79-10022 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO SCAN PERUVIAN SKIES 
28 FEB. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-25 
P79-10023 
<VOYAGERS 1 AND 2; BACKGROUND> 
22 FEB. 1979 74P 
NASA RELEASE-79-22 
P79-10024 
VOYAGER 1 EXAMINES JUPITER 
22 FEB. 1979 43P 
NASA RELEASE-79-23 
p79-10025 
TEST ENGINES PROMISE LESS NOISE FROM SMALL AIRCRAFT 




USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOYAGER 1 ENCOUNTER AT 
JUPITER 
1 MAR. 1979 1P 
NASA RELEASE-79-26 
P79-10027 
NASA SELECTS GE SUBSIDIARY FOR LIFE SCIENCES CONTRACT 
28 FEB. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-27 
P79-10028 
SHUTTLE GROUND VIBRATION TESTING COMPLETED 
7 MAR. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-30 
P79-10029 
HINNERS TO BE DIRECTOR OF AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
7 MAR. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-32 
P79-10030 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNED TO MSFC 
6 MAR. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-31 
P79-10031 
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMP SHOWS COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
23 MAR. 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-28 
P79-10032 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION BY NASA SPACECRAFT 
27 MAR. 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-35 
P79-10033 
SYSTEM PROMISES ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE AT LESS COST 
28 MAR. 1979 8P 
NASA RELEASE-79-33 
P79-10034 
COST DROP POSSIBLE FOR GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE ENGINES 
4 APR. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-29 
P79-10035 
SCHOOLING OF ASTRONAUTS, 35 NEW CANDIDATES IS VARIED, 
EXCITING 
2 APR. 1979 8P 
NASA RELEASE-79-34 
P79-10036 
X-RAY OBSERVATORY REVEALS EXTREMELY DISTANT QUASARS 
30 MAR. 1979 13P 
NASA RELEASE-79-36 
P79-10037 
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ESA FOR 1983 SOLAR POLAR 
MISSION 
30 liAR. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-37 
P79-10038 
TWO HISTORIES PUBLISHED BY NASA 
3 APR. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-39 
P79-10039 
NASA-INVENTED POLLUTION DETECTOR TO BE MARKETED 
5 APR. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-40 
P79-10040 
NASA PUBLISHES REPORT ON WEIGHTLESSNESS TESTS FOR WOMEN 
9 APR. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-41 
P79-10041 
SATELLITES CUT INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT COSTS 
10 APR. 1979 8P 
NASA RELEASE-79-38 
P79-10042 
ENTERPRISE PREPARED FOR FLIGHT TO FLORIDA 




NASA AND INDONESIA SIGN SHUTTLE LAUNCH AGREEMENT 
10 APR. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-43 
P79-1004q 
WIND TURBINES SUBJECT OF ENERGY WORKSHOP IN CLEVELAND 
11 APR. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-QS 
P79-100QS 
SMALL X-RAY SATELLITE ENDS MISSION AFTER FOUR YEARS 
13 APR. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-44 
P79-100Q6 
U.S. AND U.S.S.R. TO CONDUCT JOINT SPACE MEDICINE STUDY 
13 APR. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-46 
P79-10047 
RADAR FINDS EARTH-LIKE FEATURES ON VENUS 
18 APR. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-47 
P79-100Q8 
KLINEBERG NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF LEWIS RESEARCH 
CENTER 
20 APR. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-48 
P79-100Q9 
NASA TO LAUNCH BRITISH SATELLITE 
14 MAY 1979 16P 
NASA RELEASE-79-61 
P79-10050 
THAILAND TQ BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION 
10 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-64 
P79-10051 
ASTRONOMY SATELLITE OBTAINS FIRST X-RAY BURST PICTURE 
11 MAY 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-65 
P79-10052 
INFRARED TELESCOPE BEGINS OPERATIONS IN HAWAII 
17 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-66 
P79-10053 
LANDSAT-3 HAS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER PROBLEM 
16 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-67 
P79-100SQ 
FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE PASSES ACCEPTANCE TEST 
16 MAY 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-68 
P79-10055 
SPECIAL STAFF WILL AID ASSESSMENT OF SHUTTLE PROBLEMS 
16 MAY 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-69 
P79-10056 
NASA DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA 
17 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-70 
P79-100S1 
SOLAR-POWERED HOME AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DEVELOPED 
18 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-71 
P79-10058 
MUTCH NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE SCIENCE 
18 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-72 
P79-10059 




ASTRONAUT HAISE TO RESIGN FROM NASA 




'LIFTOFF WILL BE NO. 100 FOR SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
30 MAY 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-78 
P79-10062 
APOLLO 11: A GOOD ENDING TO A BAD DECADE 





RELIVr:NG A MOllENT IN HISTORY {JULY 16, 




THE FLIGHT CONTROLLERS: THEY NEVER HAD A PARADE 
1 JUN. 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-75 
P79-10065 
SATURN V: A THUNDERING SUCCESS 
1 JUN. 1979 8P 
NASA RELEASE-79-76 
P79-10066 
SECOND FLTSATCOM LAUNCH SCHEDULED MAY 3 
25 APR. 1979 9P 
NASA RELEASE-79-49 
P79-10067 
ENTERPRI SE TO BE ROL:LED OUT TO LAUNCH PAD ON MAY 1 
24 APR. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-50 
P79-10068 
NASA WEATHER DATA SA'rELLITE SYSTEM IIAY SAVE AIRCRAFT 
FUEL 
3 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-51 
P79-10069 
NASA DEVELOPS MOBILE REMOTE SMOKESTACK MONITORING 
SYSTEM 
3 MAY 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-52 
P79-10070 
MCLEAN, VA., FIRM CHOSEN FOR CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS 
FOR NASA DATA FACILITY 
2 MAY 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-53 
P79-10071 
TRANSPORTATION IS U.S. THEME AT PARIS AIR SHOW 
Q MAY 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-54 
P79-10072 
NASA AIRCRAFT TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL MONSOON 
STUDY 
4 MAY 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-55 
P79-10073 
NASA SATEI,LITE TRACKS, STUDIES VOLCANIC ERUPHON 
8 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-56 
P79-1007/j 
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR PLANNED BY NASA AND 
RECLAMATION BUREAU 
9 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-57 
P79-10075 
JSC DEPU~Y DIRECTOR SJOBERG RETIRES 
7 MAY 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-58 
P79-10076 
PIONEER VENUS INFRARED INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS 




COOPER LEAVES GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
7 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-60 
P79-10078 
DR. SEITZ GIVEN SECOND NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC 
SERVICE MEDAL 
9 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-62 
P79-10079 
DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE TO LEAVE NASA 
9 MAY 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-63 
P79-10080 
NASA TO RETIRE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE-6 
30 MAY 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-81 
P79-10081 
SATELLITE USED IN DISCOVERY OF GAS CLOUD AROUND MILKY 
WAY 
31 MAY 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-83 
p79-10082 
PIONEER 10 NEARS URANUS' ORBIT ON WAY OUT OF SOLAn 
SYSTEM 
31 MAY 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-84 
P79-10083 
SKY LAB MANEUVER PLANNED 
1 JUN. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-80 
P79-100811 
FRUTKIN TO LEAVE NASA 




ADVANCED AUTO TURBINE CONTRACT TO BE NEGOTIATED 
8 JUN. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-87 
P79-10086 
DE NOYER, NORWOOD RECEIVE 1979 PECORA REMOTE SENSING 
AWARD 
13 JUN. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-88 
P79-10087 
NASA TO STUDY SPACE PLATFORM 
20 JUN. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-82 
P79-10088 
VOYAGER 2 TO TAKE JUPITER CLOSE LOOK JULY 9 
20 NOV. 1979 53P 
NASA RELEASE-79-86 
P79-10089 
HIMAT RESEARCH PLANE TO MAKE FIRST FLIGHT 
28 JUN. 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-90 
P79-10090 
NASA, JAPANESE IDENTIFY AREAS OF POSSIBLE COOPERA~rION 
2 JUL. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-91 
P79-10091 
SHUTTLE ENGINE SHUTDOWN INVESTIGATED 
9 JUL. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-92 
P79-10092 
SOVIET SCIENTISTS COMING FOR JOINT SPACE MEDICINE STUDY 
9 JUL. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-93 
P79-10093 
FUEL-SAVING T.EST FLIGHT SET AT DRYDEN 




MARINE FIRE-FIGHTING MODULE TO BE DEMONSTRATED 
24 JUL. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-95 
P79-10095 
NASA TO LAUNCH lIESTAR-C 
25 JUL. 1979 8P 
NASA RELEASE-79-96 
P79-10096 
TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY 
30 JUL. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-98 
P79-10097 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF SUN FEATURED IN BOOK 
27 JUL. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-99 
P79-10098 
NASA WILL TRY TO ADJUST SKYLAB'S ATTITUDE 
15 JUN. 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-89 
P79-10099 
NASA TO FLY F-14 IN RESEARCH PROGRAM 
30 JUL. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-97 
P79-10100 
NASA SELECTS TRW FOR SOLAR POLAR MISSION CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
30 JUL. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-100 
P79-10101 
NASA SELECTS 25 EXPERIMENTS FOR LASER GEODYNAMICS 
SATELLITE 
8 AUG. 1979 8P 
NASA RELEASE-79-102 
P79-10102 
NEll TRACTION DRIVES 
REVOLUTIONIZE POWER 
3 AUG. 1979 
NASA RELEASE-79-104 
P79-10103 
COULD REPLACE GEARS, 
TRANSMISSION 
6P 
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE 
8 AUG. 1979 7P 
NASA RELEASE-79-103 
P79-10104 
ROTATING BLACK HOLES TIED TO HUGE ENERGY BURSTS 
9 AUG. 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-105 
P79-10105 
NASA TO RECRUIT SPACE SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS 
1 AUG. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-101 
P79-10106 
'SCHERER TO HEAD EXTERNAL RELATIONS; SMITH CENTER 
DIRECTOR 
8 AUG. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-106 
P79-10107 
VIKING CAMERAS REVEAL NEW MARTIAN FROST LAYER 
9 AUG. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-107 
P79-10108 
A BILLION MILES FROM EARTH, PIONEER SATURN MAKES LEFt 
TURN 
21 AUG. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-109 
P79-10109 
OLSTAD TO BE DEPUTY OF TECHNOLOGY OFFICE 
21 AUG. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-110 
P79-10110 
PIONEER TO ENCOUNTER SATURN ON SEPT. 1 




SOPHISTICATED CONTROLS DEVELOPED FOR JET ENGINES 
30 AUG. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-111 
P79-10112 
NASA SELECTS 40 INVESTIGATIONS FOR SPACELAB/SHUTTLE 
FLIGHTS 
30 AUG. 1979 7P 
NASA RELEASE-79-112 
P79-10113 
THIRD HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY TO BE LAUNCHED 
4 SEP. 1979 23P 
NASA RELEASE-79-113 
P79-10114 
COMPOSITES SUBJECT OF INDUSTRY CONFERENCES 
6 SEP. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-115 
P79-10115 
U.S.-CANADIAN SATELLITE TO CEASE COMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 
13 SEP. 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-116 
P79-10116 
NASA LASER SYSTEMS TO STUDY EARTH'S CRUSTAL MOVEMENTS 
14 SEP. 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-117 
P79-10117 
NASA, CANADA AND FRANCE TO TEST RESCUE SYSTEM 
13 SEP. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-118 
P79-10118 
NASA SEEKS INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS TO MAKE SPACE PRODUCTS 
17 SEP. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-119 
P79-10119 
CHINESE DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA, DISCUSS LANDSAT USE 
17 SEP. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-121 
P79-10120 
ASTRONAUTS MAY REPAIR ORBITER HEAT SHIELD IN FLIGHT 
20 SEP. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-120 
P79-10121 
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET SATELLITE RETURNING WEALTH 
OF DATA 
21 SEP. 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-122 
P79-10122 
u. S. EXPERIMENTS TO RIDE SOVIET SATELLITE 
6 SEP. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-114 
P79-10123 
DR. JAMES KRAMER RETIRES 
27 SEP. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-123 
P79-10124 
NASA TO DEVELOP MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT 
2 OCT. 1979 liP 
NASA RELEASE-79-125 
P79-10125 
PEGASUS 2 REENTRY EXPECTED IN NOVEMBER 
10 OCT. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-126 
P79-10126 
NASA CREATES SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM OPERATIONS 
OFFICE 
9 OCT. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-127 
P79-10127 
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE POSSIBLE "COMET DUST" 
12 OCT. 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-128 
NEll S RllLEAS ES 
P79-10128 
INTERNATIONAL ROCKET PROJECT TO COMPARE OZONE SENSORS 
15 OCT. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-130 
P79-10129 
LIGHTNING APPARENT SOURCE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
IMPORTANT GASES 
16 OCT. 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-131 
P79-10130 
VOYAGER PICTURES REVEAL NEll liOON OF JUPITER 
16 OCT. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-132 
P79-10131 
SATELLITE TO STUDY EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 
19 OCT. 1979 34P 
NASA RELEASE-79-129 
P79-10132 
WORKSHOP ~ro PLAN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT 
18 OCT. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-133 
P79-10133 
VOYAGER REACQUIRED; SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONS NORMALLY 
17 OCT. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-134 
P79-10134 
U. S., SOVIET SPACE MEDICINE GROUP TO MEET 10TH TIMe 
18 OCT. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-136 
P79-10135 





PIONEER SATURN RESULTS ARE SUMMARIZED 
24 OCT. 1979 8P 
NASA RELEASE-79-135 
P79-10137 
EXPERIMENTAL TURBOl'AN ENGINE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT 
DELIVERED 
23 OCT. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-137 
P79-10138 
MICHAEL WEEKS NAMED TO SHUTTLE POST 
26 OCT. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-138 
P79-10139 
NASA CONDUCTS WAKE VORTEX TESTS 
29 OCT. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-140 
P79-10140 
GOSSAMER ALBATROSS RESEARCH FLIGHTS PLANNED 
31 OCT. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-141 
P79-10141 
SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS BOOKED THROUGH 1984 
30 OCT. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-142 
P79-10142 
FUEL CELL IS BASIS OF PROMISING ENERGY SYSTEM 
7 NOV. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-139 
P.79-10143 
NASA INITIATES NEW j:HRUST IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 
2 NOV. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-143 
P79-10144 
SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST FAILS; AUXILIARY POWER UNIT TEST 
SUCCESSFUl. 




PILOT-AID SYSTEM FOR SMALL AIRPORTS DEMONSTRATED 
7 NOV. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-'79-145 
P79-10146 
LANDSAT 2 SHOWS ITS AGE 
7 NOV. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-148 
P79-10147 
NASA SEEKS EXPERIMENTS l'OR 1985/1988 TWO-COMET MISSION 
8 NOV. 1979 7P 
NASA RELEASE-79-147 
P79-10148 
NASA TO TEST SOLAR POWER UNITS FOR RURAL USE 
9 NOV. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-149 
P79-10149 
NEW DEVICE DETECTS CANCER 
9 NOV. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-150 
P79-10150 
20 SKYLAB DEBRIS FINDERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION 








FIRST SOLAR l!LECTRIC AIR SAMPLER UNVEILED IN NEW JERSEY 
20 NOV. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-144 
P79-10153 
SPACE SHUTTLE PROPULSION TESTS TO RESUME IN 
MID-DECEMBER 
15 NOV. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE--79-153 
P79-10154 
COMBINATION ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE-POWERED CAR TO BE 
BUILT 
16 NOV. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE--79-154 
P79-10155 
LUNNEY NAMED ACTING HEAD OF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
16 NOV. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-156 
P79-10156 
THIRD FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED 
21 NOV. 1979 9P 
NASA RELEASE-79-155 
P79-10157 
WRONG WELDING WIRE IS CAUSE OF TEST FAILURE 
19 NOV. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-157 
P79-10158 
RCA SATCOM LAUNCH TO BE 150TH FOR DELTA 
23 NOV. 1979 12P 
NASA RELEASE-79-158 
P79-10159 
SCHERER TO RETIRE 




KEEPING A SPACE EYE ON JACK FROST 
21 NOV. 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-160 
P79-10161 






FLTSATCOM LAUNCH RESCHEDULED 
28 NOV. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-163 
P79-10163 
SHUTTLE TOPS 1980 LAUNCH SCHEDULE 
30 NOV. 1979 3P 
N.ASA RELEASE-79-162 
P79-10l64 
A. THOMAS YOUNG NAMED GODDARD CENTER DIRECTOR 
30 NOV. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-164 
P79-10165 
33 INVESTIGATORS SELECTED FOR CLIMATE, ATMOSPHERIC 
STUDIES 
6 DEC. 1979 6P 
NASA RELEASE-79-165 
P79-10l66 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LAND AREA EXPANDING 
6 DEC. 1979 5P 
NASA RELEASE-79-166 
P79-10l67 
CONT~~CT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINn ENGINE FOR 
AUTO~ 
6 DEC. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-169 
P79-l0l68 
SUPPORT CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ATLAS/CENTAUR PROGRAM 
6 DEC. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-170 
P79-10l69 
STUDY FINDS RISK "INSIGNIFICANT" WITH CARBON FIBER USE 
6 DEC. 1979 7P 
NASA RELEASE-79-171 
P79-10l70 
HUGE CLUSTER OF GALAXIES SUGGESTED BY U-2 EXPERIMENTS 
10 DEC. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-168 
P79-10171 
NASA TO CHANGE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION OPERATIONS 
7 DEC. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-172 
P79-10172 
PROPOSALS SOUGH~ FOR SUN-EARTH INVESTIGATIONS 
12 DEC. 1979 4P 
NASA RELEASE-79-173 
P79-10l73 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES PLANNED 
11 DEC. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-174 
P79-10174 
2,937 APPLY FOR ASTRONAUT POSITIONS 
13 DEC. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-175 
P79-l0175 
RADAR MAPPING OF VENUS, SUBJECT OF TWO STUDIES 
13 DEC. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-176 
P79-10176 
LIFE SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS CEOSEN FOR SPACE FLIGHTS 
13 DEC. 1979 lOP 
NASA RELEASE-79-167 
P79-l0l71 
RADIO CONTACT LOST WITH VOYAGER 
14 DEC. 1979 2P 
NASA RELEASE-79-180 
P79-10178 
FIRST FLIGHT SET FOR PIVOT-WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
14 DEC. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-177 
P79-l0179 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1979 ACTIVITIES: YEAR OF THE PLANETS 
18 DEC. 1979 21P 
NASA RELEASE-79-179 
P79-10180 
IMAGE-PROCESSING COMPUTER CONTRACT AWARDED 
14 DEC. 1979 3P 
NASA RELEASE-79-181 
P79-l0l81 
THREE SHUTTLE TEST ENGINES FIRED SUCCESSFULLY 
20 DEC. 1979 1P 
NASA RELEASE-79-178 
F-6 NASA~Lang1 ey, 1980 
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